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ABSTRACT

UAV Enabled IoT Network Designs for Enhanced Estimation,

Detection, and Connectivity

Osama M. Bushnaq

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a foundational building block for the upcoming

information revolution. Particularly, the IoT bridges the cyber domain to anything

within our physical world which enables unprecedented monitoring, connectivity, and

smart control. The utilization of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) can offer an extra

level of flexibility which results in more advanced and efficient connectivity and data

aggregation.

In the first part of the thesis, we focus on the optimal IoT devices placement

and, the spectral and energy budgets management for accurate source estimation.

Practical aspects such as measurement accuracy, communication quality, and energy

harvesting are considered. The problem is formed such that a set of cheap and

expensive sensors are placed to minimize the estimation error under limited system

cost.

The IoT revolution relies on aggregating big data from massive numbers of devices

that are widely scattered in our environment. These devices are expected to be of low-

complexity, low-cost, and limited power supply, which impose stringent constraints on

the network operation. Aerial data transmission offers strong line-of-sight links and

flexible/instant deployment. The UAV-enabled IoT networks can, for instance, offer

solutions to avoid and manage natural disasters such as forest fire. We investigate

in this thesis the aerial data aggregation for field estimation, wildfire detection, and

connection coverage enhancement via UAVs. To accomplish the network task, the

field of interest is divided into several subregions over which the UAVs hover to collect
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samples from the underlying nodes. To this end, we formulate and solve optimization

problems to minimize total hovering and traveling times. This goal is fulfilled by

optimizing the UAV hovering locations, the hovering time at each location, and the

trajectory traversed between hovering locations.

Finally, we propose the utilization of the tethered UAV (T-UAV) to assist the

terrestrial network, where the tether provides power supply and connects the T-UAV

to the core network through a high capacity link. The T-UAV however has limited

mobility due to the limited tether length. A stochastic geometry-based analysis is

provided for the optimal coverage probability of T-UAV-assisted cellular networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has transformed all aspects

of human life including communication, education, economy, entertainment, etc. In-

deed, it is difficult to imagine today’s life without reliable data transmission. In

the last three decades, the main research focus has been on providing more reliable

communication systems with higher data rates and less transmission delays while

consuming less enabling power. Today, same needs are tackled through new and

more sophisticated methods such as massive MIMO, wireless optical and millimeter

communication, small cell network, etc. The envisioned communication revolution in-

cludes connecting not only people but also everything to the Internet which is known

as the Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT is a foundational building block for the

upcoming information revolution and imminent smart-world era. Particularly, the

IoT bridges the cyber domain to everything and anything within our physical world

(e.g., goods, appliances, vehicles, light poles, parking meters, plants, etc.), which

enables unprecedented ubiquitous monitoring and smart control. Advanced sensor

networks are needed in order to meet the increasing needs of IoT applications, such

as automated surveillance, environmental monitoring, smart cities, and so on [2–4].

In this thesis, our focus will be on the UAV enabled IoT network designs related to

field estimation, wildfire detection and IoT devices connectivity. UAVs have rapidly

gained tremendous interest to be used in numerous emerging commercial and military

applications such as aerial surveillance, border protection, traffic control, transporta-

tion, logistics, precision agriculture, search & rescue missions, disaster recovery, etc.
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In particular, UAV-based airborne communications bring a major paradigm shift

to the ICT sector, which primarily depends upon a terrestrial communication and

networking infrastructure [5, 6]. Indeed, UAVs can offer salient attributes to today’s

fixed telecom infrastructure, including strong line-of-sight backhaul/access links, flex-

ible/instant deployment, and extra degrees of freedom for its controlled mobility [7].

Additionally, UAVs can easily reach dangerous and far locations which makes them

ideal for mission critical communication such as in natural disasters and war zones.

The research on the UAV communication and sensing is still in its early stages. The

utilization of UAV-assisted communication and sensing introduce new challenges to

the wireless networks design and management. The strong LoS link can cause sig-

nificant amount of interference over long distances. Furthermore, the UAV mobility

results in a highly dynamic spatial and temporal system which is difficult to control

and optimize.

Before presenting the UAV enabled system designs, we start by studying the de-

sign of a terrestrial IoT network where we optimize the IoT devices placement and

resource allocation to minimize the estimation error of source parameters. We form

the system design problem such that it is allowed to install different types of cheap

and expensive IoT devices, where expensive IoT devices are equipped with more

energy and spectral bandwidth. Taking the measurement accuracy and IoT device

communication capabilities into account, we conclude that a trade off has to be man-

aged between the sensing accuracy and data transmission quality. While investing

in a network of few expensive IoT devices that are highly equipped is preferred to

reduce the errors caused ny the communication link quality, installing a large num-

ber of IoT devices significantly enhance the environment measurement accuracy. To

enable massive IoT networks with higher efficiencies and more practical applications,

new communication tools such as UAVs can significantly reduce the system cost and

complexity. Therefore, we present, in chapters 3, 4 and 5, UAV-assisted IoT net-
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work designs specifically for data aggregation, field estimation, wildfire detection and

coverage enhancement. In the rest of this section, we introduce the innovative IoT

network designs proposed throughout the thesis.

1.1 Sensor Selection for Energy Harvesting IoT Network:

Background and Contribution

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) have been gaining increasing interest in the last few

years due to their role in emerging technologies such as IoT. To guarantee a durable

autonomous sensor network, sensing nodes should be capable of processing and com-

municating data with restricted energy harvesting (EH) and consumption budgets.

Despite the wide range of studies regarding WSN/IoT network optimization in the

literature, there still are many challenges in implementing these networks. Sensors are

expected to harvest energy and control their consumption to result in self-powered

sensing nodes and, on the other hand, they need to obtain accurate observations

and communicate them reliably. The complexity of such problems lies in designing a

mathematical model that accounts for many factors such as measurement accuracy,

observation transmission quality, and EH efficiency. Managing the available resources,

the system costs and the amount of data while achieving the desired inference per-

formance forms a major challenge in today’s big sensor networks. Therefore, placing

the sensors at optimal locations to gather informative data with fewer sensors and

optimizing power and spectral resources is a fundamental design task.

Sensor selection (placement) is the problem of choosing the best subset of sen-

sors (locations) from a set of candidate sensors (locations). This is a combinatorial

problem, which can be solved optimally through an exhaustive search by evaluat-

ing a performance measure (e.g., inference accuracy) for all possible combinations

that satisfy a budget constraint. However, this process is computationally intractable

when the number of selection variables is large. Instead, a suboptimal solution can
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be obtained by greedily selecting sensors one by one. Such a greedy algorithm is near

optimal, if the performance measure can be expressed as a submodular set function of

the selection indicators with cardinality constraints [8], [9]. Alternatively, the sensor

selection problem can be solved suboptimally using convex optimization [10], which

utilizes the convexity of the performance measure and constraint functions to solve

the optimization problem [11], [12]. For solutions based on convex optimization, the

discrete selection variables are relaxed to the continuous domain and an approximate

Boolean solution is retrieved using rounding. See [13], for an overview on sensor

selection techniques for common statistical signal processing tasks.

Two related, yet different, major challenges in sensor networks are, (1) online

sensor activation/deactivation where the sensor operation is scheduled based on real-

time measurements [14–17]. And, (2) offline sensor selection (placement) where the

objective is to select a best subset of sensors (locations) out of a candidate set of

sensors (locations). Offline sensor selection is done at the network design time, such

that a desired performance is met based on prior statistics, which do not depend

on real-time measurements [8, 10, 12, 18–20]. Our focus will be on the offline sensor

selection.

The overall offline sensor selection is enhanced by considering different practi-

cal issues such as measurement accuracy, observation transmission quality, and EH

efficiency. Considering these practical issues guarantees a better overall system per-

formance in the sense of minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) at a central fusion

center (FC). In [10], [12] the sensing locations are selected based only on the mea-

surement accuracy at the sensor level. The earlier mentioned practical considerations

are addressed in [18]. Nevertheless, only sensing location is optimized in [18], which

restricts the system flexibility. In [21], the authors assume uncertainty of successful

reception at a remote estimator based on the sensor transmission power and assume

that the sensors receive feedback upon successful transmission. In that work, the
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sensor selection problem is solved such that either a low power sensor or a high power

sensor is placed at each candidate sensing node. However, only two types of sensors

are considered and no spectrum allocation is performed.

Our proposed estimator is carefully designed based on the measurement model.

The maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator reaches the MMSE given a linear mea-

surement model for a static source (i.e. temporal correlation is ignored). While the

Kalman filter is employed instead in order to take the temporal correlation into ac-

count while achieving MMSE estimation [22]. Modeling the unknown source while

considering both the sources’ cross-correlation and temporal correlation improves sys-

tem optimization quality. Despite the lack of performance guarantees, several greedy

algorithms were proposed to minimize the estimation error for the vector state lin-

ear dynamical system subject to a prescribed number of sensing nodes [8, 19, 20, 23].

None of these studies has considered the cost of sending the sensor observations to

the FC and the quality of the communication links between the sensors and the FC.

We focus in this project on i) static vector source estimation and ii) dynamic scalar

source estimation.

In [10,12,14,18,24,25], a static measurement model for a vector of unknown sources

was considered such that the distributed parameter estimation is minimized based on

the current measurement statistics. These works considered a source without tem-

poral correlation. In [10], the sensor placement via convex relaxation was introduced

for static state estimation. For a wide range of applications, physical quantities in

nature tend to change slowly over time. Hence, the temporal correlation between

observations that are separated by orders of a few seconds tend to be high. Scalar

state estimation is studied in [16,21,26] in order to obtain a simple and optimal sensor

selection solution.

Digital observation transmission is expected to perform better than analog trans-

mission schemes because of its immunity to channel noise. Nevertheless, few studies
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in the literature consider digital transmission schemes in sensor selection problems

because of analysis complexity. The introduced noise due to observation quantization

is not Gaussian and therefore linear measurement models cannot be used directly.

In [27, 28], the sensors’ total power consumption is optimized in an online fashion

based on the Bayesian Fisher information at the FC which receives quantized sensor

observations. However, the amount of energy available through EH at each sensor is

not taken into account.

In this work, practical aspects such as the sensor’s EH and observation trans-

mission quality to the FC are taken into account. The main goal is to combine

optimal sensor placement with novel and important selection dimensions that add to

the network design flexibility, namely, we allow for transmission power and resource

block (i.e., time-frequency channel) allocation. The sensor’s transmission power is

optimized by considering different kinds of sensors where expensive sensors are sup-

plied with more EH capabilities and higher battery capacities as compared to cheaper

sensors. In this setup, the approach in [21] is generalized by considering K sensor

kinds. Further, we allow sensors to transmit their observations over different spectral

bandwidths such that the total system bandwidth is limited. In spite of the gen-

eral awareness of the energy scarcity in IoT networks, only few studies allocate the

sensor transmission power level for dynamic estimation. We present sensor selection

solutions considering analog and digital transmission schemes and compare their per-

formances. In the digital scheme, we analyze observation quantization and encoding

based on an information theoretic approach. The number of quantization levels is

optimized based on the allocated bandwidth and the signal to noise ratio between

the candidate sensor and the FC. We obtain a suboptimal sensor selection via convex

optimization by relaxing the discrete variables and rounding the obtained solution.

A novel rounding algorithm is proposed in order to enhance the rounding efficiency.

The contribution of this project can be summarized as follows:
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� The sensor transmission power and operating bandwidth are jointly optimized

with the sensing location. This gives network designers the flexibility to place

more expensive sensors with a higher power budget and data rate in strategic

locations while cheaper sensors are placed in less important locations.

� We model a practical system which takes the EH, channel gain and measurement

accuracy into account. Similar considerations were taken into account in [18,24–

26], however, all of them assumed analog communication where sensors directly

amplify and forward observations.

� Sensor selection is optimized for digitally transmitted observations to the FC.

An information theoretic approach is utilized to express the quantization and

channel error.

� A generalized randomized rounding algorithm is proposed in order to efficiently

round the relaxed solutions taking the joint power, location and resource block

selection into account.

Table 1.1 shows a comparison between the proposed sensor placement methods

and the existing methods. Indeed, Table 1.1 shows that our methods has advantages

over others where the cell background color indicates how well the considered fea-

ture is handled. Green means that general and practical cases are considered, yellow

means there are some restrictions, while red means there is a shortcoming. Next, we

introduce the first UAV enabled network design in the thesis, where the objective is

to efficiently collect IoT nodes’ data and accurately estimate a field of interest.
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Table 1.1: Comparison with existing sensor placement solutions.

Feature \ Ref. Prop.
Stat.

Prop.
Dyna.

[1] [2] [6] [7] [8]
[10]

[16]
[22]

[17]
[18]

[19] [23]
[24]

Source: Static(St)
/dynamic(Dy)

St Dy St Dy Dy St St St Dy Dy St

Source dimension:
scalar(Scl) /vec-
tor(Vec)

Vec Scl Vec Scl Vec Vec Vec Vec Vec Scl Vec

Power allocation 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 3 7 31 3

Spectral alloc. 3 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

EH consideration 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 3 7 7 7

Tr. Scheme: No
Tr.(N)/ analog (A)/
digital (D)

A/D A/D A A N N N A N D D

1.2 Data Aggregation and Field estimation in UAV assisted

IoT Networks: Background and Contribution

The number of IoT devices is exponentially increasing every year. By 2025, the

number of connected devices to the Internet of things is expected to reach 1 million

IoT devices per km2 [29]. For a cost-effective materialization of the IoT vision, the IoT

relies on low-cost wireless sensor nodes with short transmission ranges, limited energy

supply, and constrained computational capabilities [30]. The high density and wide-

spatial distribution of the IoT sensors along with the stringent operational constraints

for each sensor render the conventional data aggregation and field estimation schemes

(i.e., clustering and multi-hopping) [31].

Exploiting the significant advances in global UAV market, flying vehicles can be

used to collect the IoT big data [32]. Instead of disseminating and routing the data

across the network to fixed location access points, UAVs with wireless communica-

tion capabilities fly across the network to collect the data. This offloads the data

aggregation burden from the IoT sensors to the UAVs, which offers multi-fold gains

1Only two power levels are allowed in [19]
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for the IoT implementation and operation. For instance, recharging and maintaining

the UAVs that eventually fly back to central headquarters impose much less overhead

than recharging and maintaining, respectively, the sensors and access points in the

field. The sensors become irresponsible for data relaying and routing, and hence,

simpler and lower cost sensors can be utilized. On-demand wake-up schemes upon

data collection can be utilized, which reduces energy consumption and prolongs the

network lifetime.

The recent advancement, along with the reduced cost, of UAVs have attracted

much interest from the ICT industry. For instance, flying base stations can be used

to improve cellular coverage, provide wireless communications during natural disas-

ters and public safety operations, and extend wireless services for rural areas [33,34].

The surging UAV use cases within the ICT motivated the research community to

model, assess, and develop design paradigms for hybrid terrestrial/airborne commu-

nication systems. For instance, the studies in [35–40] characterize signal propaga-

tion and fading over air-to-ground (A2G) and ground-to-air (G2A) communications

links. Coverage probability and communication rates for UAV downlink networks

are derived in [41]. An optimization framework for the positions and hover times

for multiple UAVs serving downlink and uplink users are proposed in [42] and [43],

respectively. However, the focus in [41–43] is on the airborne to terrestrial coverage

problems. Trajectory optimization to maximize data rate from specific ground nodes

is considered in [44, 45]. The coexistence of UAV communication system with cur-

rent systems is discussed in [46, 47]. In the context of uplink data aggregation, the

throughput per pass for a UAV over a sensor network is characterized by in [48]. Tra-

jectory and speed optimization framework for data aggregation from sensor networks

are provided in [49]. However, the studies in [48, 49] are for fixed-wing UAVs (i.e.,

no hovering capability). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the problem of data

aggregation and field estimation with rotary-wing (i.e., hovering capable) UAV from
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a large-scale IoT network has not been considered in the literature2.

The main contribution of this project lies in integrating stochastic geometry, graph

theory, signal processing, and optimization theory in order to investigate two promi-

nent problems: data aggregation and field estimation in IoT networks where IoT

devices are scattered according to a Poisson point process (PPP) over a finite field.

Exploiting the hovering capability of the UAV, reliable transmissions of data can be

attained by activating the nodes when the UAV is stationary. Particularly, the field

is divided into several subregions where the UAV sequentially hovers over each subre-

gion to collect data from the randomly scattered devices. At each hovering location,

the UAV sends a universal activation/synchronization signal to all nodes covered from

that hovering location. The activated nodes then send back their data via the slotted

ALOHA protocol. Assuming all IoT devices have independent data to be aggregated,

data aggregation problem minimizes the mission duration (i.e., total hovering and

traveling time) such that a predetermined number of observations gathered from the

entire network. On the other hand, field estimation problem assumes that each IoT

device accurately observes a physical phenomenon that is spatially correlated with

nearby observations. Accordingly, our objective in this problem is to minimize the

total mission duration by assuring that the average MSE is no more than a prede-

fined threshold at any point in the network. To attain such goals, we optimize the

following variables: i) the number of subregions, ii) the area of each subregion, iii)

the hovering locations, iv) the hovering time at each location, and v) the trajectory

between hovering locations.

Accordingly, both of the problems fall within the class of mixed integer non-linear

programming (MINLP) problems, which are known to be NP-hard. Contingent upon

the hovering and traveling time dilemma, a decoupled suboptimal solution is proposed

to handle hovering and traveling time separately. The traveling time subproblem is

2Alternatively, a fixed-wing UAV can also be employed to hover by flying around a small circle
centered at the designated hovering location.
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solved by further decoupling it into coverage problem and traveling salesman prob-

lem. In order to avoid calculation of traveling time for different network size and

stop points, a closed form approximation is also developed based on the agility of

the employed UAV. For the hovering time minimization, data transmission success

probability is accurately characterized via stochastic geometry to account for the spa-

tially random locations of the IoT devices. Based on the number of hovering points

and their locations given by the traveling time problem, hovering time is minimized

by means of closed-form and numerical solutions. Proposed solutions are verified by

extensive numerical results which show that total time can be minimized by handling

the hovering and traveling time dilemma. The system model, solution, and numeri-

cal results will be presented in Chapter 3. In the next subsection, we introduce the

second UAV-assisted IoT network design which is concerned with the early wildfire

detection application.

1.3 The Role of UAV-IoT Networks in Future Wildfire De-

tection: Background and Contribution

In the last few years, the number, frequency, and severity of wildfires have increased

dramatically worldwide, significantly impacting countries economies, ecosystem3, and

communities. For instance, an average of 2.5 million hectares (ha) are burnt only in

Canadian forests every year, which costs around 370 million to 740 million US dollars

per year [50, 51]. The risk of wildfires is expected to increase in the near future,

see [51, 52] for more insights and statistics.

The management of wildfires forms a significant challenge where early fire detec-

tion is key. Current wildfire detection methods such as satellite imaging and infrared

cameras are not reliable especially under cloudy weather conditions. In order to de-

tect wildfires before getting out of control, we can make use of IoT networks, which

3In some cases, forest fires can be beneficial to maintain a healthy and diverse ecosystem.
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can connect a massive number of simple-structured, self-powered and cheap IoT sen-

sor. While IoT networks are expected to support 1 million IoT devices per km2 by

2025 [29], the lack of infrastructure over forests and the limited IoT devices’ power

and complexity make data aggregation unattainable using standard IoT networks.

To solve this problem, UAVs can be used. UAVs can support increased data rates

and reliability demands for cellular communication networks [32]. In addition to this,

UAVs offer the advantage of flexibility and decreased costs, which makes them suitable

to reach dangerous and remote areas for disasters recovery. Therefore, many recent

studies have suggested UAV-IoT networks to manage natural disasters [33,34,53].

In Chapter 4, we propose a new wildfire detection method based on Unmanned

Aerial Vehicle aided Internet of Things (UAV-IoT) network. The aim of the study

is to evaluate the reliability of the UAV-IoT networks in detecting wildfires within

a limited period of time. Further, we study the optimal density of IoT devices and

the number of UAVs such that a lower bound of the probability of fire detection

is maximized under a limited system budget. To the best of the authors knowledge,

there is no work which considers and studies UAV-IoT networks specifically for wildfire

detection. Before elaborating this solution, we discuss some background related to

this application area.

1.3.1 Background

Studying wildfire detection relies on two important ingredients: (i) fire spread models

and (ii) fire detection. We briefly discuss these two ingredients next.

Fire spread is a dynamic process which depends on environmental variables such

as wind speed, moisture content, fuel type and density, ground slope, etc. Developing

an accurate fire spread model which can predict fire size and shape over time is an

ongoing research challenge. Wildfire spread modeling can be categorized into physics-

based [54,55] and experiment-based approaches [56,57]. Physics-based models suffer
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from oversimplification of the complex forest environments, while empirical models

suffer from the lack of accurate experimental data over the burnt forests which can be

utilized to validate the mathematical model. A popular empirical approach employing

Markov stochastic process to model the fire spread is discussed in [56]. We use this

latter empirical approach in this project.

The main methods to detect wildfires today can be categorized into satellite imag-

ing, remote sensing, and wireless sensor network (WSN) detection [58]. These meth-

ods are discussed below.

Satellite Imaging

Satellite based forest monitoring and fire detection is the most popular approach today

due to its low cost. Advanced geostationary satellite systems such as the Advanced

Very-High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) can take images with as low spatial and

temporal resolutions as one km2 and about ten minutes, respectively [59–61]. Despite

this resolution, fire detection at early stages is not possible using this method, since

the fire area has to be already multiple km2 to be observable, and some fires can

spread vastly within few minutes. Further, the quality of satellite images is highly

dependent on weather conditions.

Remote Sensing

Mounting surveillance cameras or infrared-sensors on a ground tower, UAV or high

altitude platform (HAP) is another popular wildfire detection method. With the

advancement of camera technology, Artificial Intelligence (AI), computer vision and

image recognition, this approach has gained more interest recently [62–64]. While

installing ground surveillance stations is expensive, mounting cameras on UAVs is

more promising. A survey for fire monitoring, detection, and fighting techniques

using UAV is presented in [65]. The reliability of this approach decreases under
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cloudy weather conditions. Another challenge to this method is the limited UAV

battery which is drained by the camera sensor and the complex AI processing. While

the UAV images may not be able to cover a wide forest area, HAPs constitute a

compromise between the gains and drawbacks of satellite fire detection and UAV

remote sensing [66, 67]. After detection at the UAV, it transmits its result to a

central station. UAV-assisted communication is essential to report fire detection,

rescue communities close to the fire and keep track of the fire evolution over time

[68]. Spectrum sharing for UAVs at the emergency relief and fire diagnosis phase are

discussed in [69].

WSN Detection

Wireless sensor networks offer another technique for wildfire detection. Although

not as popular as satellite imaging and remote sensing, WSN fire detection has at-

tracted more research recently due to the enhanced efficiency and reduced costs of

the WSNs. Sensing data such as temperature, smoke, moisture content, etc. is not

only useful for wildfire detection, but also offers big amounts of data for forest moni-

toring. Sensors’ measurements are essential to predict the fire behavior and diagnose

its impact [65]. The main challenge of such systems is the limited sensor power which

is needed to transmit its measurements to relatively far sensors/access-points. In [70]

the coexistence of WSN and remote sensing from UAV is suggested to enhance de-

tection reliability. However, the interaction between the UAV and the WSN was not

proposed in [70].

In the following subsection, we summarize the contribution of this study.

1.3.2 Contributions

In Chapter 4, we propose a novel wildfire detection technique based on UAV-IoT

networks. The main objective is to (1) study the performance and reliability of
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the UAV-IoT networks for wildfire detection and (2) present a guideline to optimize

the UAV-IoT network to improve fire detection probability under a limited budget.

Although there are several parameters affecting the system reliability, we focus on

optimizing the IoT devices density and number of UAV covering the forest area.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume a simplistic fire spread model, wherein fire

evolves in a circular shape at a fixed speed, determined based on statistics of the

environment of interest.4 At any time after the fire ignition, the IoT devices within a

limited distance from the fire are able to detect it. These IoT devices can then report

their measurements when a patrolling UAV is within transmission range. Markov

analysis is utilized to compute the fire detection probability at discrete time steps

starting from the fire ignition time. Before declaring fire detection, a validation state

is designed to account for IoT devices’ miss-detection and false alarm probabilities.

We then present insightful figures for the wildfire detection against several system

parameters. The work related to the UAV-IoT networks for wildfire detection is

discussed in details in Chapter 4. In the following subsection, another application

for the UAV-assisted networks is introduced where a tethered UAV is deployed at

an optimal location to assist the terrestrial network serving IoT devices within a

hot-spot.

1.4 Optimal Deployment of Tethered Drones for Maximum

Cellular Coverage in User Clusters

In the context of wireless communications, the ambitious quality-of-service demands

(i.e., high-rate, ultra-reliable, and low-latency) of the next-generation networks can

be fulfilled by UAV-assisted cellular communications, whereby UAVs are integrated

with the terrestrial cellular infrastructure for various applications [71]. In this regard,

4While this serves the purpose of a worst-case analysis, a more sophisticated model may be
considered in simulation.
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UAVs have been recently envisioned as aerial base stations [72,73], relays [72,74,75],

user equipments (UE) [76], and data fusion access points [77–80]. Thanks to UAV’s

instant and cost-efficient deployment, UAV-assisted cellular communication is espe-

cially suitable for providing extra coverage to geographical regions that experience

heavy traffic conditions, which are also referred to as hot-spots. Unless this heavy

traffic is caused by an extraordinary event (e.g., natural disasters), hot-spots gen-

erally follow a spatio-temporal pattern that is caused by mass events such as sports

matches, concerts, conferences, exhibitions, demonstrations, etc. Unlike the high cost

of deploying fixed terrestrial base station (TBS) to serve these occasional or periodic

events, UAVs can hover over the hot-spot and assist the existing TBSs to provide

ground users with better coverage.

Nonetheless, utilizing UAVs as aerial base stations has two main drawbacks:

Firstly, the limited capacity of state-of-the-art batteries poses a daunting challenge for

the operational lifetime of UAVs. Therefore, a UAV cannot be available throughout

the entire mission duration as it is required to return to a charging/docking station,

charge/replace its battery, and return back to the hot-spot region. Secondly, the ser-

vice quality offered to the hot-spots is restricted by the capacity of the backhaul link

between the UAV and TBS. Although UAV is fully flexible to be deployed anywhere,

the backhaul link capacity restrains its deployment region to a space around the TBS.

Tethered UAVs (T-UAVs) can be a viable alternative to supply both power and data

over a cable from a ground station (GS), which can be located on a rooftop or a mo-

bile station [81]. Given a set of accessible GS locations, T-UAVs can also fly between

GSs to serve hot-spots that do not overlap in the temporal domain. Nevertheless, the

T-UAVs are also susceptible to the following limitations [82]: Firstly, the optimal GS

location may not be readily available. Therefore, the number of GS location (e.g.,

building density) and their accessibility (i.e., the permission of the residents) has an

impact on the optimal deployment strategies. Secondly, the tether length and incli-
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nation angle of the T-UAV restrain the freedom of mobility around the GS. At this

point, it is worth noting that the backhaul link capacity of a regular/untethered UAV

(U-UAV) plays the role of tether by limiting the distance from the TBS. Considering

that both systems have virtues and drawbacks, the main objective in this network de-

sign is to provide a comparative performance analysis of U-UAV and T-UAV-assisted

cellular traffic offloading under the practical challenges.

1.4.1 Related Work

Since the limited energy supply at the UAV forms a critical challenge for the de-

ployment of the aerial BSs, energy-efficient UAV communication is studied in [83].

However, it is shown in [6, 7, 84] that the communication power is negligible com-

pared to the mechanical power consumed during hovering and traveling. Therefore,

improving the communication power efficiency has a negligible impact on the overall

UAV energy efficiency. The propulsion power consumption can be reduced by con-

trolling the UAV speed and hovering height [85, 86]. In [86], the UAV propulsion

energy and communication related energy are minimized while satisfying a through-

put constraint for the served users. Battery replacement/recharging approaches are

proposed in [87–89], where solutions can significantly improve the U-UAV availability

at the expense of extra cost and complexity. The limited UAV battery lifetime issue

was addressed in [90], where UAV swapping, battery swapping, and laser wireless

charging are discussed.

Deployment of aerial BSs is studied in [91–93]: In [91], the number of UAVs is

minimized such that a group of ground users is in the coverage range of at least one

UAV. Similarly, the UAV is placed to maximize the number of users covered by the

UAV and the quality of the A2G link in [92]. In [93], a relaying UAV is placed opti-

mally to minimize the overall outage and bit error rate. In [94], a stochastic geometry

analysis is provided to place multiple UAVs such that the coverage probability over
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a hot-spot is maximized. In order to improve the overall user QoS, the backhaul

link and the association policy must be carefully studied. In [75], the UAV-assisted

network is assessed, assuming a mmWave backhauling for a random ground BS and

UAV locations. In [95], point-to-point free-space optics (FSO) links are proposed for

UAV backhaul/fronthaul connection. In [96], the UAV placement problem is solved to

maximize the data rate while considering limited backhaul and radio access capacity.

In [97], a joint precoding optimization scheme is proposed for secure U-UAV-aided

NOMA network. In [98], the trajectory of the U-UAV is optimized for data offload-

ing from the edge of multiple cells. In [98], UE either associates with the UAV or a

close TBS and experience interference from the close non serving TBSs and/or UAV.

Unlike the above works dealing with the deployment of U-UAVs, we consider T-UAV

deployment and compare its performance with U-UAV under practical scenarios.

The practical advantages of T-UAVs were recently discussed in [81]. These ad-

vantages include (i) having a stable power supply through the tether connecting the

UAV to the GS and (ii) having a reliable wired data-link connecting the UAV to

the GS. In [82], the average path-loss for a point-to-point link between a T-UAV

and a ground user was derived and optimized. In [99], the authors proposed a novel

UAV-based communication system for a post-disaster setup. In particular, U-UAVs

are used for providing cellular service for disaster areas, while T-UAVs are used to

provide backhaul links for the U-UAVs. Unlike existing literature, the focus here is

on optimizing the T-UAV placement to provide cellular service for multiple ground

users. To achieve that purpose, we use tools from stochastic geometry to model the

locations of the ground users. This is motivated by the tractability of stochastic

geometry tools and their ability to provide closed-form expressions for various per-

formance metrics [100–102]. More details on the contributions of this network design

are provided next.
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1.4.2 Main Contributions

This work provides a comparative performance analysis between U-UAVs and T-

UAVs, which are deployed to maximize high QoS demanding users’ coverage within a

hot-spot region. This is the first work to consider tethered UAV-assisted communica-

tion in a multi-user scenario to the best of authors’ knowledge. Although U-UAV and

T-UAV systems have different virtues and drawbacks, the comparison is still valid

and meaningful since both systems’ performance is evaluated under identical network

setups. We believe such a comparison will help network operators decide whether

deploying a U-UAV or T-UAV is suitable based on hardware specifications and envi-

ronmental parameters. The technical contributions of the study can be summarized

as follows:

� A stochastic geometry-based analysis is provided for coverage performance of

U-UAVs and T-UAVs over a circular hot-spot region where UEs are uniformly

distributed. While U-UAVs are limited by being available for a given duty cycle

period, T-UAVs are restrained by a maximum tether length, inclination angle,

and GS location accessibility.

� New stochastic geometry derivation for the joint probability density function

(PDF) of distances between TBS and UAV to a reference user is provided. In

general, these derivations are useful for systems where two nodes (regardless

of their locations) interact with a uniformly distributed node within a circular

cluster. Moreover, the derived PDF is especially helpful for cellular networks

where neither the TBS nor UAV is located at the center of the geographical

region of interest.

� To obtain the overall system coverage probability, a user association policy is

developed, and the association regions are identified. The end-to-end coverage
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probability is analyzed based on the aerial access and backhaul links for users

associated with the UAV.

� Since the search space of the deployment area is very large, we analytically prove

that optimal UAV location falls within the surface of the spherical cone centered

at the GS. Lastly, extensive simulation results are presented to validate analyt-

ical results and compare U-UAV and T-UAV-assisted systems’ performance.

The UAV deployment for maximum coverage in a given hot-spot is discussed in

details in Chapter 5. In the next subsection, the thesis organization is presented.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In the next chapter we discuss IoT

devices placement and resource allocation for EH-IoT networks. The chapter starts

by describing the system setup and the problem statements. Then, in Sections 2.2 and

2.3, the sensor selection problem is formulated and solved for the static and dynamic

source parameter estimation, respectively. Then, the randomized rounding algorithm

is discussed in Section 2.4. Numerical experiments are presented in Section 2.5.

Next, in Chapter 3, data aggregation and field estimation in UAV aided IoT

networks is discussed. After describing the system model in 3.1, the trade-off between

the hovering and traveling times is discussed, and the optimization problems are

formally defined in 3.2. In Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, the traveling and hovering times

are derived which then leads to a suboptimal solution. In Section 3.6, analytical and

simulation results are provided. Then, we conclude the chapter in Section 3.7.

After that, UAV-IoT network is designed and evaluated for the wildfire detection

application in Chapter 4. In Section 4.1, we present the system model and the main

assumptions. In Section 4.2, we discuss two problem statements; wildfire detection

probability maximization and wildfire losses minimization. The detection perfor-
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mance analysis is presented in Section 4.3, and design and performance insights are

discussed in Section 4.4. Finally, numerical results are provided in Section 4.5 before

concluding the chapter in Section 4.6.

Next, in Chapter 5, the UAV deployment for UAV assisted cellular system is

discussed to optimize IoT devices connectivity. Section 5.1 explains the considered

system model and characterizes access and backhaul links. Section 5.2 derives the

joint distance PDFs and obtains the coverage probabilities. Section 5.3 analytically

derive the optimal hovering space. Then, Section 5.4 presents the numerical results.

Section 5.5 concludes the chapter with a few remarks. Finally, in Chapter 6, we

conclude the thesis and discuss future work.
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Chapter 2

Sensor Placement and Resource Allocation for Energy

Harvesting IoT Networks

In this chapter, we generalize the sensors selection problem such that the transmission

power and resource allocation are jointly selected with the sensor location for source

parameter estimation in IoT network. The system setup and problem statement are

presented in the following subsection.

2.1 System setup and problem statement

Consider estimating a vector of unknown sources θ ∈ Rm which is assumed to be a

zero-mean Gaussian random vector with covariance matrix Σθ, i.e., θ ∼ N (0,Σθ).

We can place sensors at a subset of predefined candidate sensing locations P =

{p1, . . . ,pL} to measure the unknown source parameters. The deployed sensors send

their observations over a limited system bandwidth of W [Hz] to a FC (more specif-

ically, each sensor shares a part of the available W [Hz]), where the collected infor-

mation is utilized to estimate the vector of unknown source parameters. Figure 2.1

illustrates the system setup. To create an autonomous system, the deployed sen-

sors are equipped with energy harvesting (EH) capabilities. We consider that there

are different sensor types T = {t0, . . . , tK}, where different sensor types measure the

same quantities with the same measurement accuracy but differ in their EH efficiency,

ηk, battery capacity, εk and cost, ck. For example, more expensive sensor types are

equipped with more efficient EH capabilities. The type t0 is an auxiliary type with
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ε0 = η0 = c0 = 0 representing no sensor placement1. Sensors send their observations

over one of B available transmission bandwidths, W = {w1, · · · , wB}. The objective

is to select the type of sensor and the bandwidth at each candidate sensing location

such that the system performance is optimized. We summarize the symbol notations

in Table 2.1. Further details about the system model are provided next.

Table 2.1: Summary of symbol notations.

Notation Description

θ ∈ Rm Source parameter, θ ∼ N (0,Σθ).
P = {p1, . . . ,pL} Set of sensing locations. pl is the l-th sensing location.
hl and vl ∼ N (0, σ2

v) Measurement gain and noise at pl.
gl and ρl channel gain and the average available power at pl.
T = {t0, . . . , tK} Set of sensor types. tk is the k-th sensor type.
ηk, εk and ck The k-th sensor type EH efficiency, battery capacity and

cost.
W = {w1, · · · , wB} Set of sensor’s transmission bandwidths corresponding

to B predefined number of channels N = {N1, · · · , NB}.
σ2
φ FC receiver noise.

τ0 and w0 Channel interval and bandwidth.
T , W and N Transmission interval, system bandwidth and number of

available channels.
S =
{S(l,k,b) | ∀{l, k, b}}

Set of all possible sensors. S(l,k,b) represents the sensor
located at pl, of type tk and with transmission band-
width wb [Hz].

Pl,k Sensor transmission power.

P̂l,k,b Transmission power per channel.
Rl,k,b, Cl,k,b, ql,k,b Transmission rate, channel capacity and quantization

distortion of the sensor S(l,k,b)

1Throughout the chapter, we express no sensor placement at pl as selecting a sensor of type t0
at that location.
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Figure 2.1: System setup in which a linear measurement model and additive white
Gaussian noise channels are considered.

2.1.1 Measurement Modeling

Consider a linear measurement model. The observation at the sensor placed at pl is

given by,

xl[t] = hTl θ[t] + vl[t] (2.1)

θ[t] = Aθ[t− 1] + u[t] (2.2)

where, hl ∈ Rm is the regressor (also called gain) and vl is zero-mean Gaussian

noise with variance σ2
v that is independent from the observations at other sensors.

The matrix A ∈ Rm×m is the state transition matrix and u ∈ Rm is the driving or

excitation noise.

This model allows for accurate estimator design since both the cross-correlation

between source parameters and the temporal correlation of the source parameters are

taken into account. We focus in this chapter on two special cases:

� Static vector source estimation where only the correlation between the different

parameters is exploited but the temporal correlation is ignored. In this case the
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measurement model simplifies to

xl = hTl θ + vl. (2.3)

The dependence on time, [t], is removed since the estimation at each time slot

may be performed independently. The Static state assumption is suitable for

applications where stochastic variations over time have a minimal effect on the

model, i.e., temporal correlation can be ignored. This assumption is suitable to

ensure normal operation in human controlled environments such as monitoring

the power grid or a chemical plant.

� Dynamic scalar source estimation where the correlation between the different

parameters is ignored but temporal correlation is exploited. The measurement

model in this case is rewritten as,

xl[t] = hlθ[t] + vl[t], (2.4)

θ[t] = aθ[t− 1] + u[t]. (2.5)

2.1.2 Resource Block Allocation

The communication channels between the sensors and the FC are assumed orthogonal

(i.e. no interference between channels). To validate this assumption, the transmission

is scheduled over time (TDMA) and/or frequency (FDMA). Let sensors transmit one

observation every fixed transmission interval of T [s] over a total system bandwidth of

W [Hz]. As shown in Figure 2.2, the transmission interval and available bandwidth

are divided into N = NTNF channels, where NT and NF are the number of time

and frequency channels, respectively. Denoting the channel interval as τ0 = T
NT

, the

channel bandwidth, w0 = W
NF

reduces to w0 = ς 1
τ0

where ς accounts for the modulation

and pulse shaping schemes. Without loss of generality, we assume that ς = 1.
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Figure 2.2: Time frequency channels. Each selected sensor (represented by a color)
uses a subset of the channels.

The N channels are shared among the selected sensors such that each sensor can

transmit over one of B predefined number of channels, N = {N1, · · · , NB}. Based on

the number of channels Nb given to a sensor, we define a resource block as,

wb =
WNb

N
= w0

Nb

NT

, (2.6)

where the total number of channels cannot exceed N . The resource block is the total

bandwidth used by a sensor multiplied by the percentage of time resource occupation

over the that bandwidth.2

Example: Let T = 1[s] and W = 1M [Hz] be divided into NT = 10 and NF = 100

time and frequency channels, respectively. Therefore, each transmission channel has

τ0 = 100m[s] and w0 = 10K[Hz]. The number of channels is N = 1000 channels

which are shared by all selected sensors. For N = {10, 20, 50}, the resource block

allocation set is W = {10K, 20K, 50K}[Hz].

2The term ’resource block allocation’, is interchanged with ’bandwidth allocation’ throughout the
chapter.
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Figure 2.3: An example of candidate sensing locations, fusion center and EH distri-
bution, ρl over the area of interest.

2.1.3 Power Allocation

The sensor type selection is equivalent to discrete power allocation. Since we assume

that the EH amount is location dependent, the selected sensor transmission power

is a function of the available energy at pl as well as the energy harvesting efficiency

of the deployed sensor type tk. To be more specific, the transmission power will be

Pl,k = f(ρl, ηk, εk), where ρl is the average power available at pl. For instance, the

transmission power can be formulated as, Pl,k = min(ρlηk, εk), where εk is a positive

constant representing an upper limit for EH, e.g., battery capacity. Figure 2.3 shows

an example of the average EH intensity, ρl, over candidate sensor locations.

2.1.4 Channel Modeling

The sensor located at pl transmits its observation with power Pl,k to the FC over a

deterministic AWGN channel with channel gain gl and receiver noise φl ∼ N (0, σ2
φ).

The channel gain is given as gl = d−α(pl,pFC) where d(pl,pFC) is the distance between

the sensing location pl and the location of the FC, pFC, and α is the path loss

exponent. It is assumed that hl, Σθ, gl and σ2
φ are known at the FC. It is also

assumed that the FC has the statistics of the average EH over time at each sensor
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location, i.e., Pl,k is known. Figure 2.1 summarizes the system setup.

Before discussing the problem statement, we formally express the signal to noise

ratio (SNR) per channel use at the FC in the following proposition.

Proposition 1: Given a system bandwidth of W [Hz], transmission interval T

[s], and sensor transmission power, Pl,k, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) per channel

use at the FC is independent of NF and NT and is inversely proportional to the sensor

bandwidth allocation, wb,

SNRl,k,b =
Pl,kgl
κ∆wb

, (2.7)

where, κ ≈ 1.3807×10−23 Joule per Kelvin is Boltzmann’s constant, ∆ is the receiver

absolute temperature and gl is the channel gain.

Proof: Assume that the amount of energy a sensor collects over T seconds, Pl,kT ,

is divided over the the number of channels the sensor uses to transmit its observation.

Then, the amount of energy per channel is,

Êl,k,b =
Pl,kT

Nb

. (2.8)

Given that the channel interval is equal to τ0, the transmission power per channel is

expressed as,

P̂l,k,b =
Pl,kT

τ0Nb

. (2.9)

The receiver noise power σ2
φ, is a function of the channel bandwidth, w0, i.e.,

σ2
φ = κ∆w0. (2.10)

By combining (2.9) and (2.10), and considering the channel gain, the SNR at the FC
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is expressed as,

SNRl,k,b =
Pl,kglT

κ∆w0τ0Nb

=
Pl,kgl
κ∆

N

NbW
=
Pl,kgl
κ∆wb

. (2.11)

2.1.5 Problem Statement

Let S(l,k,b) represents the sensor located at pl, ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , L}, with the type tk, ∀k ∈

{0, · · · , K} and transmission bandwidth wb [Hz], ∀b ∈ {1, · · · , B}. The objective is

then to select a subset of S = {S(l,k,b) | ∀{l, k, b}} such that the estimator of the source

parameters, θ̂, at the FC is as close as possible in terms of MMSE to the original

value, θ, subject to system cost and bandwidth constraints. Equivalently, we can

minimize the system cost/bandwidth subject to an upper bound on the estimation

error. In the following two sections, we consider achieving these goals for a static

vector source and a dynamic scalar source, respectively.

2.2 Static Source

The static source model is used when the source parameters do not change over

time. We study in this section the sensor selection for a static source considering

two schemes of sensor observation transmission to the FC, namely, analog and digital

transmission schemes.

2.2.1 Analog Transmission Scheme

Recall that the observations at the sensor level are as given in (2.3). The selected

sensor at pl amplifies and forwards its observation to the FC based on the available

power and bandwidth such that the transmission power is equal to P̂l,k,b as expressed

in (2.9). The analog system model is described in Figure 2.4. At the FC, the received
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Figure 2.4: System Model. The IoT device includes the sensor, the EH equipment
and the wireless transmission system at pl.

signal from S(l,k,b) is expressed as,

yl,k,b = sl,k,b

(√P̂l,k,bglxl

σx(l)

+ φl

)
. (2.12)

where sl,k,b is a selection indicator with sl,k,b = 1 indicating the selection of S(l,k,b)

and sl,k,b = 0 indicating otherwise. We assume that φl, vl and θ are uncorrelated.

To force the average transmitted power to P̂l,k,b, the transmission signal is scaled by

σx(l), where σ2
x(l) denotes the average power of the measurement xl and is given by

σ2
x(l) = E{|xl|2} = E{|hTl θ + vl|2} = hTl Σθhl + σ2

v . (2.13)

Note that σ2
x(l) is assumed to be known at the sensor. Since the estimation error

covariance matrix is a function of the received signal SNR, (2.12) can be normalized

as [103] (Chapter 12 page 390)

yl,k,b = sl,k,b(h
T
l θ + el,k,b), (2.14)
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where, el,k,b = vl +
φlσx(l)√
P̂l,k,bgl

is the equivalent noise. Note that el,k,b is a zero-mean

Gaussian noise with variance

σ2
e(l,k,b) = σ2

v +
(hTl Σθhl + σ2

v)σ
2
φ

glP̂l,k,b
. (2.15)

σ2
e(l,k,b) is the aggregate noise variance of the observation and receiver noises.

Based on the observations received at the FC given by (2.14), the unknown param-

eters can be reconstructed using the MMSE estimator. Denoting the MMSE estimate

of θ as θ̂, the MMSE error covariance matrix, Σθ|y = E{(θ− θ̂)(θ− θ̂)T} is expressed

as, [103] (Chapter 12 equation (12.29))

Σθ|y(S) =

(
Σ−1
θ +

L∑
l=1

K∑
k=1

B∑
b=1

sl,k,b
σ2
e(l,k,b)

hlh
T
l

)−1

, (2.16)

where y encompasses all the received observations at the FC. Observe how the se-

lection indicators {sl,k,b} in the numerator affect the MMSE error covariance matrix.

All the selection indicators are encompassed in the set of matrices S = {S1, · · · ,SL}

where Sl includes the selection indicators for all the sensor type and bandwidth com-

binations at the sensing location pl as follows,

Sl =



sl,0,1 sl,0,2 . . . sl,0,B

sl,1,1 sl,1,2 . . . sl,1,B
...

...
. . .

...

sl,K,1 sl,K,2 . . . sl,K,B


,

where the element at the (k+1)-th row and the b-th column is set to one if the sensor

Sl,k,b is selected.

Proposition 2: Increasing the allocated bandwidth and sending the same copy

of a sensor’s observation over multiple transmission channels does not improve the
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estimation performance for the analog transmission scheme, given a fixed transmission

energy per observation.

Proof: See A.

Based on Proposition 2, we can let each sensor transmit over one channel to save

bandwidth, i.e., Nb = 1 and wb = W
N

= w0

NT
. Consequently, P̂l,k,b, σ

2
e(l,k,b) and sl,k,b are

reduced to P̂l,k, σ
2
e(l,k) and sl,k.

The reconstruction error is a function of the error covariance matrix. To guar-

antee a small reconstruction error, one might, for example, minimize the sum of the

eigenvalues of the error covariance matrix (known as the A-optimality criterion3),

denoted by

tr{Σθ|y(s)} = tr

(
Σθ
−1 +

L∑
l=1

K∑
k=0

sl,k
σ2
e(l,k)

hlh
T
l

)−1

, (2.17)

where s = {s1, · · · , sL} is defined as a set of vectors with sl indicating the sensor type

at the location pl. Recall that the element sl,k is equal to 1 if the sensor at location pl

and type tk is selected, otherwise, sl,k = 0. We assume that no more than one sensor

can be selected at any location. Therefore, the `0 norm of the vector including all

sensor types at location pl, sl = [sl,0, · · · , sl,K ]T , is equal to one. Having the auxiliary

sensor type that represents no sensor selection, t0, with ε0 = η0 = c0 = 0, the relation

||sl||0 = 1 holds whether a sensor at pl is selected or not.

Given L candidate sensing locations and K sensor types with different EH capa-

bilities, battery capacities and prices, we would like to jointly find the optimal sensor

location and power selection for MMSE-based static source estimation (Static Source

LoPS) subject to constraints on the cost and bandwidth. The MMSE estimation

error is caused by the noisy measurements and the noisy communication channels

between the sensors and the FC. Since each sensor transmits over only one channel,

we assume that the bandwidth constraint is always satisfied. The Static Source LoPS

3”A-optimality criterion minimizes the average variance of the estimation error. Other optimality
criteria can also be used such as the D-optimality criterion which seeks to maximize the determinant
of the information matrix, i.e., max det{Σθ|y(s)}
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optimization problem can now be formulated as

Problem 1: Static Source LoPS:

arg min
{sl,k}

tr{Σθ|y(s)} (2.18)

subject to
L∑
l=1

cT sl ≤ λ (2.18a)

L∑
l=1

[0 1TK ]sl ≤ N (2.18b)

sl,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀l, k (2.18c)

||sl||0 = 1, ∀l, (2.18d)

where λ is a prescribed system cost and c = [c0 . . . cK ]T is the cost vector for all the

sensor types. The constraint (2.18a) is to limit the total deployed sensor cost to λ

and the constraint (2.18b) is to limit the system bandwidth to W [Hz] by limiting the

total number of channels used by all deployed sensors to N . Note how the selection

of the sensor type t0 does not add to the LHS of (2.18b). The constraints (2.18c) and

(2.18d) guarantee that the selection indicators are either zero or one and that at most

one sensor is deployed at each sensing location. Alternatively, the system cost can

be minimized subject to a prescribed reconstruction error, ξ, which may be beneficial

for applications in which the goal is to minimize the system cost, i.e.,

arg min
{sl,k}

L∑
l=1

cT sl (2.19)

subject to tr{Σθ|y(s)} ≤ ξ (2.19a)

constraints (2.18b), (2.18c) and (2.18d). (2.19b)

Although the function tr{Σθ|y(s)} is convex over s ∈ RK+1 [12], the optimiza-

tion problems (2.18) and (2.19) are not convex because of the non-convex Boolean
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constraints in (2.18c) and the `0 norm constraints in (2.18d). To obtain a convex

problem which can be solved using well-established tools, the constraints (2.18c) are

relaxed to sl,k ∈ [0, 1], ∀l, k and the constraints (2.18d) are relaxed to 1T sl = 1, ∀l.

The convex relaxation of (2.18) can then be written as,

arg min
{sl,k}

tr{Σθ|y(s)} (2.20)

subject to constraints (2.18a) and (2.18b) (2.20a)

sl,k ∈ [0, 1], ∀l, k (2.20b)

1T sl = 1, ∀l. (2.20c)

The solution of (2.20) will be between zero and one. Hence, a rounding heuristic

should be applied to the solution to obtain a Boolean solution [10,12]. These heuristics

are discussed in Section 2.4.

2.2.2 Digital Transmission Scheme

Instead of sending observations directly, in practice, each sensor in the digital trans-

mission scheme quantizes, encodes and then transmits its observations. An illus-

tration of the system model is shown in Figure 2.5. The measured observation, xl,

at S(l,k,b) is quantized to 2NbRl,k,b levels during each transmission interval, T , where

Rl,k,b is the transmission rate per channel which is bounded by the Shannon capacity

theorem as

Rl,k,b ≤ Cl,k,b = log2(1 + SNRl,k,b), (2.21)

where, Cl,k,b is the channel capacity. Note that Rl,k,b and NbRl,k,b are not necessarily

integers. However, the number of quantization levels, 2NbRl,k,b , must be an integer.

Example: A signal might be quantized to 9 levels and sent over one 9-ary channel

or two 3-ary channels. In the first case, Nb = 1 and Rl,k,b = log2(9) while in the other
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Figure 2.5: System Model. The IoT device includes the sensor, the EH equipment
and the wireless transmission system at pl.

case, Nb = 2 and Rl,k,b = log2(3).

For Gaussian sensor observations, quantization distortion is given by the rate

distortion theorem as [1] (Chapter 10 equation (10.37)),

σ2
q(l,k,b) = σ2

x(l)2
−2NbRl,k,b (2.22)

where σ2
x(l) is as defined in (2.13). To minimize distortion, we select the maximum

number of quantization levels to represent each observation while Rl,k,b ≤ Cl,k,b, i.e.,

the number of quantization levels is

Q = 2NbRl,k,b = b2Nb log2(1+SNRl,k,b)c, (2.23)

where b·c is the floor function. From (2.7), (2.22) and (2.23) the quantization distor-
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tion is expressed as,

σ2
q(l,k,b) = σ2

x(l)2
−2 log2b2

Nb log2(1+SNRl,k,b)c

= σ2
x(l)b(1 + SNRl,k,b)

Nbc−2

= σ2
x(l)

⌊(
1 +

Pl,kgl
κ∆wb

)Nb⌋−2

. (2.24)

Remark: Unlike the analog scheme, in which by increasing the transmission

bandwidth the estimation performance is not improved, the quantization distortion

is decreased as the selected bandwidth wb is increased. As wb → ∞ we reach the

minimum quantization error given by,

σ2
q(l,k) = σ2

x(l)

⌊
exp

(
Pl,kglN

κ∆W

)⌋−2

, (2.25)

which is obtained by applying the identity, exp(a) = limb→∞(1 + a
b
)b on (2.24).

The quantization distortion can be represented by a zero mean Gaussian signal,

denoted as ql,k,b, with variance σ2
q(l,k,b) added to the quantized signal [1] (Chapter 10

page 311). Figure 2.6 illustrates the quantization error.

After quantization, the observation is encoded to be sent over Nb channels with

an average power P̂l,k,b. Denoting the encoded signal as, x̃l,k,b = [x̃
(1)
l,k,bx̃

(2)
l,k,b . . . x̃

(Nb)
l,k,b ]T ,

and assuming AWGN channels between Sl,k,b and the FC, the received signal at the

FC is formulated as,

ỹl,k,b = sl,k,b(
√
glx̃l,k,b + φ), (2.26)

where, ỹl,k,b = [ỹ
(1)
l,k,bỹ

(2)
l,k,b . . . ỹ

(nb)
l,k,b]

T is the vector of received signals from the Nb chan-

nels between Sl,k,b and the FC. It is assumed that Nb is large enough such that it

is possible to use efficient coding and modulation techniques to decode the received

signals with negligible error at the FC [26, Theorem 8.7.1]. For instance, we assume

that Nb ≥ Nmin, where Nmin is the minimum number of channels such that φ ≈ 0.
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xl ∼ N (0,hTl Σθhl + σ2
v)

ql,k ∼ N (0, σ2
q(l,k))

yl,k ∼ N (0,hTl Σθhl + σ2
v + σ2

q(l,k))

Figure 2.6: Figure 6: An illustration of the transmitted signal power after being
distorted by the quantization error [1] (Chapter 10 page 311).

Equivalently wb ≥ wmin =
WNmin

N
.

Considering both the measurement distortion and quantization distortion, the

decoded signal received from Sl,k,b at the FC can be written as,

yl,k,b = sl,k,b(h
T
l θ + vl + ql,k,b)

= sl,k,b(h
T
l θ + ẽl,k,b). (2.27)

Since vl and ql,k,b are two Gaussian random variables, ẽl,k,b is also a Gaussian random

variable with zero mean and variance,

σ2
ẽ(l,k,b) = σ2

v + σ2
q(l,k,b). (2.28)

At the FC, all selected sensors’ observations are collected to estimate the unknown

parameter, θ. Since the received signal at the FC can be expressed as a linear function

of the unknown parameter as in (2.27), the MMSE error covariance matrix is expressed

as, [103] (Chapter 12 equation (12.29)),

Σθ|y(S) =

(
Σ−1
θ +

L∑
l=1

K∑
k=0

B∑
b=1

sl,k,b
σ2
ẽ(l,k,b)

hlh
T
l

)−1

.

where σ2
ẽ(l,k,b) is as in (2.28). Similar to the previous section, we express the estimation
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error by taking the trace of the error covariance matrix,

tr{Σθ|y(S)} = tr

(
Σθ
−1 +

L∑
l=1

K∑
k=0

B∑
b=1

sl,k,b
σ2
ẽ(l,k,b)

hlhl
T

)−1

. (2.29)

Having the mathematical expression for the MMSE estimation error in terms of

different system parameters, we are ready to define and solve the sensor ”Bandwidth,

Location and Power Selection for Static source estimation ” (Static Source BLoPS)

problem for the digital transmission scheme. In the Static Source BLoPS problem, the

error is minimized subject to constraints on the total system cost and the total system

bandwidth. The bandwidth allocation is done optimally such that each selected sensor

occupies a bandwidth from the vector w = [w1 · · ·wB]T where wmin ≤ w1 < w2 · · · <

wB such that wmin is large enough so as to give each sensor enough bandwidth to

transmit as many symbols as needed to communicate reliably.

Given L candidate sensor locations and K sensor types with different energy

harvesting capabilities, battery capacities and costs, and B operating bandwidths,

we would like to jointly choose the optimal subset of S = {S(l,k,b) | ∀{l, k, b}} that

minimizes tr{Σθ|y(S)} subject to thresholds on the system cost and bandwidth. The

Static Source BLoPS optimization problem is mathematically written as,

Problem 2: Static Source BLoPS:

arg min
{sl,k,b}

tr{Σθ|y(S)} (2.30)

subject to
L∑
l=1

cTSl1B ≤ λ (2.30a)

L∑
l=1

[0 1TK ]Slw ≤ W (2.30b)

sl,k,b ∈ {0, 1}, ∀l, k, b (2.30c)

||Sl||0 = 1, ∀l, (2.30d)
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where ||Sl||0 is defined as the number of non-zero elements in Sl.

The objective function is convex w.r.t. S [12]. The constraints (2.30a) and (2.30b)

bound the system cost and bandwidth to λ and W respectively. The constraints

(2.30c) and (2.30d) guarantee that the selection indicators are either zero or one and

that at most one sensor is deployed at each sensing location. For example, the element

at the (k + 1)-th row and the b-th column is set to one while all other elements are

equal to zero if the sensor Sl,k,b is selected. In case no sensor is selected, any element

in the first row is set to one while all other elements are equal to zero. Note how the

first row of Sl is excluded from the bandwidth constraint (2.30b).

The constraints (2.30c) and (2.30d) are not convex. To obtain a convex problem,

the nonconvex Boolean constraints in (2.30c) and the `0 norm in (2.30d) are relaxed

as follows,

arg min
{sl,k,b}

tr{Σθ|y(S)} (2.31)

subject to constraints (2.30a) and (2.30b) (2.31a)

sl,k,b ∈ [0, 1], ∀l, k, b (2.31b)

||Sl||1 = 1, ∀l, (2.31c)

where ||Sl||1 is defined as the summation of the modulus of all entries of Sl.

The optimization problem (2.31) is solved using well-known convex optimization

tools. However, the solution is in general not Boolean. Therefore, a rounding algo-

rithm should be applied to approximate the solution.

2.3 Dynamic Source

In nature, physical quantities tend to change slowly over time. Therefore, exploiting

the temporal correlation between measurements significantly improves the estimation

quality. The Kalman filter, [22], is used at the FC to obtain the MMSE parameter
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estimation based on the received observations from the selected sensors over time.

As opposed to the previous section which considered a static vector source, we now

focus on a dynamic scalar source.4

The dynamics of the unknown parameter are captured through the first order

Gauss-Markov process, i.e.,

xl[t] = hlθ[t] + vl[t], (2.32)

θ[t] = aθ[t− 1] + u[t], t ∈ Z++ (2.33)

where E{θ[0]} = µs and u[t] ∼ N (0, σ2
u) is the driving or excitation noise. We assume

that θ[0] and u[t] are independent and, u[t1] and u[t2] are uncorrelated ∀t1 6= t2. For

a stabilizable (a, σu) and as t→∞, µθ = lim
t→∞

E{θ[t]} = 0 and

σ2
θ = lim

t→∞
Var(θ[t]) = σ2

u/(1− a2). (2.34)

Since the selection is done at the design time, we consider the steady state Kalman

MMSE estimation. In the following subsections, we study the sensor selection for the

analog and digital transmission schemes.

2.3.1 Analog Transmission Scheme

Following the same analog scheme derivations as in the previous section, the received

observation from Sl,k,b at the FC is expressed as

yl,k,b = sl,k,b

(√P̂l,k,bglxl

σx(l)

+ φl

)
,

4We only consider the dynamic scalar source due to the difficulty of dealing with the discrete
algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) which arises from solving for the MMSE Kalman estimation
error covariance matrix.
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where xl = hlθ + vl is the scalar measurement observation at the sensor and σ2
x(l) =

E{x2
l }. Note that we drop the time index for simple presentation. Without loss of

generality, the received signal is normalized as

yl,k,b = sl,k,b(hlθ + el,k,b), (2.35)

where, el,k,b = vl +
φlσx(l)√
P̂l,k,bgl

is the equivalent noise. el,k,b is a zero mean Gaussian

variable with variance,

σ2
e(l,k,b) = σ2

v +
(hlΣθhl + σ2

v)σ
2
φ

glP̂l,k,b
. (2.36)

Define ε(S) = [ε1 · · · εL]T with εl =
∑K

k=0

∑B
b=1 sl,k,b el,k,b where S is the selection

indicator set of matrices, Sl, ∀l, as defined before. Now, the received vector of

observations from all selected sensors at the FC is formulated as,

y(S) = hθ + ε(S). (2.37)

Here, y(S) ∈ RL represents the received observations from all the sensing loca-

tions as a function of the sensor type and bandwidth selection at each location.

h = [h1 · · ·hL]T represents the vector of measurement gains over sensing locations.

Since, ei,k,b and ej,k,b are uncorrelated for any i 6= j, the elements of ε(S) are uncor-

related. Consequently, the covariance matrix of ε(S), denoted as Σε(S) is diagonal

such that,

[Σε(S)]ll = E{ε2l } =
K∑
k=0

B∑
b=1

sl,k,b σ
2
e(l,k,b). (2.38)
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Since only one sensor is selected at any location, only one term of the summation is

non zero. To avoid the indefinite form el,0,bsl,0,b =∞· 0 that arises with the auxiliary

sensor type (with P̂l,0,b = 0 ) not being selected, we redefine the t0 transmission power

as P̂l,0,b ≈ 0.

Assuming that (a;σu) in (2.34) is stabilizable, the MMSE Kalman estimation error

as t → ∞ converges to [103] (Chapter 13 equations (13.39),(13.40),(13.42)), [104]

(Chapter 3 equations (1.3),(1.12)).

M(S) = M(S)[t] (2.39)

=
[
1− hT (

Σε(S)

Mp(S)
+ hhT )−1h

]
Mp(S), (2.40)

where Mp(S) = Mp(S)[t] = a2M(S)[t−1]+σ2
u is the MMSE Kalman prediction error.

Since the MMSE Kalman estimation error converges as t→∞, M(S) = M(S)[t−1].

Therefore, the MMSE Kalman prediction error is expressed as,

Mp(S) = a2M(S) + σ2
u. (2.41)

The MMSE Kalman estimation error can be derived by substituting (2.41) into (2.40).

For the analog transmission scheme, increasing the transmission bandwidth is

unnecessary as proved in A. Therefore, the selection is reduced to one operating

bandwidth, wb = W
N

. The MMSE Kalman estimation error is minimized subject to

a prescribed system budget and bandwidth by solving the Dynamic Source LoPS

optimization problem expressed as,
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Problem 3: Dynamic Source LoPS:

arg min
{sl,k}

M(s) (2.42)

subject to
L∑
l=1

cT sl ≤ λ (2.42a)

L∑
l=1

[0 1TK ]sl ≤ N (2.42b)

sl,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀l, k (2.42c)

||sl||0 = 1, ∀l. (2.42d)

Neither the objective function in (2.42) nor the constraints (2.42c) and (2.42d)

are convex. Hence, the optimization problem cannot be efficiently solved using well-

known methods [11].

Proposition 3: The minimization of M(S) is equivalent to maximizing γ(S)

where,

γ(S) =
L∑
l=1

K∑
k=0

B∑
b=1

(hl)
2glP̂l,k,b

σ2
vglP̂l,k,b + σ2

x(l)σ
2
φ

sl,k,b (2.43)

Proof: See B.

By replacing M(S) with γ(S) and relaxing the constraints (2.42c) and (2.42d),

the optimization problem in (2.42), becomes convex (linear) and can be expressed as,

arg max
{sl,k}

γ(s) (2.44)

subject to (2.42a)(2.42b) (2.44a)

sl,k ∈ [0, 1], ∀l, k (2.44b)

1T sl = 1, ∀l. (2.44c)
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Equivalently, we can minimize the system cost subject to a prescribed MMSE

reconstruction error, M(S). The relaxed equivalent problem is written as,

arg min
{sl,k}

L∑
l=1

cT sl (2.45)

subject to γ(S) ≥ ξ̃ (2.45a)

constraints (2.42b), (2.44b) and (2.44c) (2.45b)

where bounding γ(S) to be greater than ξ̃ is equivalent to bounding M(S) to be less

than ξ such that,

ξ̃ =
σ2
u − (1− a2)ξ

a2ξ2 + σ2
uξ

(2.46)

This is proved by substituting M(S) and γ(S) with ξ and ξ̃ in (B.3) respectively, and

since M(S) and γ(S) are inversely proportional.

2.3.2 Digital Transmission Scheme

In the digital transmission scheme, the sensors’ observations are quantized and en-

coded such that the transmission to the FC is error free. Following the same deriva-

tions as in the previous section, the decoded vector of received signals at the FC is

as expressed in (2.37) with the ε(S) covariance matrix redefined as,

[Σε(S)]ll =

K∑
k=0

B∑
b=1

(
σ2
v + σ2

x(l)

⌊(
1 +

Pl,kgl
κ∆wb

)Nb⌋−2 )
sl,k,b.

Following a similar derivations to the analog case, it can be shown that minimizing
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the steady state Kalman MMSE estimation error, M(S), is equivalent to maximizing

γ(S) = hTΣε(S)−1h =
L∑
l=1

h2
l

[Σε(S)]l,l
.

Since sl,k,b ∈ {0, 1} and ||Sl||0 = 1, γ(S) can be written as,

γ(S) =
L∑
l=1

K∑
k=0

B∑
b=1

h2
l sl,k,b(

σ2
v + σ2

x(l)

⌊(
1 +

Pl,kgl
κ∆wb

)Nb⌋−2
) . (2.47)

Now, having a convex formulation for the Kalman MMSE error to be minimized

(through an equivalent maximization of a linear function), we are ready to formulate

the dynamic source BLoPS optimization problems.

The relaxed optimization problem for selecting the sensor bandwidth, location

and power to minimize the Kalman MMSE error subject to a prescribed system cost

and bandwidth is formulated as,

Problem 4: Dynamic Source BLoPS:

arg max
{sl,k,b}

γ(S) (2.48)

subject to
L∑
l=1

cTSl1B ≤ λ (2.48a)

L∑
l=1

[0 1TK ]Slw ≤ W (2.48b)

sl,k,b ∈ [0, 1], ∀l, k, b (2.48c)

||Sl||1 = 1, ∀l. (2.48d)
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2.4 Rounding Algorithms

In the ideal case, the solution of the relaxed problem is sl,k,b ∈ {0, 1} with ||Sl||0 = 1.

However, due to the problem relaxation, the solution is in general sl,k,b ∈ [0, 1].

Rounding algorithms are needed to recover a Boolean solution from the solution

obtained via convex relaxation. The randomized algorithm outperforms the simple

rounding algorithm (via the function round(sl,k,b)) at the expense of a higher com-

putational cost while solving for the reconstruction MSE of at most J realizations.

However, due to the constraint ||Sl||0 = 1, the randomized algorithm proposed in [10]

is unreliable and might give no or a bad solution..

In the conventional randomized algorithm [10], J realizations are generated where

in each realization the sensor Sl,k,b is selected independently with probability sl,k,b.

Each sensor selection realization is tested against the optimization problem con-

straints such that all realizations violating the problem constraints are eliminated.

Then, an exhaustive search for the minimum MSE is performed over the remaining

realizations to obtain a suboptimal solution. Since exactly one sensor is selected per

location (i.e., ||Sl||0 = 1), most realizations are expected to be eliminated before

performing the exhaustive search. Therefore, the conventional randomized algorithm

proposed in [10] is not suitable for the joint sensor location, type and bandwidth

selection setup and a new rounding algorithm is needed. We illustrate this issue in

the following example:

Example: Suppose that the relaxed solution obtained by solving one of the opti-

mization problems discussed in the previous two sections is feasible at the locations

l ∈ {ζ + 1, · · · , L} (i.e., sl,k,b ∈ {0, 1}, ∀l ∈ {ζ + 1, · · · , L}) and that sl,k,b = 0.5, ∀l ∈

{1, · · · , ζ}, k ∈ {0, 1}, b = 1. By performing the conventional randomized rounding

algorithm, the probability of selecting Sl,k,b, ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , ζ}, k ∈ {0, 1}, b = 1 is equal

to 0.5 at each realization. Therefore, the probability of selecting exactly one sensor

at all the locations l ∈ {1, · · · , ζ} is equal to 0.5ζ . Hence, 1− 0.5ζ of the realizations
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are eliminated to satisfy ||Sl||0 = 1.

To round the obtained solutions efficiently, we propose a novel rounding algorithm

which takes the sensor type and bandwidth selection into consideration as summarized

in Algorithm 1.

In the first line, we define L vectors, Ψl, representing the sensor type and operating

bandwidth selection at the sensing location pl where P{Ψl = (k, b)} = sl,k,b, ∀l. At

each realization (line 2), Ψl takes one value, ψ
(j)
l , i.e., one sensor type and operating

bandwidth are selected per sensing location (line 3). Hence, all the J realizations

satisfy the constraint ||Sl||0 = 1. In line four, realizations are tested against the cost

and bandwidth constraints before performing an exhaustive search for the minimum

MSE (line 7).

Algorithm 1 Randomized Rounding

1: Let Ψl = (Ψl,1,Ψl,2), ∀l, be a random vector from population {(0, 1), · · · , (K,B)}
such that P{Ψl = (k, b)} = sl,k,b, ∀l

2: Generate j = {1, · · · , J} realizations

3: Let ψ
(j)
l = (ψ

(j)
l,1 , ψ

(j)
l,2 ) be the j-th realization of Ψl, ∀l

4: Let Ω = {j|
∑L

l=1 cψ(j)
l,1
≤ λ,

∑L
l=1wψ(j)

l,2
≤ W, } be the set of all realizations that

satisfy the constraints.
5: If Ω is empty, go back to step (2).

6: Define ŝ
(j)
l,k,b such that ŝ

(j)
l,k,b = 1 if ψ

(j)
l = (k, b) otherwise, ŝ

(j)
l,k,b = 0, ∀l, k, b, j.

7: The suboptimal Boolean solution is S̃ = arg min
j∈Ω

tr{Σθ|y(Ŝ(j))} for the static

source and arg min
j∈Ω

γ(Ŝ(j)) for the dynamic source.

The complexity of the proposed rounding algorithm is equal to J× (the cost of

computing the performance metric). For the static source LoPs and BLoPs problems,

the minimum MSE computation involves matrix inversion which costs O(m3). Hence,

the algorithm complexity for rounding the static source LoPs and BLoPs isO(J×m3).

For the dynamic source LoPs and BLoPs problems, the minimum MSE can be solved

directly by summing the non-zero terms in (42) and (46). Therefore, the complexity

of the algorithm for dynamic source LoPs and BLoPs rounding is O(J). It should
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be clear that by increasing the number of realizations, J , the rounding accuracy

improves. As will be shown in the numerical experiment, a tight approximation is

obtained when J > 2LKB.

2.5 Numerical Experiments

Consider a field of area 400 × 400 [m2] with L = 36 candidate sensing locations

distributed uniformly. We select sensors from a pool of K = 3 sensor types and

B = 3 operating bandwidths to be placed at a subset of the L sensing locations such

that λ ≤ 35 [k$] and W ≤ 1 [MHz]. A measurement is collected every T = 1 [ms] at

each selected sensor. The time-frequency resource is divided into N = 1000 channels

with w0 = 1 [KHz]. The observed measurement at Sl,k,b is a linear combination of the

diffused unknown parameter from m sources. As a practical example for the sensor

selection for source estimation, consider a chemical plant at which sensors are placed

to estimate the gas emission from gas flares. Assume that the gas diffuses from the

flares to the sensing locations as follows,

hl,m = β1 exp(−dl,m/β2)1{dl,m≤β3}, (2.49)

where dl,m is the distance between the sensing location pl and the m-th source, β1, β2

are the source diffusion parameters and 1{dl,m≤β3} is the indicator function which

equals one if dl,m ≤ β3 and zero otherwise. For the scalar dynamic source, we con-

sider m = 1 source located at (290, 180). While for the vector static sources, we

consider m = 5 sources located as shown in Figure 2.7. The selected sensors harvest

solar energy and electromagnetic energy from cellular base stations (BS) and use it

to transmit their observations to the FC5. The maximum energy harvesting at the

5hardware and signal processing powers are neglected
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Figure 2.7: System map includes a grid of 36 candidate sensor locations, one FC, five
sources and two BSs at different locations.

location pl is given by,

ρl =
I∑
i=1

%id
−α
i,l + %0 (2.50)

where %i is the i-th BS transmission power, %0 is the EH from solar cells and di,l is

the distance between the i-th BS and pl. The source parameters, candidate sensing

locations, BSs and FC are shown in Figure 2.7. Unless otherwise stated, the default

system parameters are presented in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Default system parameters.

Par. Value Par. Value Par. Value

c [0 1 2 3] [k$] Σθ I5 α 2
η [0 .3 .6 .9] σ2

u 5 β1 10
ε [0 .3 .6 .9]× 10−3 σ2

v 1 β2 100
w [20 40 60] [kHz] σ2

φ −60 [dBm] β3 250

a 0.71 %i 1[dB] %0 −3[dBm]

Using the CVX optimization tool box [105], we directly solve the static source

LoPS and BLoPS, and the dynamic source LoPS and BLoPS problems. Then, the

obtained solution is rounded using Algorithm 1 where the number of realizations is
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(360,50)

(180,20)

(200,200) (290,180)

(290,340)

(60,100)

(50,340)

(140,260)

No sensor selection

Power source

Fusion center

Source 
parameter

Sensor type 1 (c=1) 

Sensor type 2 (c=2) 

Sensor type 3 (c=3)

Blue  : BW, w=20 KHz 

Yellow: BW, w=40 KHz 

Green:  BW, w=60 KHz

Figure 2.8: A sensor selection example for the Static Source BLoPS problem. (σ2
v =

10−2.5).

J = 1000. The solution of the static source BLoPS problem is shown in Figure 2.8.

As shown in Figure 2.8, more expensive and higher bandwidth sensors are selected at

far distances from the FC (and BSs) as compared to candidate sensor locations close

to the FC (and BSs). This is expected since far sensors from the FC need higher

resources to guarantee reliable communication link to the FC. Also note how most of

the un-selected sensing locations are at the edge of the field.

The number of selected sensors from each sensor type and operating bandwidth is

shown in Figure 2.9 against the measurements noise variance. When the measurement

noise variance is low compared to the communication channel noise variance, less but

more equipped sensors are selected. On the other hand, if the measurement noise is

dominant over the channel noise, selecting many cheap sensors with a low operating

bandwidth becomes more suitable.

Recall that the static source LoPS and dynamic source LoPS problems are used

when the analog transmission scheme is assumed while the static source BLoPS and

dynamic source BLoPS problems are utilized when the digital transmission scheme is

assumed. Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the obtained source estimation MMSE versus λ.

The digital scheme outperforms the analog scheme at the expense of a higher system
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Figure 2.9: Number of selected sensors from each sensor type and operation band-
width against σ2

v .

bandwidth consumption. Recall that in order to neglect the AWGN channel noise

for digital transmission, Nb must be large to enable channel coding. The solutions of

the relaxed optimization problems throughout the chapter represent a lower bound

for the achievable estimation MMSE. As shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11, the average

performance of the solution obtained by running a Monte-Carlo experiment for the

proposed rounding algorithm is very close to the lower bound solution. This is partly

because most of the selection indicators are Boolean even before rounding.

Taking the static source BLoPS problem as an example, Figure 2.12 shows the

advantage of adding higher degrees of flexibility to the system by allowing different

sensor types and operating bandwidths. In the figure, the blue curves restrict the sen-

sor type selection while jointly optimizing sensing location and operating bandwidth.

Similarly, the orange curves restrict the operating bandwidth while the sensor loca-

tion and type are jointly optimized. The green curve is obtained by jointly optimizing

the sensor bandwidth, location and type. From Figure 2.12, we note that restricting

the system types degrades the system performance considerably while restricting the

sensor transmission bandwidth is less influential. For λ > 12 [K$], restricting the

sensor type to k = 2 results in a better performance as compared to restricting the
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Figure 2.10: Reconstruction error for Static Source LoPS and BLoPS against system
cost.
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Figure 2.11: Reconstruction error for Dynamic Source LoPS and BLoPS against
system cost.
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Figure 2.12: Reconstruction error for Static Source BLoPS with selection restrictions.

sensor type to k = 1 and k = 3. This is because expensive sensors might provide

extra unnecessary power for sensors close to the FC while cheap sensors might be

useless for sensors far from the FC (see how the curve k = 1 decreases slowly after

λ = 23 [K$]). Finally, notice how at λ ≤ 18 [K$], the flexible solution (with all sensor

types and bandwidths allowed) and the solution with all types but only bandwidth

wb = 60 [KHz] are identical. This is because there is enough system bandwidth to

allow all selected sensors to transmit over wb = 60 [KHz]. As λ increases, the number

of selected sensors also increases and the smaller transmission bandwidths become

more suitable for some of the selected sensors.

2.6 Conclusion

Novel models for sensor selection have been introduced to optimize the source esti-

mation at a central unit. Given limited system cost and spectral bandwidth, we place

sensors at a subset of candidate sensing locations and allocate the suitable amount

of transmission power and bandwidth to each sensor such that the best source pa-

rameter estimate is obtained. The EH and the communication channel quality were

taken into account in addition to the measurement accuracy. A digital transmission
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scheme between the sensors and the FC was modeled based on information theory.

We show that the digital transmission scheme outperforms the analog scheme given

enough bandwidth to encode data efficiently. We show that the system performance

can be enhanced significantly by jointly selecting the sensor’s transmission power and

bandwidth, in addition to selecting the sensing locations. Given a limited power and

bandwidth budget, using a few expensive sensors with high transmission power and

bandwidth is suitable in the case of accurate measurements at the sensor level but

low communication link quality. On the other hand, a large number of cheap sensors

with low transmission power and bandwidth is preferred when power measurements

are obtained at the sensor level while the communication link is relatively strong.
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Chapter 3

Aeronautical Data Aggregation and Field Estimation in IoT

Networks: Hovering & Traveling Time Dilemma of UAVs

In this chapter, we propose a UAV aided IoT network design to collect data from a

dense field of desposable IoT devices. The goal is to collect latest sensors’ data to

estimate the field of interest in minimum mission time. In the following subsection,

the system model is presented.

3.1 System model

We consider a dense IoT network that is confined within a finite region A. The IoT

devices are distributed in A according to a homogeneous PPP Ψ with density λ, i.e.,

device positions are fixed at random locations. Bearing in mind that the sensors are

used for environmental sensing and field estimation, PPP is especially desirable and

suitable for field estimation tasks. Let us consider, equi-dense (i.e., using the same

number of sensors) wireless sensor networks whose spatial distribution follows PPP,

Poisson cluster process (PCP), and grid point processes. Given that each sensor has

a sensing coverage and that measurements are spatially correlated, the perfect sensor

deployment model should have enough sensors to cover the entire field and provide

some sensing redundancy to recover from node failures. In this respect, a clustered

sensor deployment has highly correlated measurements within the clusters and void

regions where no sensors exist, which inherently yields a high field estimation error and

inefficient utilization of the available sensors. On the other hand, a repulsive or a grid
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based sensor deployment would provide a better coverage at the expense of less fault

tolerance due to the void regions. Thanks to its uniform spatial distribution of nodes,

the PPP can therefore strike a proper balance between coverage and redundancy.

A UAV, popularly known as a drone, is equipped as an airborne base station to

collect data samples from the IoT nodes every time it flies over A to aggregate data

or estimate the field. Unlike the IoT devices, UAV location is deterministic and cal-

culated by solving a trajectory optimization problem. Field estimation mission aims

to collect necessary information from a highly dynamic IoT network for monitoring of

inaccessible environments or habitats, contaminant tracking, surveillance in special

zones, etc. A limited number of observations are utilized to estimate an underlying

spatially correlated random field (e.g., temperature, humidity, etc.). The employed

drone knows the boundaries of the field A but is oblivious to the exact locations and

number of the IoT nodes within A. Hence, the objective is to minimize total mission

duration ensuring that a certain number of samples, diversified as much as possible,

are collected and a prescribed mean squared field estimation error is satisfied for the

former and latter missions, respectively.

For each sample collection trip, the drone leaves its charging-docking station

(CDS), goes to M different hovering-locations (HLs) within A, and finally returns

back to the CDS. The drone stays at each HL for a deterministic time duration, de-

noted as the hovering time, to collect samples from the covered nodes. Fig. 3.1 shows

the network model, the HLs for M = 8, and the circular sub-regions covered from

each HL.1 Note that the drone’s altitude h for a given M is determined by the radius

of the circles and the antenna beam-width φ as R = h tan(φ/2).

Given the spatial homogeneity of the IoT network, the drone stays for Thover at

each HL such that a number of samples is collected, on average, which diversifies

1The areas of all sub-regions, as well as the hovering time at each HL, are designed to be equal
due to the spatial homogeneity of the IoT network. Otherwise, the area of each subregion (or the
hovering time at each HL) should be proportional to the spatial density of the covered IoT devices.
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Figure 3.1: System model.

the acquired samples from A. Let L = {`1, . . . , `µ, . . . , `M} denote the set of HLs

where `µ ∈ R3 is the 3D coordinates of the HLµ, µ ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}. At each HL, the

covered circular region is denoted as Aµ (xµ, yµ, R) with an area of |Aµ| = πR2, where

| · | denotes the Lebesgue measure. For a given M , the radius R and the hovering

locations L are selected such that the union of all sub-regions encompasses the entire

network, i.e., A ⊆
⋃
µAµ (cf. Fig. 3.2). Furthermore, the trajectory between the

HLs is selected such that the total distance traveled by the drone is minimized. It

is worth noting that the drone does not move with a uniform velocity between the

HLs. Instead, due to mechanical and physical constraints, the drone accelerates with

rate q̂ [m/s2] and then decelerates with rate q̌ [m/s2] between any two stationary

HLs, where the acceleration saturates at the drone maximum speed of ν [m/s]. The

transition from acceleration to deceleration is initiated such that the drone becomes

stationary (i.e., reaches zero velocity) at the target HL.

During each hovering epoch, the drone first broadcasts a signal to activate and

synchronize nodes within Aµ. The activated nodes transmit over a common radio

spectrum using a slotted ALOHA medium access scheme with transmission proba-

bility a. The nodes operate at a fixed rate of log2(1 + β) [bits/Hz/s], and hence, a
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transmission is successful if the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) at the

drone is greater than β. At a given transmission instant, all activated nodes that are

elected by the ALOHA protocol mutually interfere with each other. As mentioned

before, the objective of data aggregation mission is to collect an average of ζ samples

from A irrespective of the transmitting nodes’ identities. Hence, the data sent by the

node with the maximum SINR is treated as the intended transmission and all other

transmissions are considered as interference.

Transmissions over the ground-to-Air (G2A) links experience power-law path-loss

attenuation and Nakagami-m multi-path fading. That is, the signal power decays

at a rate of D−η with the distance D, where η is the path loss exponent. Further-

more, the power of each transmitted signal experiences independent and identically

distributed Gamma distributed gain, denoted as G, with the following probability

density function (PDF) [106]

fG(g) =
mmgm−1

Γ(m)
exp(−mg), (3.1)

where Γ(·) is the gamma function. Setting m = 1 models the well-known non-line-of-

sight (non-LoS) Rayleigh (m = 1) fading environment whereas m > 1 approximates

the LoS Rician fading [107]. For the sake of analytical tractability, the parameter m

is selected to be an integer, m ∈ Z+. According to the aforementioned system model,

the SINR for an arbitrarily selected active node is given by

SINRn
µ =

PGnD
−η
n∑

x∈Ψ̃µ\xn
PGxD

−η
x + σ2

n

, (3.2)

where Ψ̃µ is the subset of nodes that are simultaneously transmitting, P is the IoT

nodes transmission power and σ2
n is the background noise variance. Note that the

IoT nodes are typically manufactured with stringent power budgets, and hence, the

noise variance σ2
n has a paramount influence on the SINR.
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3.2 Hovering & Traveling Time Dilemma

In the realm of traditional wireless networks, data aggregation is typically designed

to minimize the amount and duration of data transmission in order to maximize

network lifetime and utilize the available bandwidth. For a power-hungry UAV relying

upon a limited battery capacity, such a goal is particularly of a vital importance in

aerial data aggregation and field estimation tasks. The hovering time of the data

aggregation and field estimation missions are primarily determined by the quality of

wireless links along with the number of samples to be collected and requested MSE

levels, respectively. Traveling time between the HLs adds a second dimension to this

already challenging task. This is because it is desirable to fulfill these tasks as soon

as possible and return to the docking station for recharging.

Therefore, our main purpose in this project is to minimize total flight duration,

which can be decomposed into hovering and traveling times. Notice that minimizing

the total mission duration implicitly takes the energy consumption into consideration

since hovering and traveling both consume energy2. At this very moment, we find

ourselves on the horns of the following dilemma: On the one hand, a lower number of

HLs, M , yields to higher latitudes and larger sub-regions, which degrades the SINR

due to worse link quality and higher interference. At the extreme case of M = 1,

the drone has to hover at a sufficiently high altitude to cover A for a very long time

to handle all traffic requests most of which have a low probability of success due

to the long distance, bad channel quality, and high interference. On another hand,

total traveling time increases with the number of HLs. For a high number of HLs,

the drone cannot fully exploit its agility as shorter distances between the stations

enforce the drone to decelerate before reaching its peak velocity. Note also that the

drone needs some time for reconfiguration after arrivals to, and before departures

2Indeed, a more explicit way of minimizing the total energy consumption is considering the
weighted sum of hovering and traveling time, where weights are hovering and traveling power con-
sumption, respectively.
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from, HLs. More importantly, a high number of HLs may lead to unnecessarily

small coverage regions that encompass no IoT devices, which wastes the traveling,

hovering, and reconfiguration times related to such null HLs. Although some studies

in the literature derive a general UAV trajectory over time [108–110] where sensor

locations are known to UAVs, we intentionally modeled our problem with HLs for

two reasons: 1) Sensor locations are random and unknown to the UAV, thus, the

trajectory optimization formulation in [108–110] is not applicable and 2) The data

aggregation and field estimation tasks naturally results in a coverage problem. Hence,

optimizing the trajectory to visit the center of each coverage regions (i.e., HLs) is

inherently a traveling salesman problem. Similar to our work, Mozaffari et. al. also

consider trajectory optimization across different coverage regions [46]. Optimization

problems of data aggregation and field estimation tasks are formulated in the following

subsections.

3.2.1 Data Aggregation: Collecting an Average of ζ Obser-

vations

The formal definition of the considered aerial data aggregation problem is given as

follows:

Problem 1. While ensuring that the average number of observations collected from

the entire network is not less than ζ, the total hovering and traveling times are min-

imized by optimizing the following variables:

1. Number of HLs (M);

2. Locations of the HLs (L) and radius of the circular sub-regions (R) such that

union of the sub-regions covers all the nodes; and

3. Flight path of the drone which is characterized by Z ∈ {0, 1}M×M where zij = 1

if the drone departs from HLi and arrives at HLj and zij = 0 otherwise.
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This problem can be formulated as in (3.3) where T µhover is the hovering time at

HLµ, Ttravel is the traveling time, ϕ is an auxiliary variable to exclude sub-tours in

the flight paths, and Kµ is the number of successfully received observations at HLµ.

The constraint in (3a) makes sure that the drone receives an average of ζ successful

transmission from the entire network. In (3b), we guarantee that all nodes are covered

by the union of the hovering areas. The constraint in (3c) ensures that each HL is

visited from exactly one other HL. Likewise, (3d) assures that there is exactly one

departure from each HL. In other words, Z has exactly one entry equals one in each

row and column. Finally, (3e) eliminates the possible subroutes and known as Miller-

Tucker-Zemlin formulation [111].

P1 : min
M,R,L,Z,ϕ

Ttotal =
M∑
µ=1

T µhover + Ttravel, (3.3)

s.t.
M∑
µ=1

E{Kµ} ≥ ζ, A ⊆
M⋃
µ=1

Aµ, (3.3a)(3.3b)

M∑
i=1,i 6=j

zi,j = 1, ∀j ∈ [1,M ], (3.3c)

M∑
j=1,j 6=i

zi,j = 1, ∀i ∈ [1,M ], (3.3d)

ϕi − ϕj +Mzi,j ≤M − 1, 2 ≤ i 6= j ≤M. (3.3e)

3.2.2 Field Estimation: Ensuring an Average MSE Require-

ment

The ultimate goal of this problem is to minimize mission duration for estimating

the field with an average MSE no more than a prescribed threshold, δ, at any given

point in the field. Assuming that the sensors perfectly measure the field values at

their locations, the only source of estimation error at an arbitrary point in the field

is the underlying field randomness. Although it is optimal to collect observations
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which are uniformly distributed as much as possible to estimate an isotropic field,

successfully received observations at the UAV are generally not uniformly distributed

due to the following reasons: Assuming that transmission attempts of all sensors are

equiprobable (e.g., a), sensors located in the close proximity of the hovering circle

center, `µ, enjoy a higher probability of successful transmission by comparison to the

sensors closer to the edge of Aµ. This is because sensors close to the center of Aµ

have a higher average GtA channel gain. This inherently implies that collecting K

observations from small hovering areas is more diverse and informative than collecting

the same number of observations from relatively larger hovering areas. Noting that

the number of required successfully received observations by the UAV varies with the

number of HLs and size of the hovering circles, we define the field estimation problem

in Problem 2 and provide its mathematical formulation in (3.4).

Problem 2. While ensuring that the average field estimation MSE at any location

in the field is no more than δ, the total hovering and traveling times are minimized

by optimizing M,R,L and Z.

P2 : min
M,R,L,Z,ϕ

Ttotal =
M∑
µ=1

T µhover + Ttravel, (3.4)

s.t. E{Es} ≤ δ, ∀s ∈ A, (3b)− (3e) (3.4a)

P1 and P2 fall within the class of mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP)

problems which are known to be NP-Hard with a prohibitive computational complex-

ity even for a moderate size of network. Therefore, in the remainder of the chapter, we

focus on developing fast yet efficient heuristic solutions. We divide the master prob-

lem into hovering and traveling time minimization sub-problems for a given M which

is the most complicating (coupling) variable of P1 and P2. Proposed sub-optimal

solutions are then compared with standard benchmarks.
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3.3 Traveling Time

Traveling time minimization problem can be further decoupled into two sub-problems:

a coverage problem and a trajectory optimization problem. For a givenM , the coverage

problem seeks the minimum radius of the circles R and their locations L such that the

union of these circles completely covers a predefined plane. The coverage problem

can be solved in two concatenated levels [112, 113]: On the inner level, R is kept

constant and centers of the M circles are optimized to minimize the uncovered area

of the sensor field. The outer level tunes R whether a coverage is obtained on the

inner level or not. Since the area of interest is not a constantly changing parameter,

an offline table can be created for R and corresponding circle locations.

Given the HLs by coverage problem, the next step is to find the optimal flight path

which minimizes the total traveling time. Indeed, the flight path can be formulated as

the well-known Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) which finds the shortest possible

route that visits each HL and returns back to the DCS [114, 115]. For the optimal

flight route Z∗, the total flight distance is given by

u =
M∑
µ=1

uµ =
M∑
µ=1

||Lµ − eTµZ∗L||2, (3.5)

where uµ is the distance for the µth hop of the path, || · ||2 denotes the `2 norm, and

eµ ∈ {0, 1}M is the vector with 1 in the µ-th entry and 0 in the rest of the entries.

Using the acceleration laws, the time needed to travel distance uµ is expressed as

τµ =


√

uµ
q̂ + q̌

, if uµ ≤ û+ ǔ,

t̂+ ť+
uµ − û− ǔ

v
, if uµ > û+ ǔ,

(3.6)

where t̂ = v/q̂ and ť = v/q̌ are the times needed for the UAV to change its speed from

0 ↗ v and from v ↘ 0, respectively. Similarly, û = 1/2q̂t̂
2 and ǔ = 1/2q̌ť

2 are the
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(a) M = 10 (b) M = 13

Figure 3.2: Optimal solutions for coverage and flight trajectory problem: (a) M = 10
and (b) M = 13.

required minimum distances for the drone to change its speed from 0 ↗ v and from

v ↘ 0, respectively. That is, if the distance between two hovering locations is longer

than û + ǔ, the drone will be able to travel at the maximum speed after and before

acceleration and deceleration steps, respectively. Finally, the overall travel time can

be expressed as

Ttravel =
M∑
µ=1

τµ +Mtconf , (3.7)

where tconf is an extra time needed at each stop point for configurations after arrival

and before departure, respectively.

It is important to note that the coverage problem is the main sub-problem which

couples the hovering and traveling time. Therefore, for a given (M,R,L), the hover-

ing time and traveling time are two independent (decoupled) problems which do not

influence each other. For a constant A, it is quite practical to create an offline table

that contains all HLs, distances, and travel times for a certain range of M [116]. This

technique simplifies the search for the optimal M resulting in a minimum total hov-

ering and traveling time. For example, Fig. 3.2 demonstrates the optimal solutions

for coverage and TSP problems with M = 9 and M = 13. In order to avoid compu-
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tational complexity, it is necessary to develop a generic closed-form approximation of

traveling time which is applicable for different scales of the network size and number

of HLs. We note that the HL coordinates and radius of the coverage area are scalable

with the area of the field. Therefore, we denote αM , u√
|A|

and ∆M , R√
|A|

as the

total traveling distance and hovering area radius normalized by the side length of a

squared network area |A| for a given M , respectively. For a large network area such

that the distances between HLs are long enough for a drone to reach its maximum

speed, v, total traveling time is obtained by using the second case of (3.6) as,

Ttravel =
αM
√
|A| −M(û+ ǔ)

v
+Mt̃, (3.8)

where the first term corresponds to time spent for traveling at the maximum speed

while the second term accounts for total acceleration, deceleration, and configuration

times between consecutive HLs, i.e, t̃ = t̂ + ť + tconf . Accordingly, minimum hop

distance should fall within the following range,

αM
√
|A|

M
≥ min

M≥µ≥1
(uµ) ≥ v2

2

(
1

q̂
+

1

q̌

)
, (3.9)

where the upper and lower bounds are determined based on average hop range, u/M ,

and distance required to allow the UAV to accelerate to and decelerate from its

maximum speed, respectively. Following from (3.9), the network size is considered

large for given drone agility parameters if

√
|A| ≥ Mv2

2αM

(
1

q̂
+

1

q̌

)
. (3.10)

Alternatively, reverse engineering of (3.10) gives an idea about the required drone

agility for a given network size, i.e.,
2αM
√
|A|

M
≥ v2

(
1

q̂
+

1

q̌

)
. Once (3.10) is satisfied,

the proposed approximation in (3.8) does not depend on the network size. Therefore,
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Table 3.1: Obtained ∆M and αM values for M ∈ [1, 16] and |A| = 1.

M ∆M αM M ∆M αM M ∆M αM M ∆M αM

1 .707 0 7 .274 3.26 13 .194 3.99 19 .158 4.44
2 .559 1.00 8 .260 2.59 14 .186 4.05 20 .152 4.61
3 .504 1.61 9 .231 3.17 15 .180 4.14 21 .149 4.86
4 .354 2.00 10 .218 3.59 16 .169 4.26 22 .144 5.47
5 .326 2.24 11 .213 3.37 17 .166 4.16 23 .141 5.06
6 .299 2.36 12 .202 3.56 18 .161 4.48 24 .138 5.26

(a) 5 UAVs (b) 6 UAVs

Figure 3.3: Trajectory of Multi Cooperative UAVs.

the total traveling time can be obtained directly from (3.8) for a given set of αM

calculations as shown in Table 3.1. For a larger M , αM values can be obtained based

on extrapolation techniques, which is investigated in Section 3.6.

If the battery life time of a single UAV is not sufficient to cover a large area

of interest, employing multiple UAVs to cooperate on data aggregation and field

estimation missions would be quite beneficial. Multiple UAVs approach is also a

promising approach in case of power consuming and/or time sensitive missions [117].

In case of a single UAV, it is expected that the sensors at the last hovering location

experience a high delay in comparison with the first hovering location. In this regard,

using multiple UAVs can alleviate infeasibility caused by strict constraints on battery

life and delay [118,119].

There are several techniques to approach the multiple UAVs case. One simple
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approach is dividing the field to several sub-fields, where each sub-field will be covered

by a single UAV. Assuming identical UAVs with dedicated portions of the available

bandwidth3, which are proportional to the number of hovering locations, then the

field can be divided into several equal and non-overlapping portions each covered

by a single UAV. Since dedicated bandwidths eliminate the inter-UAV interference,

we can apply the same methodology for each sub-field covered by a single UAV. If

the UAVs have different capabilities and bandwidth allocations, the field should be

divided into non-equal and non-overplaying portions, where each UAV covers a region

proportional to its capabilities (e.g., speed, transmissions range, sensitivity).

Trajectory of multiple UAVs can be determined by min-max multi-depot multi-

TSP (min max-MDMTSP) approach where trajectories of K UAVs can be obtained

by minimizing the longest tour traveled by any UAV [122, 123]. By recording the

traveling time and the number of HLs per UAV separately, the total traveling time

of K-TSP case is then expressed by

Ttotal = max
k

(
T ktravel + µkThover

)
(3.11)

where T ktravel and µk denote the traveling time and the number of HLs for the k-th

UAV. In order to optimize trajectories of multiple cooperative UAVs with several

CDSs, we utilize a generalized version of classical TSP, i.e., min max multi-depot

(e.g., CDS) multi-TSP. In Fig. 3.3a (Fig. 3.3b), we show the simulation results for

the sub-optimal traveling trajectories of 5 (6 UAVs) traveling over 22 HLs using single

(double) CDS.

3A similar assumption is also made in [120]. The works dealing with the multi-UAV interference
can be found in [108,121].
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3.4 Hovering Time for Data Aggregation

Hovering time is regulated by the chain relation of M → (L, R) → Aµ, that is, the

coverage region for each HL is directly determined by M . We assume that the UAV

utilizes an antenna with a fixed beamwidth (φ) to cover a given circular geographical

region [39, 124]. For a given M , the height of the UAV is calculated based on corre-

sponding hovering circle radius R and φ, i. e., R = hµ tan(φ/2). Let Ψµ = Ψ ∩ Aµ

be the set of nodes covered from the HL `µ. Then, #(Ψµ) ∼ Pois(λ|Aµ|), where #(·)

indicates the set cardinality. Furthermore, the location of the nodes within Aµ are

independently and uniformly distributed. Hence, the distance between a randomly

selected node in Aµ and the drone is given by

fD(r) =
2r

R2
hµ ≤ r ≤ d, (3.12)

where, as shown in Fig. 3.1, hµ is the UAV altitude and d =
√
h2
µ +R2 is the

hypotenuse of the triangle formed by `µ, (xµ, yµ), and the edge of Aµ. The angle

between the hypotenuse and height cathetus is denoted by φ/2.

The pair (L, R) has a significant impact on SINR levels and the probability of

successful transmissions, which governs the hovering time to receive a target average

number of successful transmissions. Assuming the ALOHA protocol for the medium

access, each node independently accesses the channel and transmit to the drone with

probability a. Let Ψ̃µ ⊆ Ψµ be the subset of nodes that are simultaneously trans-

mitting to the drone at a given time instant. Then, Ψ̃µ is a PPP with intensity

function λ(x) = aλ1{x∈Aµ}, where 1{·} is the indicator function that takes the value

1 if the statement {·} is true and zero otherwise. A successful sample is collected by

the drone from the subset Ψ̃µ if #(Ψ̃µ) > 0 and the received SINR at the drone is

greater than β. Note that β ≥ 1 implies that at most one node from Ψ̃µ can satisfy

the SINR threshold [125]. Accordingly, we derive the probability of successful sample
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collection, denoted hereafter as the success probability, in the following theorem

Theorem 1. For a given SINR threshold β ≥ 1 and ALOHA transmission probability

a, the success probability for a transmission from Aµ over the G2A Nakagami-m fading

channel is given by

P sµ = P

 ⋃
xn∈Ψ̃µ

SINRn
µ ≥ β

 = E

 ∑
xn∈Ψ̃µ

1{SINRn
µ≥β}


= 2aπλ

∫ d

h

m−1∑
k=0

(−mβrη)k

k!

[ ∂k
∂sk
LI(s)

]
s=mβrη

rdr, (3.13)

where SINRn
µ is the SINR when xn is the intended transmitter and all other nodes in

Ψ̃µ \ xn are interferers, ∂k

∂sk
is the k-th partial derivative with respect to s, and LI(s)

is the Laplace transform of the normalized interference-plus-noise power distribution,

I =
∑

x∈Ψ̃µ\xn
GxR

−η
x + σ2

n/P , which is expressed as

LI(s) =e−sσ
2
n/P exp

(
− 2πλa

∫ d

h

(
1−

(
1 +

sr−η

m

)−m)
rdr

)
. (3.14)

Proof. Appendix C

One can infer from Theorem 1 that P s
µ depends on the ALOHA transmission

probability a, which should be selected carefully to maximize P s
µ. In conventional

slotted ALOHA design, which is based on a collision model,4 the probability of trans-

mission is selected such that there is only one transmission on average at every time

slot. Therefore, if N nodes are contending to access the spectrum, the collision based

ALOHA design selects a = 1/N to minimize the collision probability. The spectral

efficiency of such strategy is given by e−1 ≈ 36.8%. Note that such average single

4Collision models consider all simultaneous transmissions to be erroneous irrespective of the nodes
relative channel gains. In contrast, the considered SINR capture model consider transmission success
if the SINR at the receiver is greater than the threshold β irrespective of the number of interfering
nodes.
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transmission per time slot may lead to a conservative channel access scheme, where

several time slots may be left idle (i.e., with no transmissions). According to the

considered SINR capture model, successful transmission occurs as long as SINR ≥ β

is satisfied, which can better utilize each time slot (i.e., decrease the probability of

having idle time slots) and tolerate several simultaneous transmissions.

For the SINR capture model with a given threshold β, the success probability P s
µ

monotonically increases with a up to a certain saddle point, then it starts to mono-

tonically decrease as the SINR constantly degrades by allowing more transmissions.

This saddle point depends on the selected β and can be shown to satisfy

a∗ =
1

2πλ
∫ d
h

(
1−

(
1 + sr−η

m

)−m)
rdr

. (3.15)

which follows from the first derivative test
∂P sµ
∂a

= 0. Before proceeding to derive

the hovering time, we must note that the optimal solution of P1 always requires

(3.3a)(3.3b) to hold with equality because non-strictly satisfying (3.3a)(3.3b) (having

more than ζ average successful samples) consistently requires a longer hovering time.

Also considering the homogeneity of the PPP and equivalence of circular sub-regions,

the drone must receive an average of E{Kµ} = ζ/M successful transmissions at each

hovering epoch. Hence, in order to guarantee E{Kµ} = ζ/M , the drone must hover

for a duration of Jµ time slots satisfying

Jµ =
E{Kµ}
P s
µ

=
ζ

MP s
µ

. (3.16)

The time slot duration is designed in accordance with the information rate and the

packet size as follows

τ =
S

C
=

S

B log2(1 + β)
, (3.17)

where S is the packet size, B is the bandwidth, and C is the Shannon capacity of
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the G2A channels. Collecting these expressions, we finally arrive at the following

expression for the hovering time,

T µhover = Jµτ =
ζS

MP s
µB log2(1 + β)

. (3.18)

It is obvious from (3.18) that β plays a critical role in the hovering duration due

to the following tradeoff: The channel capacity increases with β, which yields a less

transmission duration. However, an increasing β has a negative impact on success

probability, P s
µ. This motivates us to seek for an optimal SINR threshold β∗ =

minβ(T µhover) which could be obtained by
∂P sµ
∂β

= 0. Although it is not possible to

derive a closed-form solution for β∗, the optimal solution can be obtained via a simple

line search procedure, which is investigated in Section 3.6.

3.5 Hovering Time For Field Estimation

In this section, we first introduce the considered spatial correlation model then obtain

the hovering time for the field estimation mission.

3.5.1 Spatial Correlation Model

By nature, measurements of a sensor on a physical phenomenon (e.g., temperature,

humidity, gas leakage, illumination, radiation, etc.) at a certain location is expected

to be correlated with readings taken by other sensors within the proximity. Such

correlation is captured through the covariance matrix of the field. In this respect, the

spatial correlation of the measured quantity is related to the field itself and the nature

of the physical phenomena of interest. Hence, assuming any other point process does

not change the spatial correlation matrix of the field. However, it may change the

correlations among the reported values. At this point, it also worth mentioning that

the correlations among transmissions, or better to say measured quantities, is not
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related to the point process.

Let us consider a Gaussian random field (RF) where observations successfully re-

ceived from the i-th sensor represent the value of the field W (si) at the corresponding

location si ∈ A ⊂ R2. Although the Gaussian RF are mostly preferred for their

analytic tractability, it may always not be suitable for all types of physical phenom-

ena. Therefore, researchers generally mitigate its shortcomings by fitting their data

to a variety of Gaussian RFs such as multi-Gaussian RF, bi-Gaussian RF, truncated

Gaussian RF, skew-normal RF [126–130]. Since the proposed model is general and is

not targeting a specific application, we preferred the Gaussian model that is generic

and tractable enough to understand the behavior (e.g., the interplay between hov-

ering & traveling time) and draw necessary design insights. Assuming a stationary

isotropic covariance function, i.e., spatial correlation depends merely on the distance

between sensing locations, the covariance between locations of nodes i and j can be

expressed based on the Matérn model as

Σ(si, sj) = cov{W (si),W (sj)}

=
σ2

Γ(ν)2ν−1
(||si − sj||2/b)νKν(||si − sj||2/b), (3.19)

where || · ||2 denotes the `2 norm, Γ(·) denotes the gamma function and Kν is the

modified Bessel function of the second kind of order ν. In (3.19), the random field can

be modeled by modifying the field variance, smoothness and range parameters σ2, ν

and b, respectively. Thanks to its high flexibility to cover different spatial character-

istics of the random fields, Matérn covariance model has a widespread application in

the literature [126, 131, 132]. It is worth noting that exponential covariance function

is a special case of Matérn covariance model and can be expressed as

Σ(si, sj) = cov{W (si),W (sj)} = σ2 exp(−||si − sj||2/b), (3.20)
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(d) Field estimation (b = 75).

Figure 3.4: Gaussian random fields and corresponding estimations based on 5% ran-
dom observations.

which follows from (3.19) by setting ν = 0.5. Examples of Gaussian random fields

for unit field variance are shown in Fig. 3.4 along with the corresponding estimations

based on randomly observing 5% of the field.

Given a set of collected observations Wo, the purpose of the field estimation task

is to accurately estimate the random field at missing locations Wm, i.e., W(s) =

[Wo Wm]T . The estimation of the field at a missing location is expressed as,

W̃m = E{Wm|Wo}

= E{Wm}+ Σm,o(Σo,o)
−1(Wo − E{Wo}), (3.21)

where E{Wm|Wo} is the conditional expectation of Wm given Wo, Σm,o is the cross

covariance matrix between the missing and observed field values, and Σo,o is the

auto covariance matrix between the observed field values. Denoting the prior auto

covariance matrix between the missing field values as Σm,m, the posterior missing
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values auto covariance matrix is given by [133],

E = Σm,m −Σm,o(Σo,o)
−1Σo,m. (3.22)

Noting that W̃m is a function of the posterior missing values auto covariance matrix.

(i.e., tr(E) or det(E)), the mean squared error of the field at a given point s is then

given by

Es = E{σ2 −Σs,o(Σo,o)
−1Σo,s}, (3.23)

where Σo,s is the correlation vector between the field values of observations and

the point s. One can conclude from (3.23) that a more accurate estimation can

be achieved by collecting more observations with higher correlation with the field

value at s due to a greater Σs,oΣo,s value. Furthermore, collecting observations from

spatially distant points of a stationary isotropic random field are more informative

since Es is proportional to Σo,o. Therefore, unlike the data aggregation task which is

interested only in the number of observations, the spatial distribution of the collected

observation plays a significant role in the achievable entropy at the UAV. Accord-

ingly, (3.23) tells us that collecting observations from locations that follow a uniform

spatial distribution is desirable as it minimizes the expected distance between obser-

vations (i.e., maximizes Σo,s) and maximizes the distance between observations (i.e.,

minimizes Σo,o).

3.5.2 Hovering Time to Ensure an MSE of δ

In light of above discussions, let us focus our attention on a hypothetical disk, Amse,

centered at a point on the hovering disk edge with radius Rmse as shown in Fig.3.5.

The average SINR for a signal transmitted from a sensor closer to the center of the

hovering circle is greater than that from a sensor closer to the edge. For example,
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Figure 3.5: The illustration of hypothetical disk Amse and its intersection with Aµ,
Aint.

a sensor located at any point inside s ∈ Aµ, has a higher probability to successfully

transmit its observation to the UAV as compared to the sensor at the edge, se ∈ Aµ.

As a result, the density of successfully received observations decreases as we get closer

to the edge of Aµ. In other words, the average MSE is the highest at the edge of the

hovering area, i.e., E{Es} ≤ E{Ee},∀s ∈ Aµ.

In order to guarantee E{Es} ≤ δ, ∀s ∈ A, the rest of this section therefore

concentrates on the worst case MSE scenario which happens at the edge of Aµ. To

simplify the analysis of the average estimation MSE at the edge of the hovering area,

we bound E(Ee) based on the probability of having no successful transmission from

a sensor within Amse over Jµ transmission attempts at each HL as in the following

proposition.

Proposition 1. For a given Amse, the average estimation MSE of a Gaussian field

with the exponential covariance function is bounded by

E{Ee} ≤σ2P n−s
e (Rmse, Jµ)+

(1− P n−s
e (Rmse, Jµ))

(
σ2 − exp(−2Rmse/b)

σ2

)
, (3.24)
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where P n−s
e (Rmse, Jµ) is the probability of no successful transmission from a sensor

within Amse over Jµ transmission attempts.

Proof. Appendix D.

In (3.24), the first term of RHS accounts for the estimation MSE in the case of no

successful observation is received from Amse, while the second term corresponds to

having at least one successful transmission. Since some portions of Aint can also be

covered by other hovering circles as shown in Fig. 3.5, it is possible to receive some

successful transmission from subsets intersect with hovering circles other than Aµ.

Nonetheless, we content ourselves with the worst case scenario assuming that Aint is

covered only by Aµ. Notice that P n−s
e (Rmse, Jµ) → 0 as Jµ → ∞ for any Rmse > 0.

Even for Jµ → ∞, there is no guarantee to satisfy E{Ee} ≤ δ if Rmse is set to a

very large value. Hence, the size of Amse must be carefully chosen for a minimal Jµ

subject to the MSE constraint, E{Ee} ≤ δ. By substituting P n−s
e = 0 into (3.24) and

rewriting for Rmse, we obtain the following upper bound

Rmse ≤
b

2
ln

(
1

(σ2 − δ)σ2

)
. (3.25)

Accordingly, the size of Amse can be chosen by solving the following optimization

problem

J∗µ = min
Rmse

Jµ s.t. E{Ee} ≤ δ, (3.26)

Rmse ∈
(

0,
b

2
ln

(
1

(σ2 − δ)σ2

))
. (3.26a)(3.26b)

In order derive an expression for Jµ, we start by obtaining the probability of a suc-

cessful transmission from Aint = Amse ∩ Aµ as in the following theorem:

Theorem 2. For a given SINR threshold β ≥ 1 and ALOHA transmission probability

a, the probability of having a successful transmission from any point s ∈ Aint over the
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G2A Nakagami-m fading channel is given by

P se = aλ

∫ d

h

m−1∑
k=0

(−mβra)k

k!

[ ∂k
∂sk
LI(s)

]
s=mβra

rθ(
√
r2 − h2)dr, (3.27)

where

θ(w) =


2π 0 ≤ w ≤ max(0, Rmse −R)

Ω |Rmse −R| ≤ w ≤ Rmse +R

0 otherwise.

(3.28)

with Ω = 2 arccos
(R2 + w2 −R2

mse

2Rw

)
Proof. Appendix E

Corollary 1. For Rmse ≤ R, successful transmission probability from ∀s ∈ Aint is

given by,

P s
e =2aλ

∫ d

h2+(R−Rmse)2

m−1∑
k=0

(−mβra)k

k!

[ ∂k
∂sk
LI(s)

]
s=mβra

r arccos

(
R2 + r2 − h2 −R2

mse

2R
√

(r2 − h2)

)
dr (3.29)

which directly follows from (3.27) and (3.28).

Denoting the number of successfully received observations out of Jµ transmission

attempts from Aint by Binomial random variable I ∼ B(Jµ, P
s
e ), the probability of

having exactly i successful receptions is given as

PI(i|Rmse, Jµ) =

(
Jµ
i

)
(1− P s

e )Jµ−i(P s
e )i. (3.30)

Now let us continue with the remaining part of Amse, Aext = AmsenAint, which

is covered by other hovering areas as shown in Fig. 3.5. Similar to the analysis of
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Aint, we limit ourselves to the worst case scenario where Aext is covered by a single

hovering disk other than Aµ. Reminding that all hovering areas are equal in size, the

probability of having no successful transmission from Amse from any hovering area

can be approximated as,

P n−s
e (Rmse, Jµ) ≈ PI(0|Rmse, Jµ)1/ρ = (1− P s

e )J/ρ, (3.31)

where ρ is the ratio of |Aint| to |Amse|, i.e.,

ρ =
|Aint|
|Amse|

=

∫ R
0
rθ(r)dr

πR2
mse

. (3.32)

To this end, we must point out that Jµ is a decreasing function of the MSE and

the problem defined in (3.26) is optimal at E{Ee} = δ. That is, strict satisfaction

of the MSE constraint (E{Ee} > δ) requires more successful transmission and thus

results in a longer hovering duration. By substituting (3.31) into (3.24) and setting

E{Ee} = δ, optimal hovering duration for a given Rmse is given by

J∗µ(Rmse) =
⌈
ρ

ln[1 + (δ − σ2)σ2 exp(2Rmse/b)]

ln[1− P s
e ]

⌉
. (3.33)

Notice that J∗µ(Rmse) → ∞ when Rmse → 0 and Rmse → b
2

ln
(

1
(σ2−δ)σ2

)
. There-

fore, J∗µ(Rmse) has only one saddle point with respect to Rmsebecause the numer-

ator in (3.33) is monotonically decreasing convex function and the denominator is

monotonically decreasing concave function of Rmse. Since it is intractable to solve

J∗µ = minRmse J
∗
µ(Rmse) by applying the first derivative test

∂J∗µ(Rmse)

∂Rmse
= 0, J∗µ can be

obtained numerically via a line search over Rmse ∈
(

0, b
2

ln
(

1
(σ2−δ)σ2

))
. Accordingly,

the hovering time per HL is directly proportional to J∗µ as

T µhover = J∗µ
S

B log2(1 + β)
, (3.34)
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Table 3.2: Default system parameters.

Par. Value Par. Value Par. Value

P −30 dBm σ2
n −80 dBm φ 90◦

η 3 B 200 kHz S 5 kB
m {1, 2, 3} v 20 km/h q̂ (q̌) 10 km/h2

λ 0.1 ζ 250 ν 0.5
σ2 1 b 0.75 δ 0.2

which is the minimal hovering time to reach an MSE no more than δ at any point of

the hovering circle.

3.6 Numerical Results

This section first verifies the developed mathematical model against independent

Monte Carlo simulations. Then, design examples are presented where the total data

collection time is minimized. Throughout the simulations, we consider a PPP with

density of λ = 0.1 node/m2 that is distributed over a network area of A = 100 ×

100 m2 5. Unless stated explicitly otherwise, Table 3.2 tabulates the default system

parameters which are mainly drawn from evaluations of works in [39, 124, 126, 131,

132,134].

Consider a specific hovering area which is defined by R = h = 20 m. Fig. 3.6a

shows the success probability P s
µ and the throughput CP s

µ versus β (i.e., transmis-

sion rates) for the optimal transmission probability a∗ and the conventional ALOHA

transmission probability a = 1
N̄µ

[135], where N̄µ = λπR2 is the average number of

nodes in Aµ. The proposed optimal transmission probability a∗ is shown to deliver

a superior performance in comparison to the conventional collision based ALOHA

design. Since a higher β implies that moderate interference levels can even lead to a

failure, the performance of both schemes converges after a certain β. In such cases, an

average of a single transmission per time slot is desirable, which comes at the expense

5λ = 0.1 translates to 100,000 node/km2. Indeed, from 100,000 to 1,000,000 node/km2 is the
range of ultra dense IoT.
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Figure 3.6: Impacts of a and β on P s
µ and CP s

µ.

of being conservative and having underutilized time slots with no transmissions. A

similar discussion also applies in Fig. 3.6b where CP s
µ is plotted against the ALOHA

transmission probability a and a∗ are shown with black colored stars. Apparently,

increasing a improves the success probability up to a certain extent as the time slots

are better utilized with diversified transmissions. However, increasing a beyond an

optimal utilization point leads to an aggressive transmission scheme where interfer-

ence dominates the failure probability. The impact of β on CP s
µ is also illustrated in

Fig. 3.6b where CP s
µ decreases as β moves away from the optimal point, β∗ ≈ 1.8.

The hovering and traveling time dilemma is visualized in Fig. 3.7a where P s
µ

and T µhover are plotted versus the radius R, i.e., |Aµ|. For given β and a, increasing

the hovering area drastically reduces P s
µ, which directly increases the hovering time

since the drone needs to wait for a longer time duration to collect an average of ζ/M

successful samples. On the other hand, traveling time naturally reduces since a larger

R means less number of stop points, M . Now, let us consider a random field with

σ2 = 1 and b = 75. Fig. 3.7b demonstrates optimal number of required transmission

attempts, J∗µ(Rmse), to achieve an MSE no more than δ = 0.2 against Rmse values.

As discussed in Section 3.5, J∗µ(Rmse) is a convex function of Rmse , J∗µ(Rmse) → ∞

as Rmse → 0 and Rmse ≥ b
2

ln
(

1
(σ2−δ)σ2

)
. The overall optimal number of transmission

attempts, J∗µ = min
Rmse

J∗µ(Rmse), is obtained via line search and shown with a black star
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Figure 3.8: Impacts of β and R on T µhover, P
s
e , J?µ, and K̄.

shape in Fig. 3.7b.

Fig. 3.8a shows the behavior of success probability from P s
e , the minimum number

of transmissions J∗µ, and the hovering time T µhover with respect to β. Increasing β yields

a higher channel capacity as C = B log2(1 + β), but also decreases P s
e . Therefore,

Thover reaches a saddle point by decreasing with increasing β, then, start increasing

again. Noting that this saddle point cannot be derived analytically, we again obtain

the optimal β by a line search, which is shown by a black star mark in Fig. 3.8a.

Fig. 3.8b depicts the hovering area effects on J∗µ and K̄ that denotes the required

total number of successful receptions to ensure an MSE of δ, i.e., K̄ = E{K} =

P s
µ
J∗µ|A|
πR2 . At the first glance, larger hovering areas require more observations to sustain
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the same MSE, which naturally results in a higher K̄. This increase is due to the

fact that the distribution of successfully received observations over the field becomes

less uniform as R increases. One can also see that requiring a constant number

of observations (i.e., ζ in the data aggregation mission) is not viable to ensure the

required MSE levels.

The traveling time is a function of the number of hovering areas M and the area

of the IoT network. As the area gets larger, more time is needed to travel from

one hovering location to another. Fig. 3.9a shows Ttravel against the side length of

a squared field for different M . For small size of networks, Ttravel rapidly increases

because of the fact that the UAV cannot fully exploit its agility, that is, the traveling

distance between HLs is not long enough to reach its maximum speed. On the other

hand, Ttravel starts increasing linearly with
√
|A| once the network area provide long

hop ranges to exploit the drone agility. Indeed, this was our main motivation to come

up with a useful approximation of traveling distance which is applicable for any size

of the network area. Fig. 3.9b shows αM against M as given in Table 3.1. Curve

fitting techniques are utilized to approximate αM as α̃M =
√

1.35M − .4 with an

approximation error of ||αM−α̃M ||2||αM ||2
= 5.5% as shown in Fig. 3.9b. We should note

that the approximation error is mainly driven by the αM outliers which is a result

of uncontrollable peculiarity of the coverage problem for integer-valued M . Instead

of solving the coverage problem and TSP for higher values of M , a low-complexity

closed-form solution can be directly obtained by approximating the traveling time

based on α̃M .

The impact of M on Ttotal, T
µ
hover, and Ttravel for data aggregation mission are

demonstrated in Fig 3.10a. As explained before, the hovering time monotonically

decreases with the number of HLs, M . Interestingly, the drop is considerable for

small values of M , then it saddles on a gradual level after M ≥ 4. In particular,

the significantly sharp reduction at M = 4 can be understood by crosschecking Table
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Figure 3.10: Ttotal vs. M .

3.2 and Fig. 3.7a. On the other hand, traveling time increase with M starts playing

an important role especially after M ≥ 4. The total traveling time is determined

based on T µhover, and Ttravel and is shown to achieve its minimum at M = 6 with

Ttotal = 223s. We must note that the optimal point of Ttotal is subject to different

system parameters such as ζ, β, S, B, etc.

Fig. 3.10b shows the total traveling and hovering time for field estimation against

M . While data aggregation case reaches the minimal Ttotal at M = 6, field estimation

achieves that at M = 9. Although traveling time is the same for both missions,

more hovering locations is desirable for field estimation mission to satisfy the MSE

constraint as previously explained in details.
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Figure 3.11: Optimum number of HLs vs
√
|A| and Ttotal for multi-UAVs for field

estimation.

The size of the area of interest plays a crucial role in optimum number of HLs

and coverage area at each HL. In order to demonstrate the benefits of using UAVs

and efficiency of proposed optimization approach, we depict total mission time with

respect to increasing field area. As shown in Fig. 3.11a, the optimal number of HLs

increases with the field area, which is always captured by the proposed solution. In

the conventional data aggregation or field estimation approach, traveling time is not

a matter of concern as there is no UAV to deploy. However, to obtain the same

UAV benefits (e.g., extended network size), it is necessary to deploy BSs as much as

the HLs, which may be costly or even impossible in inaccessible geographical areas.

In Fig 3.11b, we show the total mission time for different number of UAVs against

the number of HLs. The UAVs start and end the mission at a CDS placed at the

center. Notice that total mission time is constantly reduced by employing more

UAVs, which can be further improved by allowing additional CDSs. Also notice that

the optimal number of HLs is practically divisible by the number of UAVs. This is

indeed expected since every UAV covers almost equal number of HLs and therefore

all UAVs have comparable mission times.
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3.6.1 Time Complexity Analysis

We finally present complexity analysis of the proposed solution before concluding the

chapter. For each M we find ∆M and αM by applying the coverage problem and

TSP to construct Table 1. The employed coverage problem solution uses a modified

Newton-Raphson method which has a time complexity of O (log nF (n)) where F (n)

is the cost of calculating the root with n-digit precision [136]. Based on a dynamic

programming based approach, the TSP can be solved by Held–Karp algorithm in the

order of O
(

2M
√
M
)

. However, we must note that the proposed solution calculates

∆M and αM to be referred as an offline table which is applicable to any field area.

Hence, we use (8) to find Ttravel for any field size and UAV agility parameters with a

negligible computational complexity.

For the data aggregation problem, P1, equations (12) and (17) are solved to obtain

Thover. We optimize a and β numerically. For the field estimation mission, P2, the

probability of successful transmission at the edge is found by solving (25). Then J∗µ is

obtained by solving (31). Finally, Thover is obtained as in (32). Again, Rmse, a, and β

are optimized numerically. Employed numerical solution exploits bi-section method

with O(log2

(
ε0
ε

)
) where ε0 is the initial bracket size (e.g., ε0 = 1 for a probabilistic

variable) and ε is the required error tolerance, e.g., 10−6. We iteratively calculate

total mission time for each M starting from M = 1 until it stops decreasing. Hence,

the time complexity of the proposed solution can be given by O
(
M? log2

(
ε0
ε

))
where

M? is the number of HLs with minimum total mission time.

3.7 Conclusion

This work investigates aerial data aggregation and field estimation missions in IoT

networks by integrating stochastic geometry, graph theory, signal processing, and

optimization theory. To accomplish these tasks, the field of interest is divided into

several subregions over which the UAV hovers to collect necessary samples from the
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underlying nodes. Accordingly, we formulate and solve two optimization problems

to minimize total mission duration. While the former requires the collection of a

prescribed average number of samples from the field, the latter ensures for a given

a field spatial correlation model that the average mean-squared estimation error of

the field value is no more than a predetermined threshold at any point. Minimal

mission duration is obtained by optimizing the number of subregions, the area of

each subregion, the hovering locations, the hovering time at each location, and the

trajectory traversed between hovering locations. The proposed formulation is NP-

hard mixed integer problem, and hence, a decoupled heuristic solution is proposed

by augmenting the hovering and traveling time dilemma. In particular, a closed-

form traveling time approximation is proposed to avoid computational complexity of

integer part of the problem, the solution of which is quite time-consuming even for

heuristic solutions. For a given number of HLs, hovering time is formulated by means

of the stochastic geometry. Optimal transmission probability and SINR threshold are

also obtained analytically and numerically for the adopted slotted ALOHA scheme,

respectively. The results show that there exists an optimal number of subregions that

balance the tradeoff between hovering and traveling times such that the total time

for collecting the required samples is minimized.
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Chapter 4

The Role of UAV-IoT Networks in Future Wildfire Detection

In this chapter, we propose a new wildfire detection method based on UAV aided

IoT (UAV-IoT) network. The aim of the study is to evaluate the reliability of the

UAV-IoT networks in detecting wildfires within a limited period of time. Further, we

study the optimal density of IoT devices and the number of UAVs such that a lower

bound of the probability of fire detection is maximized under a limited system budget.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we present the system model and

the main assumptions. In Section 4.2, we discuss two problem statements; wildfire

detection probability maximization and wildfire losses minimization. The detection

performance analysis is presented in Section 4.3, and design and performance insights

are discussed in Section 4.4. Finally, numerical results are provided in Section 4.5

before concluding the chapter in Section 4.6.

4.1 System Model

Consider a large forest of area A which we would like to protect against wildfires. A

massive number Ns of low cost, simple-structured and self-powered IoT devices (sen-

sors with limited storage, processing and communication capabilities) are distributed

at random locations over the area A to detect fires, with a density of λs = Ns/A

devices/km2. We assume that each sensor is capable of detecting a fire at a distance

of ds meters, and sets a flag to 1 or 0 if a fire or no fire is detected, respectively.

Using such low-cost self-powered devices, complex routing algorithms and long-
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range transmission from the sensors to a fixed access point are prohibitive. Instead,

sensors transmit their flags to a number Nu of UAVs that hover over the forest and

collect data from nearby sensors before traveling to a new location to collect data

from another group of sensors. While UAVs would hover over deterministic paths

in practice, we assume that they travel randomly in this work for tractability and

generality, bearing in mind that results can only improve if optimized paths are used

as in [137]. Each UAV collects an average of N sensors’ signals at each hovering

location and enters a verification mode if it receives at least M ≤ N positive flags

(i.e. a binary signal indicating a fire detection at the IoT device) at that location. In

this case, the UAV spends an average of Tvrf sec. to verify the fire alarm raised by the

collected observations. This verification can be done by sending photos to a central

unit or by collecting more observations from neighboring regions. We assume that

the UAV is capable of making a robust decision with negligible miss-detection and

false alarm after this verification phase. Then, the system goes back to the normal

search phase if the result is negative (no fire), or the system sends emergency signals

to the fire fighting station otherwise. We elaborate on the system model below.

4.1.1 Fire Spread Model

Fire spread is a dynamic process which depends on environmental variables such as

wind speed, moisture content, fuel type and density, ground slope, etc. Accurate fire

spread modeling is fundamental to evaluate fire size and shape, and therefore help fire

fighting teams assess and predict the danger level and the cost of slow/fast response.

A popular approach is to utilize a Markov stochastic process to model the fire spread

as in [56].

In this model, the forest is divided into a 2D grid. Each block on fire spreads

the fire to the neighboring blocks with some probability depending on environmental

parameters such as fuel type, wind speed, moisture content, etc. [56, 138, 139]. As a
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result, the fire rate of spread (ROS) is evaluated in different directions and the shape

of the fire is estimated at different times. To simplify the analysis in this study, we

make the following assumption.

Assumption 1. We assume that all blocks have the same environmental properties

and ignore the wind effect. As a result, a circular fire shape is formed with probability

one in the long run. Although this assumption will not likely be satisfied in practice,

it can be used as a means to assess worst-case performance. For a fixed fire size, a

circular fire has the smallest perimeter. Hence, a circular fire has the smallest number

of detecting sensors close to its front-line (i.e., its perimeter). Hence, if a system

achieves good performance in detecting a circular fire, it will achieve equal or better

performance in detecting a non circular fire. Next, we define forest area under fire at

discrete time steps of duration T sec. as follows.

Definition 1. Given that, without loss of generality, the fire starts at the origin, and

taking Assumption 1 into account, the fire at time step k is spread over a disk defined

in polar coordinates as,

Bf [k] = {(r, θ) : r ∈ [0, Rf [k]], θ ∈ [0, 2π]}, (4.1)

where Rf [k] = vTk is the radius of the fire at time step k and where v represents the

fire ROS.

4.1.2 Sensor detection model

An IoT sensor can detect the fire based on environmental variations such as tempera-

ture, smoke, etc. measured at the IoT device location. The environmental variations

δ(d) measured at an IoT device at distance d from the fire front-line can be written

as δn + δf (d) where δn is the nature-induced component and δf (d) is the fire-induced

one.
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We model δn and δf (d) as bounded random processes as shown in Fig. 4.1 where δ̂n(
δ̌n
)

is the upper (lower) bound for the nature-induced variations and δ̂f (d)
(
δ̌f (d)

)
is the upper (lower) bound for the fire-induced variations at distance d from the

fire front-line. Note that Fig. 4.1 is a qualitative plot, that depicts the fact that

δn is independent of d and that δf decreases as d increases. The manner of this

decrease depends on the forest fuel type, ground slope, wind speed, etc. At the IoT

device location, the IoT sensors indicate that there is a fire nearby by raising a flag

if δ(d) > δ̂n, where δ̂n is known a priori at the forest geographical region1.

As shown in Fig. 4.1, a sensor at distance less than ds from the fire front-line with

δ̌f (d) > δ̂n − δ̌n can detect the fire with probability one since,

δ(d) = δf (d) + δn ≥ δ̌f (d) + δ̌n,

> δ̂n − δ̌n + δ̌n = δ̂n, ∀d ≤ ds.

Sensors at distance d ≥ ds from the fire may detect the fire with some probability.

We focus on studying the worst case scenario by assuming sensors do not detect the

fire at d ≥ ds. Based on this, we define the sensor detection ring as follows.

Definition 2. The IoT sensor detection ring is the set of points outside the fire front-

line, within which sensors can detect the fire with probability one at time step k (see

Fig. 4.2). This is defined as,

Bs[k] = {(r, θ) : r ∈ [Rf [k], Rs[k]], θ ∈ [0, 2π]}, (4.2)

where Rs[k] = Rf [k] + ds. We assume that IoT devices inside the fire circle are

damaged. Due to sensors’ quality limitations in practice, sensors measurements and

decisions are subject to sensing error εs that is independent of d. This leads to an

1The nature-induced variation bounds can be sensed and adjusted by the IoT devices in a periodic
fashion, or transmitted to the IoT devices from UAVs.
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Figure 4.1: A qualitative plot for the upper and lower bounds of the nature and
fire-induced environmental variation at distance d from the fire front-line.

erroneous detection outcome at the sensor level with probability εs.

4.1.3 IoT devices and UAVs Setup

The IoT devices’ locations are modeled according to a Poisson point process (PPP)

distribution with density λs. For a forest of area A, the number of deployed IoT

devices is Ns = λsA. The forest of interest is covered by Nu UAVs such that each

UAV searches over an area of A/Nu. Each UAV spends T sec. hovering over one

location to collect observations from sensors within its coverage region, denoted by

Bhov, and moving to a new location. The UAV coverage region, Bhov is a circular

region centered at the UAV x-y position with radius Rhov as shown in Fig. 4.2. The

fire may be detected only if Bin = Bs ∩Bhov 6= ∅, which is the portion of the coverage

area where there may be detecting sensors. The rest of the UAV coverage region is

denoted as Bout = Bhov \ Bin.

The design of the UAVs trajectory for fire detection is a complex optimization

problem. To keep the analysis tractable at this early point of UAV-IoT network
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Rf
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IoT devices not detecting fireIoT devices detecting fire

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the fire disk Bf , the IoT sensor detection ring Bs, and the
UAV coverage region Bhov which is divided into, Bin = Bs∩Bhov and Bout = Bhov \Bin.
Fire detection at the UAV is only possible if Bin 6= ∅.

validation for wildfire detection, we assume random UAV locations such that UAVs

are sufficiently far from each other. We also assume that the UAVs’ locations at

time step k are independent of their locations at the previous time steps. Note that

this is achievable in practice, and that performance can only improve if trajectory

is optimized, which is consistent with our worst-case analysis. Next, we discuss the

communication channel between the IoT devices and the UAVs.

4.1.4 IoT devices-UAV channel

UAV height and coverage region

The UAV coverage region plays a significant role in the fire detection delay. While a

larger Bhov increases the probability that Bin 6= ∅, it also increases the required time

T to collect sensors’ data within Bhov. Moreover, the sensors-UAV channel quality

degrades as the coverage area increases. Let P denote the IoT sensor transmission

power and let σ2
n denote the receiver noise variance at the UAV, the average signal
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to noise ratio at the UAV is expressed as [39],

SNR =
Pw−α

σ2
n

(
pLoS

ηLoS

+
1− pLoS

ηNLoS

)
, (4.3)

where w is the sensor-UAV distance, α is the path loss exponent, ηLoS (ηNLoS) are

the (non-)line of sight mean excessive path loss values, and pLoS is the line of sight

probability given by,

pLoS =
1

1 + a exp

(
−b
[
arcsin

(
hhov

w

)
− a
]) . (4.4)

Here hhov is the UAV height, and a and b are environmental parameters, for instance,

a = 4.88 and b = 0.43 for suburban (forest) environment [39]. Note that pLoS increases

as the distance between the transmitting IoT sensor and the UAV decreases for a fixed

UAV height and environment parameters. From (4.3) and (4.4), the lowest average

SNR is at the edge of Bhov. In this work, for a given target SNR at the edge of Bhov,

the UAV height is optimized to maximize the UAV coverage radius, Rhov. Further,

the transmission bit error rate εt is expressed as a function of the SNR for a given

channel coding and modulation scheme using [140, p. 193].

Example: Let P = 10 dBm, σ2
n = −90 dB, ηLoS = 0.1 dB and ηNLoS = 21 dB.

For target SNR values of 0, 5, and 10 dB, the bit error rates, εBPSK, are 79 × 10−2,

6 × 10−3 and 3.9 × 10−6, respectively, assuming BPSK modulation. Considering a

repetition code with γ denoting the number of bit repetitions such that
γ + 1

2
∈ N,

the transmission error is expressed as2,

εt =

γ∑
i= γ+1

2

(
γ

i

)
εiBPSK(1− εBPSK)γ−i. (4.5)

2Although more efficient modulation schemes and channel codes are available, BPSK modulation
and repetition code are considered since we assume simple IoT device and since we we present a
worst case fire detection study.
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Figure 4.3: Optimal UAV height for maximum area coverage for a target SNR at the
edge of Bhov. Stars (?) denote the optimal hhov such that Rhov is maximized given
the target SNR at the edge of the UAV coverage region.

Further, for the target SNR values of 0, 5, and 10 dB, the UAV height is optimized

to maximize Rhov as shown in Fig. 4.3.

The received signal at the UAV is subject to sensing and transmission errors with

a total error,

ε = εs(1− εt) + (1− εs)εt. (4.6)

While the sensing error εs is unavoidable, the transmission error εt, can be decreased

by reducing the Bhov area. However, since all sensors deliver the same type of informa-

tion, i.e., positive or negative fire sensing outcomes, and since sensors are self-powered

and may have insufficient power for reliable transmission, a better engineering solu-

tion would be to allow certain probability of transmission error while increasing the

coverage region to increase the number of collected measurements. At the UAV level,
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a positive decision (i.e., the UAV decides that a fire exists) is made if at least M

positive flags are received.

4.1.5 Medium access control

Slotted ALOHA is utilized as the medium access control to avoid excessive control

overhead. The UAV first sends a wake-up/synchronization signal to the IoT devices

under its coverage. Then, covered IoT devices transmit their observations with some

transmission probability over a number of transmission slots before the UAV moves

to the next hovering location.

The UAV spends T = Thover + Ttravel sec. to collect data from one coverage region

and then travel to the next hovering location, where Thover and Ttravel are the average

hovering and traveling times, respectively. During Thover sec., the UAV collects an

average of N = βλsπR
2
hov IoT sensor observations from its coverage region where

β ∈ [0, 1] is a design parameter representing the ratio of the number of collected

observations to the total number of covered sensors. The hovering time is expressed

as,

Thover = γηTsymN (4.7)

where η = 36.8% is the efficiency of slotted Aloha, Tsym is the time required to trans-

mit one symbol and γ is the number of bit repetitions assuming repetition code. For

convenience, we denote Tobs = γηTsym as the time needed to collect one observation.

The hovering time Thover is designed such that β ≈ 1.3 Therefore, as λs increases,

Thover also increases to allow enough time to collect the same ratio of observations

within Bhov. Next, we mathematically formulate the problem statements.

3Reducing β has the same effect as reducing λs. However, a low λs is more practical as it reduces
the system cost.
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4.2 Problem statements

Now we are ready to define two optimization problems which improve the system

performance. The first one seeks to maximize the fire detection probability within a

limited time given a predefined budget. The second problem seeks to minimize the

overall losses caused by a possible wildfire. These losses include the damage the fire

causes, the fire fighting cost, and the system cost. The two optimization problems

are defined mathematically as follows:

Wildfire detection probability maximization

Given a limited system budget for sensors and UAVs installation (and maintenance),

the objective is to maximize the fire detection probability within a limited time frame,

Tf . Practically, the time can be determined by fire fighting departments, based on the

critical time beyond which putting down the fire becomes too costly, or it becomes

out of control. This problem can be mathematically expressed as,

P1 : max
M,NsNu

πD[K],

s.t. ωsNs + ωuNu ≤ ζ, (4.8)

where πD[K] is the probability of fire detection by time step K after the fire ignition

(i.e., at any time step k ≤ K) with K =

⌊
Tf
T

⌋
. The optimization in P1 is with

respect to the number M of fire flags required to make a positive decision at the

UAV, the number Ns of sensors, and the number Nu of UAVs. The constraint (4.8)

restrict the system cost to ζ where ωs and ωu are the sensor and the UAV costs.

Wildfire losses minimization

The objective of this optimization problem is to minimize the total losses caused by

a probable wildfire. These losses include the fire damage (which may include damage
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to land and property), the cost of fire fighting, and the UAV-IoT system costs. The

cost of fire damage and fire fighting, denoted as ωD[k], is a monotonically increasing

function with time, since damage to land and property increases with the fire area

which increases with time, and also the cost of fire fighting increases with the fire

area. We assume that there is a maximum time TD after which the fire is detected

by other methods such as satellite imaging. Therefore, there is no additional cost at

any time after TD. This problem is mathematically written as,

P2 : min
M,NsNu

ωsNs + ωuNu +

(
K̄∑
k=1

ωD[k]ρD[k]

)

+ ωD[K̄ + 1]
(
1− πD[K̄]

)
, (4.9)

where ρD[k] is the probability of fire detection exactly at the time step k, and K̄ =⌊
TD
T

⌋
represents the number of time steps before the fire is detected by other methods.

In (4.9), the first two terms describe the UAV-IoT network cost, the third term

describes the fire detection costs within the period TD, and the last term represents

the cost of not detecting the fire by TD.

In the next section, we derive mathematical expressions for πD[K] and ρD[k].

Then, the wildfire detection probability maximization and the wildfire losses mini-

mization problems are solved by performing simple search algorithms.

4.3 Detection Performance Analysis

In this section, we derive the wildfire detection probabilities ρD[k] and πD[k] in terms

of the number of positive flags needed to declare fire detection at the UAV, M , and

the number of IoT devices Ns and UAVs Nu. This is done in four steps as presented

in the next four subsections.
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4.3.1 Intersection between UAV coverage region and IoT

sensors detection ring:

In order to analyze the probability of fire detection at the UAV level, we first evaluate

the probability of intersection between the UAV coverage region and the IoT sensors

detection ring Bin[k] = Bs[k] ∩ Bhov[k] 6= ∅. For a circular fire with radius Rf [k], any

sensor located in the sensor detection ring, Bs[k], with inner and outer radii of Rf [k]

and Rs[k] = Rf [k] + ds, respectively, detects the fire with probability 1− εs. The fire

can be detected at the UAV only if Bin[k] = Bs[k]∩Bhov[k] 6= ∅. We define the region

within which the UAV coverage intersects with the IoT sensors ring as follows.

Definition 3. The UAV detection ring at time k is the set of UAV locations within

which the UAV coverage region intersects with the sensors detection ring. The UAV

detection ring is defined as,

Bu[k] = {(r, θ) : r ∈
[
Ru[k], Ru[k]

]
, θ ∈ [0, 2π]}, (4.10)

where Ru[k] = min(0, Rf [k] − Rhov) and Ru[k] = Rs[k] + Rhov. The UAV detection

ring is shown in Fig. 4.4.

The probability that the UAV is located over the ring Bu[k] is given as follows,

Proposition 2. Given that each UAV is at a uniformly random location within its

coverage portion at any time step k, the probability of Bin[k] 6= ∅ is,

Pint[k] =
NuAu[k]

A
, (4.11)

where Au[k] = π(R
2

u[k] − R2
u[k]), as defined in Definition 3, is the area of Bu[k] and

A is the total forest area.

Since error may occur in the data sensing and transmission, a false fire alarm can

be indicated at the UAV while Bin[k] = ∅ if at least M false positive flags are received
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Figure 4.4: The figure illustrates of the UAV detection ring Bu shaded in blue. The
coverage region of a UAV Bhov intersects with sensor detection ring Bs if the UAV
x− y location belongs to Bu.

at the UAV. If, on the other hand, the UAV indicates a fire alarm while Bin[k] 6= ∅, we

consider that the fire is correctly detected whether the fire alarm was influenced by

the sensors within Bin[k] or the faulty sensors within Bout[k]. Once the UAV indicate

a fire alarm by receiving at least M positive flags, the system enters a verification

mode where a robust decision is made at the UAV. This is discussed in the following

subsection.

4.3.2 Markov Representation

The state of fire detection can be represented by a time-inhomogeneous discrete time

Markov chain (DTMC) with the state space S = {N ,V ,D}, where N ,V and D

represent no fire, verification, and fire detection states, respectively. The DTMC is

time-inhomogeneous because the transition probabilities are time dependent. Note

that any time-inhomogeneous DTMC can be converted to time-homogeneous DTMC

by extending the state space over time. The wildfire detection model is illustrated in

Fig. 4.5.

Denote the probability of being at the states {N ,V ,D} at time step k by the

vector π[k] = [πN [k] πV [k] πD[k]] with π[0] = [1 0 0], i.e., the ”no fire” state is assumed
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Figure 4.5: Markov representation of the the wildfire detection model. Note that the
transition probabilities are time dependent.
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Figure 4.6: State probability at arbitrary time.

initially. Based on the model in Fig. 4.5, the transition matrix is expressed as,

P[k] =

PNN [k] PNV [k] 0

PV N [k] PV V [k] PV D[k]

0 0 1

 , (4.12)

where Pi,j[k] is the probability of transition from state i to state j at time step k.

The transition probability at arbitrary time is described in Fig. 4.6.
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The probability of being at any state at time step K is given by,

π[K] = π[0]P[1]P[2] · · ·P[K]. (4.13)

Since the detection state is an absorbing state, the probability of fire detection by

the time step K is πD[K]. The probability of fire detection exactly at time step K is

given by,

ρD[K] = πD[K]− πD[K − 1], (4.14)

= πV [K − 1]PV D[K]. (4.15)

where (4.14) follows for the fact that state D is an absorbing state and (4.15) is

obtained using the fact that state D is reached for the first time at time K from the

state V at time K − 1.

To calculate πD[K] and ρD[K], we need to derive the transition probabilities

in (4.12) to solve the optimization problems discussed in the previous section. The

system stays in state N until a fire is detected or a false alarm is indicated. Therefore,

the transition probabilities PNV [k] and PNN [k] are expressed as,

PNV [k] = Pd[k] + Pfa[k], (4.16)

PNN [k] = 1− PNV [k], (4.17)

where Pd[k] and Pfa[k] are the detection and false alarm probabilities at time step

k ∈ {1, · · · , K}.

Once in the verification state, the UAV spends an average time of Tvrf ≥ T until

a robust decision regarding the fire detection is made. Based on Tvrf , the transition
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probabilities PV V [k], PV F [k] and PV D[k] are modeled as,

PV V [k] = 1− T

Tvrf

, (4.18)

PV N [k] = (1− PV V [k])
Pfa[k]

Pd[k] + Pfa[k]
, (4.19)

PV D[k] = (1− PV V [k])
Pd[k]

Pd[k] + Pfa[k]
. (4.20)

In the next subsection, the detection and false alarm probabilities Pd[k] and Pfa[k]

are derived.

4.3.3 Detection and False Alarm Probabilities

As the UAV collectsN observation per hovering location, it recognizes a fire possibility

if there are at least M positive flags. The optimization of M is essential. As M

increases, both the false alarm and the fire detection probabilities decrease. The false

alarm probability is derived as follows.

False Alarm probability Pfa[k]

A false alarm is possible only if Bin[k] = ∅. Otherwise, any fire detection at the

UAV is considered as a successful fire detection. A false alarm occurs when the UAV

receives at least M false positive flags although Bin[k] = ∅. These faulty positive flags

are caused by the sensing and transmission errors, ε.

Proposition 3. Assuming independent sensing and transmission errors, ε defined in

(4.6), among the transmitting N sensors within Bhov, the probability of receiving at

least M positive flags given Bin = ∅ is given by the binomial expression,

Pfa|int =
N∑

m=M

(
N

m

)
εm(1− ε)N−m. (4.21)
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From (4.11) and (4.21), the probability of false alarm at the UAV is given by,

Pfa[k] = (1− Pint[k])
N∑

m=M

(
N

m

)
εm(1− ε)N−m, (4.22)

= (1− Pint[k])

(
1−

M−1∑
m=0

(
N

m

)
εm(1− ε)N−m

)
. (4.23)

The two expressions in (4.22) and (4.23) are equivalent. We use (4.22) or (4.23)

depending on whether M > N/2 or not.

Detection Probability Pd[k]

After each time interval of T sec., the size of the fire grows according to the fire

spreading model. The fire can be detected only if Bin[k] 6= ∅. The probability Pd[k]

is therefore expressed as,

Pd[k] = Pint[k]Pd|int[k], (4.24)

where Pd|int[k] is the conditional probability of fire detection given Bin 6= ∅ which

depends on the average number of IoT sensors within Bin (denoted as nin). Therefore,

Pd|int[k] can be expressed as

Pd|int[k] =
N∑

nin=0

Pnin|int[k]Pd|nin
, (4.25)

where Pnin|int[k] is the probability of having an average of nin IoT sensors inside Bin

and Pd|nin
is the probability of collecting at least M positive flags given that nin

sensors are located in Bin.

Proposition 4. For independent sensing and transmission errors, ε, among the

transmitting nin IoT sensors within Bin and nout = N − nin IoT sensors within Bout,

the probability of receiving at least M positive flags Pd|nin
is equal to the probability
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of receiving min positive flags from Bin multiplied by the probability of receiving mout

positive flags from Bout such that min +mout ≥M . This probability is expressed based

on the Poisson binomial distribution as4,

Pd|nin
=

nin∑
min=0

(
nin

min

)
εnin−min(1− ε)min

nout∑
mout=M−min

(
nout

mout

)
εmout(1− ε)nout−mout , (4.26)

= 1−
M−1∑
min=0

(
nin

min

)
εnin−min(1− ε)min

M−min−1∑
mout=0

(
nout

mout

)
εmout(1− ε)nout−mout , (4.27)

where min is the number of true positive flags and mout denotes the number of false

positive flags collected at the UAV from Bin and Bout, respectively. For M < N/2, it

is more computationally efficient to use (4.27) to calculate Pd|nin
.

It remains to calculate Pnin|int[k] which is derived in the next subsection.

4.3.4 The probability of having an average of nin sensors in-

side Bin, Pnin|int[k]

Since the IoT devices are PPP distributed, the average number of IoT devices located

inside Bin is nin = λsAin, where Ain is the area of Bin. Since nin is discrete, we can

express the probability that nin = bλsAinc as

Pnin|int[k] = P(nin/λs ≤ Ain[k] ≤ (nin + 1)/λs). (4.28)

To proceed, we need to find the probability density function (PDF) of Ain[k]. We

note that Ain[k] is the area of Brmin and so a function of the distance between the fire

4Poisson binomial distribution describes the number of successes out of n independent trials where
each event have a probability of success Pi, ∀i ∈ 1, · · · , n. In our model, a group of nin sensors have
a success rate (1− ε) while N − nin sensors have success rate of ε.
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center and the x-y position of the UAV, denoted as R. We drop the time index for

convenience and explicitly express Ain(R) through its dependence on R. As the fire

center and the UAV locations at any time step are uniformly distributed, the PDF of

R given that Bin 6= ∅ is expressed as,

fR(r|Ru[k] ≤ r ≤ Ru[k]) =
2r

R
2

u[k]−R2
u[k]

. (4.29)

The area Ain is expressed as a function of R as,

Ain(R) = Cint(Rs, Rhov;R)− Cint(Rf , Rhov;R), (4.30)

where Cint(Ri, Rhov;R) is the area of intersection between two circles with radii Ri

and Rhov whose centers are separated by a distance R.

Definition 4. The area of intersection between two circles with radii Ri and Rhov

and centers separated by distance R is expressed as [53, 141],

Cint(Ri, Rhov;R) =

∫ Ri

0

rθ(r)dr, (4.31)

where,

θ(r) =
2π 0 ≤ r ≤ max(0, Rhov −R),

2 arccos

(
R2 + r2 −R2

hov

2Rr

)
|Rhov −R| ≤ r ≤ Rhov +R,

0 otherwise.

(4.32)

Based on Definition 4, Ain(R) is expressed as,

Ain(R) =

∫ Rs

0

rθ(r)dr −
∫ Rf

0

rθ(r)dr. (4.33)
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By combining (4.28) and (4.29), Pnin|int[k] is expressed as,

Pnin|int[k] = P(nin/λs ≤ Ain[k] ≤ (nin + 1)/λs),

=

∫
r∈

R:Ain(R)∈

nin

λs
,
nin + 1

λs


2r

R
2

u[k]−R2
u[k]

dr. (4.34)

Given the complex relation between R and Ain, it is difficult to express R as a func-

tion of Ain in a closed form expression or to express the PDF of Ain through a change

of variables. Alternatively, we can calculate the probability Pnin|int[k] numerically by

solving (4.30) to find the range ofR that satisfy the condition

(
Ain(R) ∈

[
nin

λs
,
nin + 1

λs

])
before solving (4.34). This expensive process should be repeated for different values of

nin ∈ [0, N ] and over all time steps. This direct numerical solution is also prohibitive.

Instead, to simplify the solution we note that the number of IoT devices inside

Bin is a function of R, and combine (4.25) and (4.34) to get,

Pd|int[k] =

N∑
n=0

∫
r∈

{
R:Ain(R)∈

[
n

λs
,
n+ 1

λs

]} 2r

R
2
u[k]−R2

u[k]
Pd|nin(r)dr, (4.35)

=

∫ Ru[k]

Ru[k]

2r

R
2
u[k]−R2

u[k]
Pd|nin(r)dr, (4.36)

where nin(r) = bλsAint(r)c. Since nin(r) cannot be solved in closed form, we approx-

imate (4.36) by

Pd|int[k] ≈
I∑
i=2

r2
i − r2

i−1

R
2

u[k]−R2
u[k]

Pd|nin(ri), (4.37)

where ri = Ru[k] +
Ru[k]−Ru[k]

I
(i) and I is an integer indicating the approximation

accuracy. As I →∞, (4.37) converges to (4.36).

In summary, we find the probability of fire detection at a given time step k by
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solving (4.24) where Pd|int[k] is expressed as in (4.37). For each value of ri, nin(ri) is

computed by using (4.30)-(4.32). The value of nin(ri) is then used to obtain Pd|nin(ri)

as expressed in (4.27). Similarly, the probability of false alarm at time step k is

obtained by solving (4.23). The probabilities of fire detection and false alarm at time

step k are injected into the DTMC model. The procedure is repeated for the time

steps k = 1, · · · , K. These steps are summarized in Algorithm 2.

Before presenting the numerical analysis, we provide useful performance insights

and discuss the UAV-IoT network design in the next section.

Algorithm 2 Wildfire detection probability

1: Initialize I = constant, π[0] = [1, 0, 0], πD[0] = ρD[0] = 0, and PNV [0] = PNN [0] =
PV V [0] = PNN [0] = PND[0] = 0. Define P[k] as in (4.12).

2: for k = 1 : K, do
3: for i = 1 : I, do

4: ri = Ru[k] +
Ru[k]−Ru[k]

I
(i),

5: nin(ri) = λsAin where Ain is as in (4.30),
6: Calculate Pd|nin(ri) as in (4.27),
7: end for

8: Pd|int[k] ≈
∑I

i=2

r2
i − r2

i−1

R
2

u[k]−R2
u[k]

Pd|nin(ri),

9: Pint[k] =
NuAu[k]

A
,

10: Pd[k] = Pint[k]Pd|int[k],

11: Pfa[k] = (1− Pint[k])
(

1−
∑M−1

m=0

(
N
m

)
εm(1− ε)N−m

)
,

12: Update P[k] based on Pd[k] and Pfa[k] as in (4.16)-(4.20).
13: π[k] = π[k − 1]P[k],
14: πD[K] = [π[k]]3,
15: ρD[k] = πD[K]− πD[K − 1].
16: end for

4.4 Design and Performance Insights

In this section we discuss the UAV-IoT network design and provide insights on its

performance for fire detection by studying a few special cases. In the previous section,

derived detection probability so it is instructive to understand the roles of the system
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parameters on the wildfire detection probability.

First, as the number of UAVs Nu increases, the performance strictly improves

as the forest area covered by each UAV is reduced. This comes at an additional

cost of more UAV deployments. Interestingly though, increasing the IoT device’s

density does not necessarily improve the detection probability. Note that λs describes

the trade off between network exploration and accurate diagnosis of explored area.

While high λs improves the detection/false alarm probabilities at any time step, it

also implies that the UAV needs to spend more time at each hovering location and

therefore less number of explored regions K over a fixed mission time. Note that in

practice, it is more cost effective to collect all IoT devices’ measurements from a low

density network than collecting a percentage of higher density network. However, the

later approach is more reliable as it is tolerant to probable IoT device damage.

Investment in the quality of the UAV and IoT devices can significantly improve

the UAV-IoT wildfire detection system. A more agile UAV reduces the needed time

to visit new hovering locations Ttravel at a higher UAV cost ωu. It is also possible

to increase fire detection distance ds at the IoT device, and decrease εs and εt by

using more expensive IoT devices which can detect fire at higher distances, make less

sensing errors and have more efficient energy harvesting equipment to supply higher

transmission power, which effectively enlarges the UAV coverage region Rhov.

For a fixed IoT device transmission power, a larger UAV coverage leads to high

probability of non zero intersection between the sensor detection ring and the UAV

coverage region at any time step (Pint[k]). However, this comes at the cost of higher

εt since higher channel path loss is expected. Further, the UAV hovering time is

increased since more IoT devices are covered by the UAV at each time step which slows

down the exploration of new regions. Finally, a high number of required positive flags

M decreases both the false alarm and detection probabilities. The error probability

ε and the cost of false alarm, i.e., the verification time Tvrf , play a major role in
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selecting optimal M such that fire detection probability is maximized.

Next, we study special UAV-IoT network designs to obtain insights on the system

preference.

1. M = 1: By shifting to the verification mode once a positive flag is received

at the UAV, the miss-detection probability is minimized and the false alarm

probability is maximized. The expressions of these probabilities simplifies to,

Pfa[k] = (1− Pint[k])(1− (1− ε)N), (4.38)

Pd|nin
= 1− εnin(1− ε)nout , (4.39)

From (4.38), the false alarm probability increases as the error probability and/or

the number of covered IoT devices increase. While from (4.39), the detection

probability increases as the number N of covered IoT devices and/or the num-

ber nin of IoT devices within Bin increases. Note that as ε increases, Pd|nin
could

increase or decrease based on the numbers nin and nout. The case of M = 1

significantly simplifies the computational complexity as described at the end

of this section. Similar conclusions apply for M > 1 with different rates of

dependence. However, as M increases, both the detection and false alarm prob-

abilities decrease. Hence, M should be carefully selected such that an optimal

trade off is obtained.

2. ε = 0: In this case, M = 1 is selected to maximize detection probability. Since

any received positive flag at the UAV is correct, Pfa[k] = 0 and if nin ≥ 1,

Pd|nin
= 1. Therefore,

Pd[k] = Pint[k]

∫ Ru[k]

Ru[k]

2r

R
2

u[k]−R2
u[k]

Pd|nin(r)dr, (4.40)

= Pint[k]

(
R̂2
u[k]− Ř2

u[k]

R
2

u[k]−R2
u[k]

)
, (4.41)
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where Řu[k] and R̂u[k] are the minimum and maximum radii of circles centered

at origin, defining the region within which the UAV obtains nin ≥ 1 on average.

Eliminating the error probability enhances the UAV-IoT network performance

significantly, for example, Pd[k] ≈ Pint[k] for dense IoT networks. To reduce ε

more expensive IoT devices are required such that sensing is more accurate and

more transmission power is available, and/or UAV coverage region is reduced

to improve the transmission channel gain.

The computational complexity order for obtaining πD[K] and ρD[K] is O(IKM2)

where I is the number of circle radii used to approximate the number of IoT de-

vices in Bin. Equations (4.14)-(4.21), (4.24), (4.25), and (4.37) are solved at each

time step, k ∀k ∈ {1, · · · , K}. In each time iteration, the most complex operation

which is solving the Poisson Binomial distribution in (4.27) is solved I times. The

computational cost to solve the Poisson Binomial distribution is O(M2). Note that

to obtain πD[K], all the values πD[k]∀k ∈ {1, · · · , K} are obtained. The values of

ρD[k]∀k ∈ {1, · · · , K} are simply obtained as ρD[k] = πD[k] − πD[k − 1]. In the

case M = 1, the computational complexity simplifies to O(IK) since the Binomial

distribution and the Poisson Binomial distribution computations are reduced as given

in (4.38) and (4.39).

The optimization problems in Section 4.2 are NP-hard, therefore, it is not possible

to solve them analytically in polynomial time. Since we are optimizing over only three

variables (i.e. Nu, λs and M), a simple search algorithm can be utilized to solve the

fire detection and fire fighting problems. Note that for a given system budget ζ and

IoT devices cost, the number of UAVs is maximized as,

Nu =
ζ − ωsNs

ωu
, (4.42)

to maximize fire detection probability. To solve P1, we search over λs and M for
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the maximum πD[K]. To solve P2, we search over different system budgets for the

minimum wildfire losses.

4.5 Numerical Results

In this section, we validate our analysis, provide insightful performance figures, and

show numerical solutions for the wildfire detection probability maximization and the

wildfire losses minimization problems. To validate the model, the mathematical anal-

ysis is compared with independent Monte Carlo simulation. At each iteration in the

simulation environment, IoT devices are deployed randomly over the forest area and a

fire starts at a random location at time step k = 0. At each time step, the UAVs visit

a new location and collect measurements from covered sensors to detect the fire until

the fire is detected or the critical time, Tf is reached. The fire detection probability

is calculated by dividing the number of iterations where the fire was detected by the

UAVs over the total number of iterations. In Fig. 4.7, 4.9-4.13, the lines represent

the analysis results while the markers represent the simulation results.

Let’s consider N IoT devices distributed uniformly over a forest of area, A = 20

km ×20 km = 400 km2 (which is equivalent to 56,022 football fields) with density

λs = 180 IoT devices per km2. Assume that a fire is ignited at a random location

such that it spreads in all directions at a constant rate of spread (ROS) of v = 20

m/min. A number of UAVs, Nu = 10, are covering the forest such that each UAV is

responsible for detecting the fire within an equal portion of the forest. The detection

probability needs to be maximized so that a fire is detected before the critical time

Tf = 30 mins. Unless otherwise mentioned, the system parameters in Table 4.1 are

assumed throughout this section.

We first show the detection performance for several values of λs, M and Nu in

Fig. 4.7. As the figure shows, the probability of fire detection increases with the

IoT devices density until λs reaches an optimal value after which the fire detection
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Table 4.1: Default system parameters.

Par. Value Par. Value Par. Value

λs 180 IoT
devices/km2

Nu 10 M {1, 4, 8, 16}

A 20× 20 km2 v 20 [m/min] ds 100 [m]
ε 0.1 Rhov 400 [m] Ttravel 0.5 [min]
Tobs 0.1 [s] β 1 ζ 10× 106

Tvrf 1 [min] Tf 30 [min] TD 30 [min]
ωs 1 ωu 1000 ωD(t) 10000t2
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Figure 4.7: Detection probability versus device density λs for different values of M
and Nu.
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Figure 4.8: Detection probability against IoT device density λs with optimal number
of positive flags M∗ and ε = {0.05, 0.1}. The selected M∗ against λs is shown in the
right y-axis. Stars (?) denote the optimal pair of λs and M such that πD is maximized
for given ε.
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probability decreases as λs increases. The reason behind the decreased performance

of higher IoT devices densities is that the UAV spends a long period to collect a fixed

percentage of the covered IoT devices which adds to the hovering time T . As a result,

the UAV visits less number of locations over the critical time, Tf = 30 min. This is

good news in practice, since it implies that the best performance may be achieved for

a moderate sensor density. Note that in practice β can be adjusted such that less per-

centage of covered IoT data is collected at the UAV. This approach adds to the system

cost as more number of IoT devices are deployed but enhances the system reliability

against damaged or uncharged IoT devices. The coverage probability monotonically

increases with the number of UAVs. Also we notice that as M increases, the opti-

mal λs increases to obtain enough observations at the UAV and avoid miss-detection.

Note that the gap between the simulation results and the analysis is due to the floor

function approximation, nin(r) = bλsAin(r)c, the limitation in the number of summa-

tion terms in (4.37), and the assumption that exactly N IoT devices are covered by

the UAV at any time while the number in the simulation is Poisson distributed with

average N IoT devices. In Fig. 4.8, the maximum detection probability is shown

against the IoT device density by selecting the optimal number of required positive

flags denoted as M∗ for sensing and transmission error ε = {0.05, 0.1}. The optimal

number of required positive flags M∗ is shown in right y-axis. Note how M∗ increases

as λs increase in an approximately linear fashion with a slope dependent on the error

probability ε. Also, observe that there is an optimal IoT device density, denoted by

Star (?) in the figure, beyond which the detection probability starts to decrease.

In Fig. 4.9, the detection probability πD is evaluated versus ε for different values

of M . As ε is low the false alarm probability is low and therefore M is minimized to

guarantee highest detection probability. As ε increases, higher M will give a higher

πD such that a better miss-detection / false alarm trade off is maintained. When M

is high and ε is low, the detection probability is very low. This is because the UAV
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Figure 4.9: Detection probability against ε.

covers b4002π × 180 × 10−6c = 90 devices on average and needs to collect a large

number of positive flags. If M = 16, the UAV should be placed such that at least

16 IoT devices fall inside Bin when ε = 0. Given ds = 100 this is very less likely,

leading to a high miss-detection rate. When the UAV coverage circle is centered at

the middle of the sensing detection ring, the average number of covered detecting

devices converges to nin ≈ λs2dsRhov = 14.4, which makes it extremely difficult to

collect 16 positive flags from sensors. All values converge to πD = 0.6 as ε becomes

high. This is because verification mode is reached in each hovering period by false

alarm with high probability. This detection probability can be slightly improved by

choosing M > 16 or significantly improve at a higher system budget by increasing

the number of UAVs.

While verification allows the UAV to examine the precision of this detection, the

verification time also acts as a penalty in case of a false alarm, such that Tvrf is wasted

every time false alarm is declared at the UAV. Hence, higher M values are preferred
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Figure 4.10: The effect of the fire verification time on the detection probability.

for high Tvrf , since this reduce the false alarm probability, as Fig. 4.10 shows.

As the IoT device’s detection range increases the wildfire detection probability

increases. This decreases the miss-detection probability, allowing us to increase M to

decrease the false alarm probability, while maintaining good detection performance.

Thus, it is more desirable to choose a higher number M of positive flags to declare

fire at the UAV when ds is high, as Fig. 4.11 shows.

In Fig. 4.12 and 4.13, the wildfire detection probabilities πD and ρD are shown at

the end of each hovering period k, k ∈ {1, · · · , K} where K =

⌊
Tf
T

⌋
with Tf = 30

min. and

T = NTobs + Ttravel = (λsπR
2
hov)Tobs + Ttravel = 0.65 min. (4.43)

The probability πD increases with time until eventually it approaches one. Fig. 4.12

indicates the probability of detecting the wildfire by the time indicated by the x-axis.

On the other hand, Fig. 4.13 shows the probability of wildfire detection exactly at the
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Figure 4.11: Detection probability against IoT device’s detection range.
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Figure 4.12: Detection probability by different times starting from the fire ignition.
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Figure 4.13: Detection probability at different times starting from the fire ignition.

time indicated in the x-axis. The detection at time step k increases with time since

the fire size increases with time, until a point where the detection at time k starts to

decrease because there is low chance the fire survives until this time without being

detected. Again, different values of M offer trade offs between wildfire miss-detection

and false alarm probabilities. Fig. 4.13 is essential to obtain the expected wildfire

losses cost.

In Fig. 4.14 and 4.15, the solution of the wildfire detection maximization problem

is obtained for given system budgets. As Fig. 4.14 shows, the UAV-IoT system

with budget ≥ 4 × 105 detects the fire with probability > 99%. Fig. 4.15 shows

the optimal solution variables. Similarly, Fig. 4.16 and 4.17 show the solutions for

the wildfire losses minimization problem. In Fig. 4.16, the minimum wildfire losses

with the system budget included is shown against the system budget. The wildfire

losses minimization problem is solved for three cases where the fire-related losses are

modeled as ωD = ωd × t2 where ωd ∈ {500, 1000, 2000}. As the fire losses costs
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Figure 4.14: Maximum wildfire detection probability for optimal λs, M and Nu values
against system budget.

increase the optimal UAV-IoT system budget increases. As a result, the wildfire

critical time is reduced. The stars in Fig. 4.16 demonstrate the system budget at

which the total wildfire losses are minimum. For instance, the minimum wildfire

losses obtained by investing in the UAV-IoT system are 3.6× 105, 5× 105 and 7× 105

for the cases where ωd ∈ {500, 1000, 2000}, respectively. Increasing the system budget

beyond the values indicated by the stars in Fig. 4.16 is not cost effective as the fire

detection probability starts to saturate. Note that the cost of fire related losses if not

detected by the UAV-IoT system, which means it will be detected by the satellite

system, at TD = 30 mins, are 4.5 × 105, 9 × 105 and 18 × 105 for the cases where

ωd ∈ {500, 1000, 2000}, respectively. Thus, the UAV-IoT system can be cost effective

especially for relatively high wildfire related losses costs. Finally, Fig. 4.17 shows the

optimal solution variables for the minimum wildfire losses problem. From this figure,

we notice how it is more cost-effective to buy a UAV than to increase the IoT devices

density, until some point where it becomes important to increase IoT devices density.
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Figure 4.15: Optimal λs, Nu and M values for maximum wildfire detection probability
against system budget.
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Figure 4.16: Minimum wildfire losses for optimal λs, M and Nu values against system
budget.
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Figure 4.17: Optimal λs, Nu and M values for minimum wildfire losses against system
budget.
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4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we thoroughly proposed and analyzed the UAV-IoT system design

specifically for wildfire detection purposes. We discussed the main elements of the

UAV-IoT system design issues which should be optimized to achieve a desired per-

formance. Then, we presented detailed analysis for the wildfire detection probability

based on DTMC, geometry and probability theory. The analysis was verified against

independent Monte Carlo simulations. Numerical results show that increasing the

number of UAVs strictly improves the fire detection performance while increasing the

IoT devices’ density does not necessarily improve the detection probability. We also

show that the UAV-IoT systems can be a cost efficient alternative to satellite imaging

for wildfire detection especially when the cost of fire relevant losses is high.
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Chapter 5

Optimal Deployment of Tethered Drones for Maximum

Cellular Coverage in User Clusters

In this chapter, the UAV is utilized to assist the terrestrial network serving IoT devices

within a hot-spot. Unlike the previous two chapters where the UAV is moving over

the network to collect data, the UAV in this work is deployed at an optimal location

where the average coverage probability is maximized over the targeted hot-spot area.

Since the UAV is located at a fixed location, we propose connecting the UAV to a

tether that supplies energy and high capacity link to the core network. While the

tethered UAV (T-UAV) has unlimited power supply and high capacity link to the

core network, its mobility is restricted by the tether length and the tether ground

location. A comparative performance analysis between U-UAVs and T-UAVs, which

are deployed to maximize high QoS demanding users’ coverage within a hot-spot

region1. The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 explains

the considered system model and characterizes access and backhaul links. Section

5.2 derives the joint distance PDFs and obtains the coverage probabilities. Section

5.3 analytically derive the optimal hovering space. Then, Section 5.4 presents the

numerical results. Lastly, Section 5.5 concludes the chapter with a few remarks.

5.1 System Model

We consider improving downlink wireless coverage in highly crowded areas with heavy

traffic conditions, which is referred to as hot-spots throughout this chapter. The hot-

1Throughout the chapter, the term ‘UAV’ is used to refer both U-UAVs and T-UAVs.
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spot region is modeled as a disk centered at the origin Lo with radius Ro, B(Lo, Ro) ⊂

R2 (similar to [94,142]), where UEs are assumed to be uniformly distributed. We refer

the readers to Table 5.1 for the list of notations. Without loss of generality, the TBS

location Lb = {xb, 0, hb} is assumed to be at the x-axis for the sake of presentation.

To this end, we aim at offloading downlink traffic from a TBS to an U-UAV or a

T-UAV. The U-UAV is a regular UAV that can freely hover at any location in R3.

However, it has a defined flight duration due to the limited lifetime of state-of-the-

art battery technology. Therefore, its service availability is modeled by a duty-cycle

parameter A ∈ [0, 1] which is determined based on charging and serving durations of

the U-UAV. Another restrain on the U-UAV is the limited capacity of the backhaul

link between the TBS and the U-UAV, which has a critical impact on deployment

and user association strategies as overall coverage probability is jointly determined

by access (UAV–UE) and backhaul (TBS–UAV) links. On the other hand, the T-

UAV is connected to a ground station (GS) which uninterruptedly supplies both

power and data through a tether. The GSs can be installed on N potential rooftops

whose locations are denoted by Ln = {xn, yn, hn}, n ∈ [1, N ]. On the negative side,

the mobility of T-UAV is restrained by its maximum tether length and minimum

inclination angle φ. Note that, in practice, the tether cannot be completely stretched

due to wind and gravity. We assume that the maximum distance between the UAV

and the GS is T . As a result, the reachability of T-UAV is restricted to the following

spherical cone

Mn =

{
xu, yu, hu : ||Ln − Lu|| ≤ T, arcsin

(
hu − hn
||Ln − Lu||

)
≥ φ

}
, (5.1)

where the GS location Ln is the center of spherical cone and Lu = {xu, yu, hu} is the

location of the T-UAV. Considered system model is demonstrated in Fig. 5.1.

It is worth noting that the interference plays an essential role in the performance
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Table 5.1: Summary of the notations.

Notation Description

{·}r/{·}b/{·}u Subscripts refer to the RUE/TBS/UAV
Li Location of an arbitrary point i
Di,j Euclidean distance between Li and Lj , Di,j , ‖Li − Lj‖
{·}′ Ground projection of a point or a distance
L(Li,Lj) The line segment formed by connecting the points at Li and Li

∠(Li,Lj ,Lk) The angle at Lj formed by moving from L(Li,Lj) to L(Lj ,Lk) counter-
clockwise

L+
x A point in the positive x direction, i.e., L+

x = {∞, 0, 0}
C(Li, Ri) Circle centered at Li with radius Ri

B(Li, Ri) Disk centered at Li with radius Ri

A(Lj , Rj ,Li, Ri) ⊆ C(Lj , Rj) Arc centered at Lj with radius Rj within C(Li, Ri)
|| · || `2 norm
| · | Absolute value for scalars or Lebesgue measure for sets

Hot-spot center

Reference user
Arbitrary user

Lo = {0, 0, 0}

Du,o

Du,r

Ln = (xn, yn, hn)

Lu = (xu, yu, hu)

Db,u

T

Lb = (xb, 0, hb)

Db,o

Db,r

Ro

B(Lo, Ro)

Figure 5.1: Data offloading through T-UAV system model.

analysis of both the U-UAV and the T-UAV systems. While neglecting the inter-

ference is acceptable in rural environments, a thorough investigation is needed to

illustrate the coverage performance in urban environment where interference is sig-

nificant. At this early T-UAV assisted cellular network analysis stage, we neglect the

interference and leave it for future work.

In the rest of the chapter, we will focus our analysis on a reference UE (RUE),

which is randomly selected from the disk B(Lo, Ro) and located at Lr. In the following

subsections, we characterize the terrestrial access link between the TBS and the RUE,

air-to-ground (A2G) aerial access link between the UAV and the RUE, and ground-

to-air (G2A) aerial backhaul link between the TBS and the U-UAV.
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5.1.1 Terrestrial Access Links (TBS–RUE)

The TBS→RUE access link is assumed to experience free-space path-loss as well as

Rayleigh fading. As a result of path-loss, the transmitted signal power decays with

distance, i.e., D−αbb,r where Db,r = ||Lb − Lr|| is the three dimensional (3D) Euclidean

distance between the TBS and RUE, and αb is the path-loss decay exponent. Ac-

cordingly, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the RUE is expressed as

SNRb,r =
ρbGb,rD

−αb
b,r

σ2
n

, (5.2)

where Gb,r is the channel gain, ρb is the TBS transmission power, and σ2
n is the

noise variance. Following from the Rayleigh fading assumption, Gb,r is exponentially

distributed with the probability density function (PDF) fGb,r(g) = µe−gµ, where µ is

the fading parameter.

5.1.2 Aerial Access (UAV–RUE) and Backhaul (TBS–U-UAV)

Links

Both aerial access and backhaul links are assumed to experience free-space line-of-

sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) attenuation path-loss as well as Nakagami-m

fading. The probability of having a LoS transmission between a UAV and an arbitrary

location is given by

κLoS
u,i =

K∏
k=0

1− exp

−
(
hu −

(k + 0.5)(hu − hi)
K + 1

)2

2γ2
1


 , (5.3)

where K = bDb,i
√
γ2γ3 − 1c and γi is the environmental parameter such that γ1, γ2

and γ3 represent building heights distribution, the ratio of built up land to the total
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land area, and the average number of buildings per km2, respectively [143]. If the

TBS height is fixed to hb, (5.3) can be approximated for the TBS–U-UAV backhaul

link as follows [39],

κLoS
b,u =

(
1 + ab exp

[
−bb

(
arcsin

(
hu − hb
Db,u

)
− ab

)])−1

, (5.4)

where ab and bb are approximation parameters depending on hb, γ1, γ2 and γ3. Simi-

larly, the LoS probability between the UAV and the RUE, which is at height hr = 0,

can be approximated as,

κLoS
u,r =

(
1 + ar exp

[
−br

(
arcsin

(
hu
Du,r

)
− ar

)])−1

, (5.5)

where ar and br are depending on hr, γ1, γ2 and γ3.

Following the Nakagami-m fading assumption, the G2A/A2G channel gain Gi,j

between two arbitrary points Li and Lj is Gamma distributed with the PDF

fGi,j(g) =
mmgm−1

u

Γ(m)
exp(−m), (5.6)

where Γ(·) is the gamma function. While setting m = 1 models the Rayleigh fading,

the Rician fading is approximated by setting m > 1 [144]. Given the aforementioned

G2A/A2G channel characteristics, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the aerial access

link is expressed as

SNRu,r =
ρuGu,rD

−αu
u,r

σ2
nηk

, (5.7)

where ρu is the UAV transmission power and ηk,∀k ∈ {LoS, NLoS}, are the attenu-

ation coefficients for the LoS/NLoS links. Likewise, the SNR of the aerial backhaul
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link between the TBS and U-UAV is expressed as

SNRb,u =
ρuGb,uD

−αu
b,u

σ2
nηk

. (5.8)

While the U-UAV acts as a relay between the RUE and the TBS, the T-UAV is

directly connected to the core network via a fiber optics packed high-speed ultra-

reliable link. Therefore, we assume for the T-UAV that SNRb,u � SNRu,r holds all

the time.

5.1.3 Association Policy

The RUE associates with the TBS or the UAV based on which one provides a higher

average access link SNR2 [145, 146]. Accordingly, in case of LoS and NLoS aerial

access links, the RUE respectively associates with the UAV if it is located within the

following areas,

BuLoS =

{
xr, yr : SNRb,r < SNR

LoS

u,r

}
=

{
xr, yr : Du,r ≤

(
Dαb
b,r

ηLoS

) 1
αu

}
, (5.9)

BuNLoS =

{
xr, yr : SNRb,r < SNR

NLoS

u,r

}
=

{
xr, yr : Du,r ≤

(
Dαb
b,r

ηNLoS

) 1
αu

}
, (5.10)

where SNRb,r and SNR
k

u,r, k ∈ {LoS, NLoS}, are the average SNRs for terrestrial

and aerial access links, respectively. Notice in (5.9) and (5.10) that we always have

BuNLoS ⊂ BuLoS due to the fact that ηLoS < ηNLoS.

Even though it is better to employ an instantaneous end-to-end SNR based as-

sociation policy, we rather consider the average end-to-end SNRs for two practical

reasons. First, considering an association policy based on the access link does not re-

quire overhead communication to communicate the backhaul link state to the RUE.

Second, the average SNR is rather useful to avoid frequent unnecessary handover

2Here, we assume that the RUE is agnostic to the backhaul link conditions.
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caused by channel gain fluctuations. Notice that moving users are served based on

their location within the hot-spot, i.e., the hot-spot is divided into regions that asso-

ciate with the UAV and regions that associate with the TBS [c.f. Fig. 5.5a].

5.2 Coverage Performance Analysis

Throughout this section, we focus our attention on a randomly located RUE within

the hot-spot region, i.e., Lr ∈ Bo. As a result of randomness, we first derive necessary

distance distributions between the TBS/UAV and the RUE. Then, coverage perfor-

mance of access and backhaul links are analyzed by using these distance distributions

as building blocks.

5.2.1 Distance Distributions

Coverage performance is primarily determined by two joint factors: SNR levels of

access/backhaul links and user association resulting from the SNR levels. It is obvious

from (5.2), (5.7), and (5.8) that the SNR levels are highly dependent on the RUE’s

random location and thus its random distance to the TBS and the UAV, i.e., Db,r and

Du,r, respectively. In what follows, we consider projected distances over x− y plane

for the sake of a better presentation. As illustrated in Fig. 5.2, projected distances

are defined as D′b,r ,
√
D2
b,r − h2

b and D′u,r ,
√
D2
u,r − h2

u. Likewise, a projected

location of an arbitrary point is denoted by L′i , {xi, yi, 0}. To derive the coverage

probability, one first need to compute the joint PDF of D′b,r and D′b,r as well as their

marginal PDFs. To this end, we provide formal definitions of a line segment, circle

and arc as follows.

Definitions: The line segment connecting the points Li and Lj is defined as L(Li,Lj) ,

LiLj. Likewise, the circle centered at L′i with radius Ri is defined as

C(L′i, Ri) =
{
x, y : (x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 = R2

i

}
. (5.11)
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Hot-spot center

Reference user

Arbitrary user

Lo = {0, 0, 0}

D′u,r

L′u = (xu, yu, 0)

D′b,u

D′b,o

D′u,o

L′b = (xb, 0, 0)

D′b,r

Ro

B(Lo, Ro)

Figure 5.2: Aerial view of the system model in Fig. 5.1.

For any two intersecting circles, we define the arc of C(L′j, Rj) located inside C(L′i, Ri)

as

A(L′j, Rj,L
′
i, Ri) =

{
x, y : (x− xj)2 + (y − yj)2 = R2

j , (x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 ≤ R2
i

}
.

(5.12)

In the following Lemma, we derive the PDF of the distance between a uniformly

distributed point within B(Lo, Ro) and any arbitrary point on the x− y plane.

Lemma 1. The PDF of the distance between a uniformly distributed point L′j within

B(Lo, Ro) and any arbitrary point L′i is given by

fD′i,j(ri) =


2ri
R2
o

0 ≤ ri ≤ max(0, Ro −D′i,o),

2ri
πR2

o

arccos

(
(D′i,o)

2 + r2
i −R2

o

2D′i,ori

)
|Ro −D′i,o| ≤ ri ≤ Ro +D′i,o,

(5.13)

where D′i,o =
√
x2
i + y2

i is the distance between L′i and Lo.

Proof. Please see Appendix F . �

Accordingly, the PDF of distance between the RUE and the ground projection of

the TBS and the UAV locations can be directly obtained by replacing L′b and L′u with
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L′i in (5.13).

Lemma 2. For a given distance between the RUE and the projected TBS location,

D′b,r, the conditional PDF of distance between a uniformly distributed RUE location

Lr ∈ B(Lo, Ro) and the projected UAV location at L′u is given by

fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb) = (5.14)

w

2πrb
0 ≤ rb ≤ max(0, Ro −D′b,o), D′b,u − rb ≤ ru ≤ D′b,u + rb,

w1{θ̌b≤θ̌u≤θ̂b}
|A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro)|

|Ro −D′b,o| ≤ rb ≤ Ro +D′b,o, D′b,u − rb ≤ ru ≤ ‖Ľb − L′u‖,

w

2|A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro)|
|Ro −D′b,o| ≤ rb ≤ Ro +D′b,o, ‖Ľb − L′u‖ ≤ ru ≤ ‖L̂b − L′u‖,

w1{θ̌b≤θ̂u≤θ̂b}
|A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro)|

|Ro −D′b,o| ≤ rb ≤ Ro +D′b,o, ‖L̂b − L′u‖ ≤ ru ≤ D′b,u + rb,

where D′b,o = ||L′b||, D′b,u = ||L′b − L′u||, 1{·} is the indicator function,

w =
2ru
D′b,u

1√√√√1−

(
(D′b,u)

2 + r2
b − r2

u

2D′b,urb

)2
, and (5.15)

|A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro)| = 2rb arccos

(
(D′b,o)

2 + r2
b −R2

o

2D′b,orb

)
. (5.16)

The locations Ľb = {x̌b, y̌b, 0} and L̂b = {x̂b, ŷb, 0} are at the points of intersection

between C(Lo, Ro) and C(L′b, rb) expressed as

x̌b = x̌b =
R2
o − r2

b + (D′b,o)
2

2D′b,o
(5.17)

y̌b = −ŷb =
√
R2
o − (x̂b)2. (5.18)

Denoting L+
x = {∞, 0, 0} as a point in the positive x direction, θ̌b = ∠(L+

x ,Lb, Ľb) and
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θ̂b = ∠(L+
x ,Lb, L̂b) are the angles at L′b formed by moving from the line L(L+

x ,Lb)

to L(Lb, Ľb) and L(Lb, L̂b) counter clockwise. Similarly, θ̌u = ∠(L+
x ,Lb,L

′
u) and

θ̂u = (π + θ̌u) mod 2π.

Proof. Please see Appendix G . �

5.2.2 Coverage Probability

The coverage probability is defined as the probability that the received SNR is greater

than a threshold β. In this subsection, we derive the coverage probability of access

and backhaul links for given TBS and UAV locations.

Lemma 3. For a given SNR threshold β, the coverage probability of the Rayleigh

fading terrestrial access link (TBS–RUE) is defined as Pb,r(β) , P [SNRb,r > β] and

given by

Pb,r(β) =

∫ ∞
−∞

Pb,r|rb(β)fD′b,r(rb) drb, (5.19)

where Pb,r|rb(β) = exp
(
−β̄b(r2

b + h2
b)
αb/2
)

is the coverage probability for a given dis-

tance to the TBS (rb), β̄b =
σ2
nβ

ρb
, and fD′b,r(rb) is the PDF of distance between Lb

and Lr [c.f. Lemma 1].

Proof. Please see Appendix H. �

Lemma 4. For a given SNR threshold β, the coverage probability of the G2A/A2G

Nakagami-m fading aerial access link (UAV–RUE) is defined as Pu,r(β) , P [SNRu,r > β]

and given by

Pu,r(β) =

∫ ∞
−∞

∑
i∈{LoS,NLoS}

κiu,rP
i
u,r|ru(β)fD′u,r(ru) dru, (5.20)

where P i
u,r|ru(β) =

∑m−1
k=0

(mβ̄u(r
2
u + h2

u)
αu/2ηi)

k

k!
exp(−mβ̄u(r2

u+h
2
u)
αu/2ηi), ∀i ∈ {LoS,NLoS},
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is the LoS/NLoS coverage probability for a given distance to the UAV (ru), β̄u =
σ2
nβ

ρu
,

and fD′b,r(rb) is the PDF of distance between Lu and Lr [c.f. Lemma 1].

Proof. Please see Appendix I. �

Corollary 2. For a given SNR threshold β, the coverage probability of the G2A/A2G

Nakagami-m fading aerial backhaul link (TBS–UAV) is defined as Pb,u(β) , P [SNRb,u > β]

and given by

Pb,u(β) =
∑

i∈{LoS,NLoS}

κib,u

m−1∑
k=0

(mβ̄uD
αu
b,uηi)

k

k!
exp

(
−mβ̄uDαu

b,uηi
)
, (5.21)

where Db,u is the distance between the TBS and the UAV.

Proof. This corollary follows by substituting the random RUE location into the de-

terministic TBS location in Lemma 4. �

For a given SNR threshold β, the end-to-end coverage probability of the RUE

associated with the UAV is defined as Pb,u,r(β) , P [min (SNRu,r, SNRb,u) > β] and

given by

Pb,u,r(β) = P ((SNRu,r > β) ∩ (SNRb,u > β))

= P (SNRu,r > β)P (SNRb,u > β) = Pb,u(β)Pu,r(β), (5.22)

which follows from Lemma 4, Corollary 1, and independent out-of-band backhaul

and access links assumption. For the T-UAV, (5.22) reduces to Pb,u,r(β) = Pu,r(β)

because a high capacity fiber link is assumed to reliably connect the T-UAV to the core

network, i.e., Pb,u(β) = 1 for the T-UAV. Based on the above coverage performance

analyses and the association policy given in (5.9) and (5.10), the overall T-UAV/U-

UAV-assisted system coverage probabilities are given in the following theorems.

Theorem 3. Given the association policy in (5.9) and (5.10), the T-UAV-assisted
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system coverage probability of UEs within the hot-spot B(Lo, Ro) is given by

P t(β) =

∫ ∞
−∞

(∫ λLoS

−∞
ELoS
u,r dru +

∫ ∞
λLoS

ELoS
b,r dru +

∫ λNLoS

−∞
ENLoS
u,r dru +

∫ ∞
λNLoS

ENLoS
b,r dru

)
drb,

(5.23)

where the terms are given by λLoS =

(
rαbb
ηLoS

) 1
αu

, λNLoS =

(
rαbb
ηNLoS

) 1
αu

,

ELoS
b,r = κLoSu,r Pb,r|rb(β)fD′b,r(rb)fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb), (5.24)

ENLoS
b,r = κNLoS

u,r Pb,r|rb(β)fD′b,r(rb)fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb), (5.25)

ELoS
u,r = κLoSu,r P

LoS
u,r|ru(β)fD′b,r(rb)fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb), and (5.26)

ENLoS
u,r = κNLoSu,r PNLoS

u,r|ru(β)fD′b,r(rb)fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb). (5.27)

Proof. The proof follows directly from Lemmas 1- 4 and the association policy in

(5.9) and (5.10). �

In (5.23), the first and third terms correspond to the coverage probability under

LoS and NLoS aerial access links, while the second and forth terms correspond to the

coverage probability for the terrestrial access links. Also notice that (5.23) does not

consider the backhaul link since Pb,u(β) = 1.

Theorem 4. Given the association policy in (5.9) and (5.10), the U-UAV-assisted

system coverage probability of UEs within the hot-spot B(Lo, Ro) is given by

P u(β) = A

∫ ∞
−∞

(∫ λLoS

−∞
ELoS
b,u,r dru +

∫ ∞
λLoS

ELoS
b,r dru +

∫ λNLoS

−∞
ENLoS
b,u,r dru +

∫ ∞
λNLoS

ENLoS
b,r dru

)
drb

+ (1− A)Pb,r(β), (5.28)

where ELoS
b,u,r = Pb,uE

LoS
u,r and ENLoS

b,u,r = Pb,uE
NLoS
u,r .

Proof. The proof follows directly from Lemmas 1- 4 and the association policy in
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(5.9) and (5.10). �

In (5.28), the first term is the coverage probability given that U-UAV is available

while the second term is the coverage probability over the TBS due to the unavail-

ability of the U-UAV. For given TBS location (Lb), UAV location (Lu), and SNR

threshold (β), Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 derive the coverage probability provided by

a T-UAV and U-UAV for a random user within the hot-spot B(Lo, Ro), respectively.

5.3 Optimal UAV hovering location

The UAV deployment plays a critical role in order to maximize the overall system

performance. In the previous sections, the U-UAV and the T-UAV system perfor-

mances are analyzed for a given UAV location Lu. Therefore, it is necessary to find

the optimal UAV location for the maximum system coverage. Accordingly, the UAV

deployment problem can be formulated for U-UAV and T-UAV as

Pu : max
Lu∈R3

P u(β), (5.29)

Pt : max
Lu∈Mn,∀n

P t(β), (5.30)

respectively. Note how in (5.29) the U-UAV can be located anywhere in R3 while in

(5.30) the T-UAV mobility is restricted by the n-th spherical cone centered at the

n-th GS location. Considering the highly non-linear nature and large search space of

these problems, we first narrow down the problem search space by proving that the

optimal deployment location falls within a specific subspace.

� Given that the hot-spot is centered at the origin and the TBS is located at

Lb = {xb, 0, hb}, one can observe the symmetry of the UAV locations around

the x-axis as shown in Fig. 5.3. For the U-UAV, we therefore only study the

half space {y ≥ 0} and generalize the result for the other half without loss of

generality. For the T-UAV, we also study the case yn ≥ 0 only and generalize
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B(Lo, Ro)

B̄
(
Ln3, R(n3)(hu, ψu)

)

B̄
(
Ln2, R(n2)(hu, ψu)

)

B̄
(
Ln1, R(n1)(hu, ψu)

)

Symmetric
regions

Cropped
region

Figure 5.3: Aerial view of the cone symmetry and cropped cone M̄n for a fixed T-UAV
height.

the findings on the other half space. We note that some part of the spherical

coneMn may belong to the half space {y ≤ 0} if Ln is near the x-axis [c.f Fig.

5.3]. In this case, the cropped spherical cone is denoted by M̄n. We ignore

the cropped part of the spherical cone since it is symmetric to a subset of the

spherical cone within {y ≥ 0}.

� Let us define the angle and the distance between the ground projections of Ln

and Lu as

ψnu = ∠(L+
x ,L

′
n,L

′
u) and (5.31)

Rn
u = ‖L′n − L′u‖, (5.32)

respectively. Accordingly, the spherical coneMn can be expressed by the cylin-

drical coordinates as

Mn = {Rn
u, ψ

n
u , hu : hu ∈ [hn, hn + T ], ψnu ∈ [0, 2π], Rn

u ≤ Rn(hu)} , (5.33)
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where

Rn(hu) =


(hu − hn) tan(φ) hu < hn + T cos(φ),√
T 2 − (hu − hn)2 hu ≥ hn + T cos(φ)

(5.34)

represents the cone bounds for given T-UAV height hu < hn +T cos(φ) and the

spherical bounds for hu ≥ hn + T cos(φ).

� To define the cropped spherical cone M̄n, we need to guarantee that the distance

Rn
u does not exceed the x-axis. Hence, M̄n is given by,

M̄n =
{
Rn
u, ψ

n
u , hu : hu ∈ [hn, hn + T ], ψnu ∈ [0, 2π], Rn

u ≤ R̄n(hu, ψ
n
u)
}
,

(5.35)

where

R̄n(hu, ψ
n
u) =


Rn(hu) ψu ∈ [0, π],

min

(
Rn(hu),

−yn
sin(ψu)

)
ψu ∈ (π, 2π),

(5.36)

is the truncated version of Rn(hu) as a result of the cropped spherical cone.

In the following theorem, we prove that the optimal T-UAV location belongs to a

portion of the spherical cone surface.

Theorem 5. For a given GS location Ln = {xn, yn ≥ 0, hn} and considered user

association policy, the optimal T-UAV location, Lu ∈ M̄n, that maximizes the overall

coverage performance of the hot-spot, P t(β), falls within the following set of locations

On =
{
Rn
u, ψ

n
u , hu : hu ∈ [hn, hn + T ], ψnu ∈ [ψn1 , ψ

n
2 ], Rn

u = R̄n(hu, ψ
n
u)
}
∈ M̄n,

(5.37)
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On3(hu) On2(hu)
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Figure 5.4: The regions encompass the optimal T-UAV location at a given T-UAV
altitude, hu.

where ψn1 = ∠
(
L+
x ,L

′
b,L

′
n

)
and ψn2 = ∠

(
L+
x ,L

′
n,Lo

)
.

Proof. Please see Appendix J. An illustration of the set On at a fixed hu is shown in

Fig. 5.4. �

Corollary 3. For a given GS location Ln = {xn, yn ≥ 0, hn} and considered user

association policy, the optimal U-UAV location that maximizes the overall coverage

performance within the hot-spot, P u(β) is located at Lu = {xu, 0, hu} such that xu ≤ xb

and hu ≥ 0.

Proof. Please see Appendix J. �

Theorem 3 significantly reduces the 3D search space within the T-UAV spherical

cone to a 2D search space within On, which yields a significantly lower computational

complexity for the optimal location search.

5.4 Numerical Analysis

In this section, we validate the mathematical analysis with independent Monte Carlo

simulations and provide insightful performance results with respect to different system

parameters and scenarios. Unless it is stated explicitly otherwise, we employ the

default system parameters listed in Table 5.2, which mainly follows the parameters

listed in [81,147,148]. Since T-UAVs and U-UAV systems have their own virtues and
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drawbacks, limiting parameters are not the same for both. While tethered UAVs are

limited by tether length and ground station building accessibility parameters, U-UAV

is mainly limited by wireless backhaul capacity and battery lifetime. To this end, we

quantified the mobility limitation of tethered UAVs by considering different tether

lengths and ground station building accessibility. To provide a fair comparison, we

evaluate the performance of these systems in the same environment, with the same

users, and given the same TBS and hot-spot locations.

Table 5.2: Default System Parameters.

Par. Value Par. Value Par. Value

ρb / ρu 1 dBm σ2
n −80 dBm β 15

αb 3 αu 2.7 m 2
ηLoS/ηNLoS 1.6/23 dB ar/br 13/.22 ab/bb 7/.2
Ro 150 Lb {170, 0, 10} T/θT 50m/30o

To have a better insight into the relationship between coverage performance and

UAV deployment, let us first explain how user association and distance distributions

are commonly affected by deterministic UAV and TBS locations. For a UAV located

at Lu = {−75, 75, 50}, the association regions are shown in Fig. 5.5a where the users

located within the orange and the yellow regions always associate with the UAV and

the TBS, respectively. However, UEs fall in the blue region associate with the UAV

only if there is a LoS aerial access link. For the same UAV and TBS locations,

these regions do not change for other user distributions [c.f. Fig. 5.5b for Gaussian

distribution]. However, it is worth noting that the shape, area, and orientation of

these three regions vary with UAV and TBS locations. Having independence of

user association and user distribution been clarified, now we focus on the distance

distribution which describes the probability that a randomly selected user in the hot-

spot is at a distance, D, from a fixed/deterministic point, e.g., the TBS or the UAV.

That is, the distance distributions are functions of both the fixed point location and

the users distribution. For instance, we illustrate in Figure 5.5c that the distance PDF
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between a TBS at Lb = {170, 0, 10} and a random user in the hot-spot B(Lo, 150) for

uniformly distributed and Gaussian distributed users. For example, the peak point in

the Gaussian user distribution is around 170 as most users are very close to the hot-

spot center. Therefore, one can expect that the distance PDF shape (mean, variance,

skewness, kurtosis) will vary with both users’ spatial distribution and location of the

target point. Therefore, user association regions and distance distributions do not

have an impact on each other, they are rather commonly affected by UAV and TBS

locations. The above discussions and results make it clear that 1) overall coverage and

UAV deployment heavily depend on the TBS location and user distribution within

the hot-spot region, and 2) the generalization of analytical results derived for a given

spatial user distribution is not readily applicable to other distributions.
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Figure 5.5: The impact of UAV/BS location on user association and distance distri-
bution: a) The user association regions of uniformly distributed UEs, a) The user
association regions of Gaussian distributed UEs, and c) Corresponding distance PDF
between a UE and the BS.

Let us now focus on the coverage performance of access and backhaul links for

varying UAV locations Lu = {xu, 0, 100}, xu ∈ [−100, 175]. Fig. 5.6 shows the cover-

age probabilities for the terrestrial access link TBS–RUE, Pb,r, the aerial access link

T-UAV–RUE, Pu,r, and the end-to-end TBS–U-UAV–RUE link, Pb,u,r. As expected,

the TBS link is not influenced by the UAV location. Given that T-UAV and U-UAV

hover at the same location, T-UAV always outperforms the U-UAV thanks to the high
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capacity wired backhaul link. For a clear comparison between T-UAVs and U-UAVs,

let us focus on the locations where UAVs reach the maximum end-to-end coverage.

The T-UAV reaches the maximum coverage when hovering over the hot-spot origin

because it gives the maximum access link coverage to all users which are uniformly

distributed over the area of interest. On the other hand, the U-UAV reaches the peak

coverage at a point 50 m closer to the TBS, which is mainly because of the tradeoff

between the backhaul and the access links. Since the end-to-end SNR is determined

by the minimum of the access and the backhaul links, the maximum system coverage

can be achieved in an equilibrium state which is obtained by getting closer to the

TBS.

Furthermore, Fig. 5.7 shows the impact of U-UAV availability under the con-

sidered user association policy. Intuitively, duty cycle of the U-UAV availability A

has a significant impact on the overall system coverage. One can observe that the

maximum coverage point of the T-UAV is shifted towards the negative region be-

cause users closer to the TBS are associated with the TBS. On the other hand, the

maximum coverage point of the U-UAV is still over the positive x-axis because the

aforementioned tradeoff dominates the system behavior. Notice in Fig. 5.6 and Fig.

5.7 that the T-UAV and the U-UAV are assumed to be located at the same location.

This assumption is made for the sake of a clear demonstration of the access and the

backhaul link dynamics. However, in reality, the T-UAV is restricted by the tether

length, inclination angle and the GS location.

In order to consider a more realistic scenario, we present the overall system cover-

age probabilities for the U-UAV and the T-UAV in Fig. 5.8a and 5.8b, respectively.

To this aim, we first consider a discrete exhaustive solution approach by dividing

the x-y plane into 8 m2 grids at a fixed UAV height (100 m). Then, the coverage

probability P u is calculated at the center of each grid and displayed by means of a

color map. Intuitively, the best location for the U-UAV can be obtained by selecting
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Figure 5.6: The coverage probability of access and backhaul links.
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Figure 5.7: P u and P t for different U-UAV duty cycle values.
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(a) Optimal U-UAV location with maxi-
mum P u.
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(b) Optimal T-UAV location with maxi-
mum P t.

Figure 5.8: Optimal U-UAV and T-UAV locations that maximize P u and P t.

the grid center with the maximum system coverage [c.f. Fig. 5.8a]. In order to alle-

viate the computational complexity of the exhaustive approach, Fig. 5.8a also shows

the location calculated by the simulated annealing approach which can provide 10−3

coverage probability tolerance in only 20 iterations. Likewise, Fig. 5.8b shows the

coverage probability P t of the T-UAV for a given GS location. It is obvious that the

GS location and tether length poses a significant challenge to be located at the opti-

mal location. Moreover, Theorem 5 is numerically verified in Fig. 5.8b. By drawing

any circle C(L′n, Rn(hu)) with L′n and Rn(hu) representing the GS x− y location and

the radius within which the T-UAV can fly at the height hu, the maximum P t in

B(L′n, Rn(hu)) belongs to the region described in the theorem.

Notice that T-UAV does not necessarily use the full tether length. In Fig. 5.9, we

show the optimal distance, which maximizes the coverage probability, between the T-

UAV and the GS for several GS locations. Given a maximum tether length T = 100,

a T-UAV connected to a GS at Ln = {xn, 75, 25} ∀xn is located at a distance equal to

T from the GS, i.e., the T-UAV is located on the spherical edge of the tether spherical

cone. As the GS gets closer to the T-UAV optimal location at Lu = {−18.125, 0, 100},

the optimal distance between the T-UAV and the GS decreases.

Accordingly, we next compare the U-UAV and T-UAV coverage performance under
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Figure 5.9: Optimal distance between T-UAV and GS for several GS locations.

different GS locations and availability scenarios. Based on the model developed by

ITU, the average number of buildings per km2 is given as γ3 and the height of each

building follows the Rayleigh distribution with the PDF expressed as [39],

fHn(hn) =
hn
γ2

1

exp

(
h2
n

2γ2
1

)
, (5.38)

where γ1 is the Rayleigh distribution parameter. For dense urban environment, γ1 =

20 and γ3 = 300 while for high-rise urban environment γ1 = 50 and γ3 = 300.

Given the tether length and the percentage of accessible GSs, δA, the average system

coverage probabilities are shown in Fig. 5.10a and Fig. 5.10b for the dense and

the high-rise urban environments, respectively. The average coverage probabilities

are obtained by running a Monte Carlo simulation where the location and height of

the GSs are random at each iteration. For the high-rise urban environment, we set

the TBS height to 30 m and approximate the environment parameters to ar = 22,

br = 0.18, ab = 11 and bb = 0.16. The optimal T-UAV location is determined by using

the simulated annealing search algorithm over the area described in Theorem 5. The

optimal U-UAV location for the dense and high-rise urban environment scenarios

are obtained as L∗u = {48.13, 0, 109.65} and L∗u = {48.75, 0, 147.66}, respectively.

Fig. 5.10 compares the U-UAV with the T-UAV for parameters A ∈ {0.8, 1}, T ∈
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{25, 50, 75, 100} m, and δA ∈ [0, 0.3]. Thanks to increasing freedom of mobility,

P t significantly improves with higher tether length and GS accessibility. Notice that

increasing T and δA eventually converges to the optimal case (a freely moving T-UAV

deployed at the optimal hovering location) where we achieve maximum P t.

We also note that even for relatively high building accessibility, the coverage prob-

ability saturates at low values when the tether length is 25 and 50. This is because

the average buildings height is 20 m for dense urban environment and therefore only

1.11% of the buildings are statistically higher than 60 m. As a result, short teth-

ers will prevent the T-UAV from reaching the optimal heights. Given a building

accessibility of δA ≥ 0.25 and tether length of 100 m, the coverage performance of

the T-UAV-assisted system is very close to the maximum achievable coverage prob-

ability. Therefore, tether length of 100 m is in general long enough to achieve near

optimal coverage probability. Both the U-UAV and the T-UAV-assisted systems cov-

erage probabilities are degraded for the high-rise urban environment as compared to

the dense urban environment. We also note that the T-UAV system performs much

better than the U-UAV system for the high-rise urban environment, while the sys-

tems performance is comparable for the dense urban environment. This is due to the

lower LoS probability in the high-rise urban environment and because the U-UAV

has to establish two A2G/G2A links to connect the RUE to the core network while

the T-UAV only establish one link toward the RUE.

In Fig. 5.11, T-UAV coverage performance is shown with respect to increasing

tether length T , U-UAV availability A, and building accessibility δA. It is clear

that T-UAV cannot always outperform U-UAV if T and δA is below a threshold.

For δA = 0.1, T > 45 and T > 75 are required to outperform a U-UAV which

is available 80% and 100% of the time, respectively. For δA = 0.4, T > 20 and

T > 40 are required to outperform a U-UAV which is available 80% and 100% of the

time, respectively. Indeed, this figure clearly and fairly compares the impact of UAV
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Figure 5.10: The U-UAV and T-UAV-assisted systems performances against the per-
centage of accessible buildings.
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Figure 5.11: P u and P t against maximum tether length, T .

hardware specifications on the overall system performance.

In Fig. 5.12, P t and P u are shown with respect to the TBS x-axis location where

we consider a dense urban environment with random GS locations and an accessibility

factor δA = 0.3. The coverage probability for the U-UAV and the T-UAV-assisted

systems are high and comparable when the TBS is near to hot-spot center. This is

because the TBS has a good coverage over the hot-spot and the U-UAV can cover

close to the hot-spot center with desirable backhaul link conditions. As the distance

between the TBS and the hot-spot center increases, the T-UAV-assisted system starts

significantly outperforming the U-UAV-assisted system. Interestingly, the coverage
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Figure 5.12: P t and P u for varying TBS distances from the hot-spot center.

probability is not maximum when the TBS is at the hot-spot center. Optimally, the

TBS location is at one side of the hot-spot to serve the nearby users while the users

on the other side are served by the UAV.

Traffic offloading can be assessed by evaluating the RUE association probabil-

ity with the U-UAV and T-UAV. The association probability depends on the UAV

hovering location and the U-UAV availability. In Fig. 5.13, we show the association

probabilities for different TBS locations over the x-axis such that the UAV is deployed

to maximize coverage probability. From the figure, we note that, in general, the UAV

association probability increases as the T-UAV mobility is less restricted, the U-UAV

availability is increased, and the TBS is farther away from the hot-spot center. Since

the aerial access link is generally stronger than the terrestrial link, the U-UAV with

100% availability has a higher association probability than the T-UAV, as the back-

haul link quality restricts the U-UAV distance from the TBS. For practical T-UAV

tether length and U-UAV availability duty cycle, the T-UAV association probability

is higher than the U-UAV association probability.
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Figure 5.13: T-UAV and U-UAV association probabilities for varying TBS distances
from the hot-spot center. T-UAV and U-UAV are placed such that P t and P u are
maximized.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we provided a comparative performance analysis of U-UAV and T-

UAV-assisted cellular traffic offloading from a geographical region that experiences

a heavy traffic conditions. To this aim, we exploit stochastic geometry tools and

derive joint distance distributions between users, the terrestrial base station (TBS),

and UAV. To maximize the end-to-end signal-to-noise ratio, a user association pol-

icy is proposed as well as corresponding association regions are analytically identified.

Thereafter, the overall coverage probability of U-UAV/T-UAV-assisted systems is ob-

tained for given locations of the TBS and the U-UAV/T-UAV. Furthermore, optimal

UAV location is shown to belong to the surface of the spherical cone centered at

the GS. Extensive simulation results are presented to validate analytical results and

compare the performance of U-UAV and T-UAV-assisted systems. Numerical results

show that T-UAV outperforms U-UAV given that a sufficient number of GS location

availability and tether length are provided.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks and Future Work

In this thesis, we presented four IoT network designs for enhanced estimation, detec-

tion and connectivity. We have illustrated how the UAV can support IoT networks

where the IoT devices are of low cost, simple structure and limited power supply. In

Chapter 2, IoT devices’ location, power rating and spectral resources are optimized

to minimize the source estimation MSE error at a central unit. In Chapter 3, aerial

data aggregation and field estimation time is minimized by optimizing the UAV trav-

eling trajectory, coverage area and hovering locations. In Chapter 4, the UAV-IoT

network is evaluated for the wildfire detection applications. Further, the density of

IoT devices and the number of UAV discovering the forest are optimized to mini-

mize the overall system cost while the expected fire area is under control. Finally, in

Chapter 5, the utilization of T-UAV is proposed to assist terrestrial cellular networks

for improving hot-spot coverage. a comparison between the U-UAV and the T-UAV

assisted system is presented where both the U-UAV and the T-UAV are deployed at

optimal locations.

6.1 Concluding Remarks

The main take home points are summarized as follows,

� Sensing the environment accurately requires the deployment of large number

of IoT devices (sensors) over the area of interest. Communicating the sensed

data at the IoT devices requires complex routing algorithms and/or high power
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transmission to a far central unit. To compromise the trade off between accurate

sensing and communication, IoT devices’ location, power rating, and spectral

resource share should be carefully optimized.

� UAV aerial data aggregation offers a great solution for massive IoT networks

data aggregation where the IoT devices are of low complexity and energy sup-

ply. The UAV hovers sequentially over different regions and collect data from

near IoT devices. While the UAV enabled data aggregation significantly reduce

network complexity and/or IoT devices’ power consumption, it introduces extra

delay while the UAV is traveling over the network. Minimizing the data aggre-

gation delay is possible by optimizing UAV coverage area, hovering locations,

and the trajectory the UAV takes to reach theses hovering locations.

� UAV enabled IoT networks offer solutions for mission critical communications

and natural disasters management. UAV-IoT networks can reliably detect wild-

fires early and prevent severe wildfires especially at critical or valuable locations.

The fire detection speed increases by adding more UAVs to discover the forest.

However, increasing the IoT devices’ density does not necessarily improve the

fire detection speed.

� Although UAV assisted networks offer a lot of advantages over the conventional

terrestrial networks, two main challenges need to be addressed: First, the lim-

ited capacity of the UAV battery poses a daunting challenge for the operational

lifetime of UAV. Second, the service quality offered to the hot-spots is restricted

by the capacity of the backhaul link between the UAV and TBS.

� Tethered UAVs have unlimited power supply and are connected to the core

network through a high capacity link. However, T-UAV mobility is restricted

by the tether length and the tether ground station location. T-UAV assisted
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cellular systems outperforms U-UAV assisted cellular systems for covering UEs

within a hot-spot region given realistic system parameters.

6.2 Future work

The UAV enabled IoT networks is still in its early research stages. There are a lot of

open problems which need to be addressed before such networks can be practically

installed. We summarize some of the future UAV enabled IoT networks research

directions as follows.

� Extended analysis and new tools for the wildfire detection problem. In the

UAV-IoT network design for wildfire detection in Chapter 4, the UAVs move-

ment from one hovering location to another is assumed random to simplify the

fire detection probability analysis. In fact, the design of the UAVs’ trajectory

and hovering locations is a complex optimization problem. While discover-

ing adjacent subregions minimizes the traveling time per total discovered area,

hovering at locations apart from the discovered regions magnifies the fire de-

tection probability at the new hovering location. Optimizing such a trade off

can tighten the wildfire detection probability lower bound derived in Chapter 4.

Deep reinforcement learning tools can be used to select the next UAVs’ actions

that maximize a utility function for the wildfire detection. Another extension

for the wildfire detection application is to utilize a high altitude platform (HAP)

to collect the IoT devices’ data. HAP-IoT networks compromise the complexity

and small coverage of the UAV-IoT networks and the low spatial and temporal

resolutions of the satellite imaging.

� One of the main advantages of UAV-assisted system is high flexibility earned

by the UAVs mobility. For instance, aerial UAV base stations can continuously

move based on IoT/UEs demands to optimize the overall network QoS. How-
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ever, such systems are highly dynamic since the movement of one or more UAVs

directly affect the serving and interfering signal powers over the whole system

and hence the user association. Deep reinforcement learning and artificial intel-

ligence (AI) tools can offer data driven solutions for optimizing such dynamic

systems.

� In Chapter 5, the tethered UAV deployment is optimized for a simplified system

with only one terrestrial BS and one UAV. Practically, multiple T-UAVs should

be deployed to assist cellular network with multiple terrestrial BSs. Evaluat-

ing and optimizing the performance of a heterogeneous network with multiple

tethered UAVs and terrestrial BSs is needed before implementing such systems.

This task is extremely difficult since a new stochastic geometry model might

be needed to practically reflect possible statistical terrestrial and aerial BSs

locations. Additionally, several concepts and technologies from the rich com-

munication theory can be applied to the setup discussed in Chapter 5.

� More analysis for the LoS probability is needed for highly optimized UAV-

assisted networks. UAV-assisted communication is evaluated today based on the

LoS probability between two terminals as a function of the elevation angle and

environment parameters. However, in practice, the UAV mobility can be used to

improve the LoS probability by avoiding obstacles (i.e. buildings) and therefore

improve the communication channel quality. Given that a UAV can hover over

a predefined 3D region, it would be enriching to analyze the probability that

the UAV can obtain LoS links to a number of terrestrial nodes, N , at given

locations or a part of these nodes. Additionally, UAV deployment and user

association can be optimized in a future work such that obstacles are avoided

to have as many LoS links as possible.

� Finally, practical experimental work is needed to verify simulations and to test
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AI data driven methods.
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APPENDICES

A The effect of bandwidth increase on the analog

communication

Assume Nb observation copies of a selected sensor, Sl,k,b, are transmitted over Nb

channels. The received signal from the i-th channel, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , Nb}, is expressed

as,

y
(i)
l,k,b =

√
P̂l,k,bglxl

σx(l)

+ φ
(i)
l .

The FC receiver noise is reduced by averaging the received observation copies from

Sl,k,b as,

ȳl,k,b =

√
P̂l,k,bglxl

σx(l)

+
1

Nb

Nb∑
i=1

φ
(i)
l

Assuming independent FC receiver noises over the Nb channels, the SNR is expressed

as

SNRl,k,b =
P̂l,k,bgl

E
{( 1

nb

∑nb
i=1 φ

(i)
l

)2
}

=
P̂l,k,bgl
σ2
φ/nb

=
Pl,kgl
κ∆

N

W

which is independent of Nb.
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B Proof that minM(S) is equivalent to max γ(S)

From (2.40) and from the matrix inversion lemma,

Â−1B̂(D̂− ĈÂ−1B̂)−1 = (Â− B̂D̂−1Ĉ)−1B̂D̂−1, (B.1)

where, Â = IL,L, B̂ = hT , Ĉ = h and D̂ =
1

(a2M(S) + σ2
u)

Σε(S), the MMSE Kalman

estimation error is rewritten as,

M(S) =
(

1−
[
1 + hT (a2M(S) + σ2

u)Σε(S)−1h
]−1

(a2M(S) + σ2
u)Σε(S)−1h

)
(a2M(S) + σ2

u)

=
(a2M(S) + σ2

u)

1 + (a2M(S) + σ2
u)h

TΣε(S)−1h
(B.2)

Letting γ(S) = hTΣε(S)−1h, (B.2) is reformulated as,

a2M(S)2γ(S) + (1 + σ2
uγ(S)− a2)M(S)− σ2

u = 0. (B.3)

and therefore,

M(S) =

√
(1− a2)2

γ(S)2
+

2(1− a2)σ2
u + 4a2σ2

u

γ(S)
+ σ4

u

(2a2)

−
(
(1− a2)/γ(S) + σ2

u

)
/(2a2). (B.4)

As γ(S) increases, we note that the first term of the right hand side is decreasing

faster than the increase in the second term in (B.4). Therefore, the error M(S) is
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monotonically decreasing with the increase of γ(S). M(S) diminishes as γ(S)→∞.

γ(S) is always greater than zero by definition. Hence, minimizing M(S) is equivalent

to maximizing γ(S).

Since Σε(S) is diagonal and by substituting [Σε(S)]l,l as in (2.38), γ(S) is expressed

as,

γ(S) =
L∑
l=1

h2
l

[Σε(S)]l,l

=
L∑
l=1

h2
l∑K

k=0

∑B
b=1

(
σ2
v +

σ2
x(l)σ

2
φ

glP̂l,k,b

)
sl,k,b

. (B.5)

Since sl,k,b ∈ {0, 1} and ||Sl||0 = 1, it is not hard to show that,

γ(S) =
L∑
l=1

K∑
k=0

B∑
b=1

h2
l glP̂l,k,b

σ2
vglP̂l,k,b + σ2

x(l)σ
2
φ

sl,k,b,

which proves (2.43)
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C Proof of Theorem 1

We start by deriving the Laplace transform of the normalized interference plus noise

power distribution,

LI(s)
(a)
= EI [e−sI ]

(b)
= EDEG

[
e−sσ

2
n/P

∏
x∈Ψ̃µ\xn

e−sGxD
−η
x

]
(c)
= e−sσ

2
n/P ED

[ ∏
x∈Ψ̃µ\xn

(
1 +

sD−ηx
m

)−m]
(d)
= e−sσ

2
n/P exp

(
− 2aπλ

∫ d

h

(
1−

(
1 +

sr−η

m

)−m)
rdr

)
,

where (a) follows from the definition of the Laplace transform. (b) follows from the

independence between the PDFs fD(rx) and fG(g). In (c), since the channel gains

of different nodes are i.i.d., the product of expectations
∏

EGx(·) is equal to the ex-

pectation of the product EG
∏

(·) where EGx(·) follows from the moment generating

function (MGF) of gamma distribution. And (d) follows from the probability gen-

erating functional (PGFL) of PPP process and the distance distribution as given in
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(3.12). The coverage probability is derived in terms of LI(s) as follows,

P s
µ = P(

⋃
xn∈Ψ̃µ

SINRn
µ > β)

(a)
= EDnEI

[ ∑
xn∈Ψ̃µ

P
(
Gn > βDη

nI|Dn, I
)]

(b)
= EDnEI

[ ∑
xn∈Ψ̃µ

Γ(m,mβrηI)

Γ(m)

∣∣∣Dn

]
(c)
= EDnEI

[ ∑
xn∈Ψ̃µ

m−1∑
k=0

(mβrηI)k

k!
e−mβr

ηI
∣∣∣Dn

]
(d)
= 2aπλ

∫ d

h

m−1∑
k=0

(−mβrη)k

k!

[ ∂k
∂sk
LI(s)

]
s=mβrη

r dr,

where in (a) the union is equivalent to summation since the events are mutually

exclusive, [125]. (b) follows from the CCDF of Gn and that P(SINRn
µ > β) are i.i.d

over n. (c) follows from the incomplete gamma function definition for m ∈ Z+. (d)

follows from Campbell Mecke Theorem [149].
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D Proof of Proposition 1

In order to obtain the upper bound on the MSE of an edge point, se, we consider two

cases: Neglecting the correlation of points whose distance to se is more than Rmse, we

first focus on the occurrence of no observation is received from points within Aint. In

this case, upper bound on the MSE is set to Ee ≤ σ2 by counting on the observations

obtained from outside of Aint. Second, we consider the case where an observation

is received from a point within Aint. Denoting the distance between se and such

a point by x, the exponential covariance model sets upper bound on the MSE as

Ee ≤ σ2− exp(−2x/b)

σ2
≤ σ2− exp(−2Rmse/b)

σ2
. Since the first and second cases have

a probability of P n−s
e (Rmse, Jµ) and 1 − P n−s

e (Rmse, Jµ), respectively, the expected

MSE upper bound can be obtained as in (3.24).
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E Proof of Theorem 2

The integration of a function f(w) over the area of intersection between two disks

b(0, R) and b(R,Rmse) is given in [150] as,

∫ R

0

wf(w)θ(w)dw, (E.1)

where w represents the distance from the center of the disk b(0, R) and θ is as in

(4.32). In (3.13), P s
µ is given by integrating the coverage probability as a function of

the distance between the UAV and a transmitting sensor, r, over the area of the disk

b(0, R)). i.e,

P s
µ =

∫ 2π

0

∫ d

h

P ∗µ(r)drdθ. (E.2)

Hence,

P ∗µ(r) =
1

πR2

m0−1∑
k=0

n
(−m0βr

a)k

k!

[ ∂k
∂sk
LI(s)

]
s=m0βra

. (E.3)

By substituting r =
√
w2 + h2 and f(w) = P ∗µ(r) in (E.1), the coverage probability

over the area of intersection between the two disks b(0, R) and b(R,Rmse) is expressed

as,

P s
e =

∫ d

h

rP ∗µ(r)θ(
√
r2 − h2)dr, (E.4)

which proves the Theorem.
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F Lemma 1 Proof

Unlike the PDF derivations in [41, 151], we consider a more general case where Li

can be inside or outside B(Lo, Ro). The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of

the distance between a point L′i and a uniformly distributed RUE location within

B(Lo, Ro) is given by

FD′i,j (ri) = P
(
D′i,j ≤ ri

)
=
|B (L′i, ri) ∩ B(Lo, Ro)|

|B(Lo, Ro)|
. (F.1)

In order to find |B (L′i, ri) ∩ B(Lo, Ro)|, we consider the following two cases:

1. B (L′i, ri) ∩ B(Lo, Ro) ≡ B (L′i, ri): In this case, B (L′i, ri) is completely inside

B(Lo, Ro) such that 0 ≤ ri ≤ max(0, Ro − D′i,o) where D′i,o = ‖L′i‖. This case

is illustrated in Fig. F.1a where the intersection region is highlighted by green

color. Accordingly, the CDF of this case is given by the area ratio of the disks,

B(L′i, ri)B(Lo, Ro)

Ro
ri |Ro −D′i,o|

(a)

B(L′i, ri)

B(Lo, Ro)

Ro ri

|Ro −D′i,o|

A(L′i, ri,Lo, Ro)

(b)

B(L′i, ri)

B(Lo, Ro)

Ro ri

|Ro −D′i,o|

A(L′i, ri,Lo, Ro)

(c)

Figure F.1: Different cases for Lemma 2: a) B (L′i, ri) ∩ B(Lo, Ro) ≡
B (L′i, ri), b) {B (L′i, ri) ∩ B(Lo, Ro)} ⊂ B (L′i, ri) and L′i ∈ B(Lo, Ro), and c)
{B (L′i, ri) ∩ B(Lo, Ro)} ⊂ B (L′i, ri) and L′i /∈ B(Lo, Ro)
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i.e.,

FD′i,j (ri) =
πr2

i

πR2
o

. (F.2)

2. {B (L′i, ri) ∩ B(Lo, Ro)} ⊂ B (L′i, ri): In this case, a part of B (L′i, ri) is outside

of B(Lo, Ro) such that |Ro −D′i,o| ≤ ri ≤ Ro +D′i,o. The intersection regions of

this case is illustrated in Fig. F.1b and F.1c for situations where L′i ∈ B(Lo, Ro)

and L′i /∈ B(Lo, Ro), respectively. Accordingly, the CDF of this case is given by

FD′i,j (ri) =
max(0, Ro −D′i,o)2

R2
o

+

∫ ri

|Ro−D′i,o|

|A(L′i, ri,Lo, Ro)|
πR2

o

dri, (F.3)

where |A(L′i, ri,Lo, Ro)| is the arc length as shown in Fig. F.1.

The arc length can be derived as follows: Let us consider two generic intersecting

circles C(L′i, R′i) and C(L′j, R′j). Because |A(L′i, ri,L
′
j, R

′
j)| is independent from

the circles’ absolute locations given a fixed distance D′i,j from their centers, we

assume L′i = {D′i,j, 0, 0} and L′j = {0, 0, 0}. Following from the mathematical

definition of a circle, these circles intersect at, Ľij = {x̌ij, y̌ij, 0} and L̂ij =

{x̂ij, ŷij, 0} where,

x̌ij = x̌ij =
(R′i)

2 − (R′j)
2 + (D′i,j)

2

2D′i,j
, (F.4)

y̌ij = −ŷij =
√

(R′i)
2 − (x̌ij)2. (F.5)

The angle at L′i enclosed by the lines L(L′i,L
′
j) on one side and L(L′i, Ľij) or

L(L′i, L̂ij) on the other side is expressed as,

φj = arccos

(
x̌ij
R′j

)
= arccos

(
R′2j + (D′i,j)

2 −D′2i,j
2D′i,jR

′
j

)
. (F.6)
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By use of (F.6), the arc length |A(L′i, ri,L
′
j, R

′
j|) is given as,

|A(L′i, R
′
j,L

′
j, R

′
j)| = 2φiR

′
j = 2R′j arccos

(
(D′i,j)

2 + (R′i)
2 − (R′j)

2

2D′i,jR
′
j

)
. (F.7)

Therefore, the arc length |A(L′i, ri,Lo, Ro)| in (F.3) is expressed as,

|A(L′i, ri,Lo, Ro)| = 2φiri = 2ri arccos

(
(D′i,o)

2 + r2
i −R2

o

2D′i,ori

)
. (F.8)

By taking the derivate of (F.2) and (F.3) w.r.t. ri, the PDFs can be derived from the

CDFs.
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G Lemma 2 Proof

Denoting the conditional distance between the RUE and TBS by rb = D′b,r, we con-

sider two cases as depicted in Fig. G.1:

1. rb ≤ max(0, Ro − D′b,o): In this case, B(L′b, rb) is completely inside B(Lo, Ro)

as shown in Fig. G.1a. Therefore, the RUE location Lr is uniformly dis-

tributed over C(L′b, rb). The distance between the RUE and the UAV is bounded

by ru ∈
[
|D′b,u − rb|, D′b,u + rb

]
. By defining the circle C(L′u, ru) with ru ∈[

|D′b,u − rb|, D′b,u + rb
]
, the conditional CDF of the distance D′u,r given D′b,r is

expressed as,

FD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb) = P(D′u,r < ru|rb) =
|A(L′b, rb,L

′
u, ru)|

|C(L′b, rb)|
(G.1)

=
1

π
arccos

(
(D′b,u)

2 + r2
b − r2

u

2rbD′b,u

)
. (G.2)

By taking the derivative w.r.t. ru, the conditional PDF is obtained as,

fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb) =
ru

D′b,uπrb

1√√√√1−

(
(D′b,u)

2 + r2
b − r2

u

2D′b,urb

)2
. (G.3)

2. rb ∈
[
|Ro −D′b,o|, Ro +Db,o

]
: In this case, only an arc, A(L′b, rb,Lo, ro) ⊆

C(L′b, rb), is inside B(Lo, ro) as shown in Fig. G.1b. Therefore, Lr is uniformly

distributed over A(L′b, rb,Lo, ro). The conditional CDF FD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb) is given
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ru

Ro rb

D′b,u

|D′b,u − rb|

D′b,u + rb

C(L′u, ru)

C(Lo, Ro)

C(L′b, rb)

A(L′b, rb,L
′
u, ru)

(a)

ru

Ro

‖L′u − Ľb‖

‖L′u − L̂b‖

C(L′b, rb)

Aint(ru)

A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro)

θ̌u
θ̌b
θ̂b
θ̂u

(b)

Figure G.1: Illustration of cases in Lemma 2: a) B (L′b, rb) ∩ B(Lo, Ro) ≡ B (L′b, rb),
and b) {B (L′b, rb) ∩ B(Lo, Ro)} ⊂ B (L′b, rb).

as,

FD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb) = P(D′u,r < ru|rb) =
|Aint(ru)|

|A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro|
, (G.4)

where |Aint(ru)| = |A(L′b, rb,L
′
u, ru) ∩ A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro)|. To find |Aint(ru)|, we

first define the angles θ̌b = ∠(L+
x ,L

′
b, Ľb), θ̂b = ∠(L+

x ,L
′
b, L̂b) with Ľb and L̂b

being the points of intersection between C(Lo, Ro) and C(L′b, rb), and the angles

θ̌u = ∠(L+
x ,L

′
b,L

′
u) and θ̂u = (π + θ̌u) mod 2π as shown in Fig. G.1b. Now we

consider the following three cases for ru,

a) ru ∈
[
|D′b,u − rb|, ‖L′u − Ľb‖

]
: if θ̌b ≤ θ̌u ≤ θ̂b, then, A(L′b, rb,L

′
u, ru)

and A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro) completely intersect over A(L′b, rb,L
′
u, ru). Other-

wise, Aint(ru) = ∅. Hence,

|Aint(ru)| = |A(1)
int(ru)| = |A(L′b, rb,L

′
u, ru)|1{θ̌b≤θ̌u≤θ̂b} (G.5)

By substituting (G.5) in (G.4) and taking the derivative w.r.t. ru, fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb)
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is obtained as,

fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb) =
2ru

D′b,u|A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro)|
1{θ̌b≤θ̌u≤θ̂b}√√√√1−

(
(D′b,u)

2 + r2
b − r2

u

2D′b,urb

)2
.

(G.6)

b) ru ∈
[
‖L′u − Ľb‖, ‖L′u − L̂b‖

]
: The arcA(L′b, rb,L

′
u, ru) is symmetric around

the line connecting L′b and L′u and can be split into two sides. When ru ∈[
‖L′u − Ľb‖, ‖L′u − L̂b‖

]
, the arcs A(L′b, rb,L

′
u, ru) and A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro) in-

tersect only from one side. Therefore, |Aint(ru)| is equal to |A(1)
int(‖L′u−Ľb‖)|

plus half the difference between |A(L′b, rb,L
′
u, ru)| and |A(L′b, rb,L

′
u, ‖L′u−

Ľb‖)|. Hence,

|Aint(ru)| = |A(2)
int(ru)| = |A

(1)
int(‖L′u − Ľb‖)|

+
1

2
|A(L′b, rb,L

′
u, ru)| −

1

2
|A
(
L′b, rb,L

′
u, ‖L′u − Ľb‖

)
|. (G.7)

By substituting (G.7) in (G.4) and taking the derivative w.r.t. ru, fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb)

is obtained as,

fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb) =
ru

D′b,u|A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro)|
1√√√√1−

(
(D′b,u)

2 + r2
b − r2

u

2D′b,urb

)2
.

(G.8)

c) ru ∈
[
‖L′u − L̂b‖, D′b,u + rb

]
: when ru ∈

[
‖L′u − L̂b‖, D′b,u + rb

]
, the arcs

A(L′b, rb,L
′
u, ru) and A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro) intersect only if {θ̌b ≤ θ̂u ≤ θ̂b}.
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Therefore,

|Aint(ru)| = |A(3)
int(ru)| = |A

(2)
int(‖L′u − L̂b‖)|

+
(
|A(L′b, rb,L

′
u, ru)| − |A

(
L′b, rb,L

′
u, (‖L′u − L̂b‖)

)
|
)
1{θ̌b≤θ̂u≤θ̂b}.

(G.9)

By substituting (G.9) in (G.4) and taking the derivative w.r.t. ru, fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb)

is obtained as,

fD′u,r|D′b,r(ru|rb) =
2ru

D′b,u|A(L′b, rb,Lo, Ro)|
1{θ̌b≤θ̂u≤θ̂b}√√√√1−

(
(D′b,u)

2 + r2
b − r2

u

2D′b,urb

)2
.

(G.10)

Combining all cases, Lemma 2 is proved.
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H Lemma 3 Proof

The Rayleigh fading channel coverage probability from the TBS is derived as follows,

Pb,r(β)
(a)
= P (SNRb,r > β) ,

(b)
= ED′b,r

[
P
(
Gb > β̄b

(
(D′b,r)

2 + h2
b

)αb/2 |D′b,r)] ,
(c)
= ED′b,r

[
exp

(
−β̄b

(
(D′b,r)

2 + h2
b

)αb/2)] ,
(d)
=

∫ ∞
−∞

exp
(
−β̄b

(
r2
b + h2

b

)αb/2) fD′b,r(rb) drb.
where (a) follows from the coverage probability definition, (b) follows by substituting

SNRb,r from (5.2) with β̄b =
σ2
nβ

ρb
, (c) follows from the CCDF of Gb, and (d) follows

from the expectation over D′b,r.
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I Lemma 4 Proof

The Nakagami-m fading channel coverage probability from the UAV to the RUE is

derived as follows,

Pu,r(β) = P (SNR > β) = ED′u,r,ηi
[
P
(
Gu,r > β̄u

(
(D′u,r)

2 + h2
u

)αu/2
ηi|D′u,r, ηi

)]
,

(a)
= ED′u,r,ηi

[
Γ(m,mβ̄u

(
(D′u,r)

2 + h2
u

)αu/2 ηi)
Γ(m)

]
,

(b)
= ED′u,r,ηi

m−1∑
k=0

(
mβ̄u

(
(D′u,r)

2 + h2
u

)αu/2 ηi)k
k!

exp
(
−mβ̄u

(
(D′u,r)

2 + h2
u

)αu/2
ηi

) ,
= ED′u,r

 ∑
i∈{LoS,NLoS}

κiu,r

m−1∑
k=0

(
mβ̄u

(
(D′u,r)

2 + h2
u

)αu/2 ηi)k
k!

exp
(
−mβ̄u

(
(D′u,r)

2 + h2
u

)αu/2
ηi

) ,
(c)
=

∫ ∞
−∞

∑
i∈{LoS,NLoS}

κiu,r

m−1∑
k=0

(
mβ̄u(r2

u + h2
u)αu/2ηi

)k
k!

exp
(
−mβ̄u(r2

u + h2
u)αu/2ηi

)
fD′u,r(ru) dru.

where (a) follows from the CCDF of Gu,r, (b) follows from the incomplete gamma

function definition for m ∈ Z+, and (c) follows from the expectation over D′u,r.
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J Theorem 5 Proof

For a given GS, the maximum coverage probability is obtained by placing the T-UAV

at the optimal location on the (cropped) spherical cone, M̄n. By fixing the T-UAV

hovering height at hu ∈ [hn, hn + T ], the T-UAV can fly within the (cropped) desk,

B̄
(
Ln, R̄n(hu, ψ

n
u)
)
.

To prove Theorem 5, we prove the following two claims : (1) As the T-UAV moves

far from the TBS with a constant distance from Lo, the coverage probability P t is

improved. Hence, the optimal T-UAV location belongs to A1 as shown in Fig. J.1a.

(2) As the T-UAV moves closer to Lo with a constant distance from the TBS, P t is

also improved. As a result, the optimal T-UAV location belongs to A2 as shown in

Fig. J.1b. The intersection region, A1 ∩A2, ∀hu ∈ [hn, hn + T ] is On as described in

Theorem 5. Therefore, by proving these two claims, Theorem 5 is proved. The two

claims are proved as follows:

1. Compare P t at two T-UAV locations, Lu1 and Lu2, with same distances from

Lo, Du1,o = Du2,o but different distances from the TBS, Db,u1 < Db,u2. We

divide B(L, o, Ro) into two halves, H1 and H2, by a hypothetical line where

SNRu1,r = SNRu2,r for any RUE on the line, this line is denoted as LH1 (see Fig.

J.1a). For any user location Lp1 ∈ H1, there is another user location (with same

probability) such that Lp2 ∈ H2 and, Lp1 and Lp2 are symmetric around LH1.

We note that Pb,r(p1) ≥ Pb,r(p2), Pu1,r(p2) = Pu2,r(p1), Pu1,r(p1) = Pu2,r(p2) and

Pu1,r(p2) ≤ Pu1,r(p1) where Pi,j(pk) is the i–j link coverage probability for a

point located at Lpk . Now, compare P t for the T-UAV locations Lu1 and Lu2

for all the possible six cases:
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Lu2 Lu1

A1

LH1

Lb

Lp2

Lp1
B(Lo, Ro)

C(Lo, Du1,o)

C(L′b, D′b,u1)

H1
H2

(a) Comparison between two T-UAV loca-
tions at the same distance from Lo but dif-
ferent distances from Lb.

Lu2

Lu1

A2

LH2

Lb

Lp1

Lp2

Lp3
H1

H2

H3

C(L′b, D′b,u1)

(b) Comparison between two T-UAV loca-
tions at the same distance from Lb but dif-
ferent distances from Lo.

Figure J.1: Optimal T-UAV location at a given height.

(a) Pb,r(p2) < Pu1,r(p1): The users at p1 and p2 are served by the TBS whether

the T-UAV is at Lu1 and Lu2. Therefore, P t(p1) = Pb,r(p1) and P t(p2) =

Pb,r(p2).

(b) Pb,r(p1) ≥ Pu1,r(p1) ≥ Pb,r(p2) ≥ Pu1,r(p2):

� T-UAV at Lu1: P t(p1) = Pb,r(p1), and, P t(p2) = Pb,r(p2).

� T-UAV at Lu2: P t(p1) = Pb,r(p1), and, P t(p2) = Pu2,r(p2) > Pb,r(p2).

(c) Pb,r(p1) ≥ Pu1,r(p1) ≥ Pu1,r(p2) ≥ Pb,r(p2):

� T-UAV at Lu1: P t(p1) = Pb,r(p1), and, P t(p2) = Pu1,r(p2).

� T-UAV at Lu2: P t(p1) = Pb,r(p1), and, P t(p2) = Pu2,r(p2) > Pu1,r(p2).

(d) Pu1,r(p1) ≥ Pb,r(p1) ≥ Pu1,r(p2) ≥ Pb,r(p2):

� T-UAV at Lu1: P t(p1) = Pu1,r(p1), and, P t(p2) = Pu1,r(p2).

� T-UAV at Lu2: P t(p1) = Pb,r(p1) ≥ Pu1,r(p2). And, P t(p2) = Pu2,r(p2) =

Pu1,r(p1).

(e) Pu1,r(p1) ≥ Pb,r(p1) ≥ Pb,r(p2) ≥ Pu1,r(p2):

� T-UAV at Lu1: P t(p1) = Pu1,r(p1), and, P t(p2) = Pb,r(p2).
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� T-UAV at Lu2: P t(p1) = Pb,r(p1) ≥ Pb,r(p2), and, P t(p2) = Pu2,r(p2) =

Pu1,r(p1).

(f) Pu1,r(p1) ≥ Pu2,r(p2) ≥ Pb,r(p1) ≥ Pb,r(p2):

� T-UAV at Lu1: P t(p1) = Pu1,r(p1), and, P t(p2) = Pu1,r(p2).

� T-UAV at Lu2: P t(p1) = Pu2,r(p1) = Pu1,r(p2), and, P t(p2) = Pu2,r(p2) =

Pu1,r(p1).

In all the cases, the overall coverage probability P t is enhanced or unchanged

when the T-UAV is located at Lu2 as compared with Lu1, which proves the first

claim.

2. Compare P t at two T-UAV locations, Lu1 and Lu2, with same distances from

the TBS, Db,u1 = Db,u2 but different distances from Lo, Du1,o > Du2,o. We draw

a hypothetical line, denoted as LH2, where SNRu1,r = SNRu2,r at any RUE on

the line (see Fig. J.1b). Since Db,u1 = Db,u2, the line passes through the TBS

as Fig. J.1b shows. Let B(Lo, Ro) = H1 ∪ H2 ∪ H3 where H1 is the smaller

part of B(Lo, Ro) that is on one side of LH2, H2 is symmetric to H1 around LH2

and H3 = B(Lo, Ro) \ (H1 ∪H2) (see Fig. J.1b). If LH2 does not intersect with

B(Lo, Ro), then H1 = ∅, H2 = ∅ and H3 = B(Lo, Ro).

For any user location Lp1 ∈ H1, there is another user location (with same

probability) such that Lp2 ∈ H2 where Lp1 and Lp2 are symmetric around LH2.

We note that Pb,r(p1) = Pb,r(p2), and Pu1,r(p1) = Pu2,r(p2) and Pu1,r(p2) =

Pu2,r(p1). In each of the following cases,

� Pb,r(p1) > Pu1,r(p1),

� Pb,r(p1) < Pu1,r(p2),

� Pu1,r(p2) < Pb,r(p1) < Pu1,r(p1),
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the same coverage probability over the region H1 ∪H2 is obtained whether the

T-UAV is placed at Lu1 or Lu2. However, if the RUE is located at Lp3 ∈ H3,

the coverage probability at Lp3 can be computed as follows:

(a) If Pb,r(p3) > Pu2,r(p3): The user associates with the TBS in all cases.

Therefore, P t(p3) = Pb,r(p3) whether the T-UAV located at Lu1 or Lu2.

(b) If Pb,r(p3) < Pu1,r(p3): The user associates with the T-UAV in all cases.

Therefore,

� T-UAV at Lu1: P t(p3) = Pu1,r(p3).

� T-UAV at Lu2: P t(p3) = Pu2,r(p3) > Pu1,r(p3).

(c) If Pu1,r(p3) < Pb,r(p3) < Pu2,r(p3): Consider the T-UAV locations Lu1 and

Lu2 as follows,

� T-UAV at Lu1: P t(p3) = Pb,r(p3).

� T-UAV at Lu2: P t(p3) = Pu2,r(p1) ≥ Pb,r(p3).

Therefore, the overall coverage probability P t is enhanced or unchanged when

the T-UAV is located at Lu2 as compared with Lu1 which proves the second

claim. In case of U-UAV, P u is a function of the link quality between the U-

UAV and the TBS. Therefore, the first part of the above proof cannot be used.

Based on the second part, where the distance between the UAV and the TBS

is fixed at Db,u, we note that P u is maximized when the U-UAV is located at

Lu = {xu, 0, hu} where xu = xb −Db,u, ∀Db,u ≥ 0 and ∀hu ≥ 0.
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